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CHAPTER EIGHT: 

RESIDENTIAL DIFFERENTIATION. 

Residential differentiation, the grouping of houses 

to form areas of distinctive soeio-ooonomio status, is an 

inevitable feature, of modern town growth, at least 'in this 

country. In resorts, the study of this process is of 

particular interest and importance, and for two reasons. 

First, the residential function of a resort is not incidental 

to the 
. main economic base of that tovin, as it would be' in 

an industrial town, but forms part of that base. Second, - 
the occurrence of letting-activities over part of the 

resort area causes the better-olass, residential areas in. 

which such activities are absent to have clearer definition 

and greater significance than is often the case in non- 

resort towns. 

The Historical Development of Residential Differentiation. 

Little is known of the residential pattern in medieval 

towms. What evidence there is suggests that differentiation 

vies poorly developed - which is not surprising considering 
how small these towns were. 

In Georgian building, two contrasting features are 
IýI 

observed. One is the building of "colf--contained" estates 
in which good-class terraces aided with poorer terraces. 

The other is well-defined differentiation, the emergence 
of better/poorer aides to towns. This latter process 
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increased in intensity throughout the 19th century, probably 

reaching its peak in the 1860 - 1914 period. 

House building since 1918 has tended to blur rather than 

confirm the often clear-cut residential pattern of the 

pre-1914 town. The difference in status between good and 

poor-class building has greatly diminished, an indication 

of a social "levelling out" which two wars have greatly boosted 

This process has been aided since the last war by the initial 

restrictions on private building. Only in the last few 

years has private "spec" building been able to resume on a 

large scale - though a change in government might Cause 

another stoppage. Another "levelling out" process is the 

conversion of large pre-1914 villas into flats, tenements, 

institutions and boarding houses. Many have also been 

converted into hotels but this has far less effect upon 

social "tone" than the conversions listed above. 

The residential pattern has also become areally blurred 

since 1918. With the increased tempo of town life, seclusion 

and privacy have become qualities of location more and 

more sought by better-class housing. Usually these 

advantages are attained simply through distance from the 

town centre, by a retreat to, and beyond, the flanks of the 

built-up area. Such building tends to encircle the built- 

up area, irrespective of the pre-1914 pattern. 

At the same time, a similar encircling tendency is seen 
its the vast amount of council estate building. Availability 



and suitability of land " is ' ofton the decidin'ý factor in 

the siting of these estates by a council armed with powers 

of compulsory purchase. Again thoi former'residential 

pattern is often ignored 

With the possibility of the results bf ' tho be last two 

proceeaea "clashing", and with the various levelling-up 

processes referred'to earlier, it is not surprising that' 

the post-1918 re'sident'ial pattern is'muoh more complex than 

the'pre-1914 pattern. To add to the confusion there'is 

sometimes an areal clash between the effects of the first 

encircling process, that of marginal location for'better 

class housing, and the tendency for residential zoning to 

take place parallel to the coäot, the poorer hou©ing forming 

a distinct "back" to the town. 

Methods used in determining the pattern of residential 

differentiation. 

The rateable value (R. V. } of 's house' is based' 01i'the 

hypothetical rent that it svoüld have comma`nded` in 1939. As 

this rent would be a function primarily of size, situation 

and condition, it is'©vident that rateable values offer a 

uOeful basis for analy©ing reoidential areas: Moröover, 

this basis, in theory at least, ellowa conpariaonfl betwe©n 
towns. 

The main disadvantages of this method-are (a) the look of 

standardization in valuation practices despite the 
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Revaluation Act of 1956 r and M 
-the 

large 
_, 
house 

. which io 

split into tenSments and flats but which is rated as a single 

property, (self-contained flats,, can be rated separately if 

desired). As with accommodatiön, the distribution of 

properties of certain rateable value can be plotted very 

quickly by using a directory.. 

In resorts where rateable values were , used, two sets of 

figures 
. 
were taken from the Valuation lists, 

, 
houses with a 

rateable value %£40 (sometimes ?. Z35 was chosen(')) , and those 

with an R. V. of, c £25. These were then plotted. 

The other main method is by personal survey.. The 

disadvantages. here, besides those of time and effort, are the 

problems of mentally, fixing appropriate categories, and of 

equating,. for. this purpose, houses of uarying age. This 

method,. however, requires only the boundaries of differing 

residential tracts to ; be fixed; if rateable values are used, 

boundaries can only be drawn after, the information has been 

plotted. Also this second method allows the observer, if 

he has acquired 'town-sen©el, to. "place" the area by its. 

overall character; size. of house and garden, upkeep of 

house and garden, etc. 

When making a personal survey, two criteria were applied. 
(a) Was the house/stroet in question one in which members of 

the professional classes might be expected to live? 

(1) For instance, in come non-select reeorto where houses 
, with: a-'R. V. of .. 

e4O were insufficient in number to 
reveal any significant pattern, e. g. Redcar and Barry. 
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(b) Was it of pre--war council estate status? It wan found, 

quite incidentally, that there was a strong correspondence 

between houses whieh""provided a 'yea' to the first criterion, 

and houses with a rateable value of 
)'i40. In both methods, 

council estates were treated as entities, and their 

boundaries obtained from the Borough Surveyor's office. 

Residential differentiation in pre-1914 areas is often 

strikingly portrayed, on, a map by the contrast between villa 

and-terrace areas, =. a contrast Sometimes emphasised by 

differences in street patterns (p. 70 ): -`On the land-use map 

this -contrast would also -be `seen in that between the 

homogeneity of land-uselin the'villa area (excluding 

institutions) -and the heterogeneity of land-use 'in the poorer 

residential areas with their corner shops and odd bits 

of industry. Southport is a good example of this. 

-Further contrast'. is often afforded by building materials. 

After 18809, -, for. instanee, fashionable' houses would probably 

have all 'walls of redbrick, while poorer class houses - 

would be of yellowish stock brick ' (perhaps with "red brick 

trim to window and door surrounds)-e. g. Southend and 

Great Yarmouth. The-'revival of red tiling in the same 

period is mostly restricted to better class-tQueen Anne' 

building, as in the Meads area, Eastbourne; -'and the South 

Cliff, Scarborough. 

Where an aerial view -of ,a resort is possible, the 

distribution of trees and vegetation throughout the town 
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often picko out, with remarkable accuracy, tlrýbetter class 

area©t e.;. Eastbourne (viewed from the olopea of the 

flanking South Downa). 

Tone D©terminantn. 

It is possible to account for much of the socio-economic 

pattern of housing by referring to what can loosely be 

termed "tone determinants". Sometimes two or throe tone 

determinants pull in the same direction; at other times, 

they clash, resulting in a complex pattern. 

Topography is undoubtedly the most important single tone 

determinant as bettor-class building almost invariably seeks 

out the higher ground. The reasons for this are (1) the 

desire for a favourable aspect, especially a view of the sea 

and coast, (2) better drainage (in contrast with damp ill- 

drained sites in valley bottoms), (3) separation from 

industry, commerce, main roads and railways, which are usually 

located in the lowland areas, and (4) the greater cost of 

building on hill slopes. Broken topography also gives 

greater scope to the estate planner. 

A second determinant is "open space" whose survival as 

ouch is reasonably assured. The flanks of such areas usually 

attract good class housing for obvious reasons. At the 

resort, the most important'bpen apace" is the sea. Others 

are parks, golf courses, commons, cemeteries, playing fields 

and steep-aided valleys (chines). The influence of chines 



GOOD CLASS RESIDENTIAL AREAS 
(INCLUDES SOME HOTELS) STATION 

LOW CLASS TERRACES 

COUNCIL ESTATES 
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WOODS OF CROMER HALL 500 YARDS 

Figure 66 - The residential pattern, Cromer. 
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io particularly noticeable, at Bournomouth and Saitburn (Pig. 13) 

Unlike topography, these features tend to, have a linear 

effect upon the residential patterngforthe strip of better- 

claa©ghousing is often only 
, 
"one house 

*and 
garden" in width. 

There ia,, of course, a tendency for these linear forms to 

impart, to the adjacent area a social tone which night result 

in a thickening of the strip.: Housing? itself , is, a tone 

determinant. A similar linear fora inrygood-clooo housing 

in oftenfound in pre-1914 building along main roada, reads 

which today would be avoided by, good-olaea housing. 

In oomeroaorta,, the 
. villa of the Lord of the_Manor, eras a 

e 
Yr 

little apart from, t#epre-resort settlement., During sub-. 

2equent rooortgrowth,: tho Lord of the Manor, if he owned 

much of the land, (as, was 
_probable) , was likely to control 

building so that, the side of the town near his villa became 

the "better aide". Naturally, he did not wish to surround 

his house with artisan terraces. If the villa stood in 

spacious grounds it was likely. to be screened from View by, 

belts of trees (Fig. 66), 
_which 

constituted another amenity 
to be ©xploited, by good-clean housing. Of course l the 
"Manor" house gave to the adjacent area a definite "address 

value". In the development of Eastbourne, with Compton 

Place, and, Croner with Cromer Hall, such factors have to be 

taken into account. 

Seclusion and privacy may be obtained by distance (P. z°6)ý 

but also by the combination of topographical and vegetation 



features. : Thüs'wooded wail'eye have -always 
`attracted good 

clash "housing, aä "at Veritnör, 'Shanklin '(the Victoria Avenue 

area) and Swanage' `(opposite ýDurletön pey) . Such sites 

also give `shelter ý from''windsi At' Bournemouth-and Poole, 

areas of pine trees provided; land are still providing, 
(li 

secluded site's for -good-class housing. 

, In several resorts, much of the . residential, pattern is - 

not to be, explained in terms of such . 
determinants,. but 

rather.,. in terms, of, estate,,: development , policy,. . 
For,. mueh of 

Worthing, thereto no reason for 
, 
the ý siting of good-class 

housing estates. other -than the. need for such houses,, and . 
the willingness of the estates to, provide them., -Whether such 

locations can -be , 
described an fortutäcoue is a nw point. 

This is. not to say, howevgr,. ýthat estate policy will override 

a policy that 
,- other . tone ; determinants might suggest*-, 

Usually it complies, -ae_. at =, Shanklin and Eastbourne. where , 
the 

dictates of topography have been followed.. 

There-is no need to, consider the determinants of poorer- 

cla©a building. Some, have been referred to, othev implied. 

There is. one, (. however, , which requires further comment, , the 

railway. If the railway track- is at, or above, ground level, 

and is used by steam trains, then it is avoided, so far as 

possible, by 
, -better. -clasp. : building.. If, however, : 

tie 

railway is "sunk",, and oleetrified, the-visual and audible 

nuisances are largely,. removed. One of the most. select roads 

t 1i Chiefly in : the' 33rankeomo, Don© area,, 
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, in seaside _. Englandý Coodep Drivo y Eexhillq is , backed by, 

a -railway -- but one . which is "sunk". and electrified., 

Another distinction to 
, 
be made is that. between the 

.. 

-railway 
to-day, end.. the railway 

_in 
its infancy. - When the 

railway first 
,. came to a resort, it would probably have just 

two tracks, perhaps one, along which a very infrequent 
0 

service of trains ran. It was a novelty that might attract 

rather than repel good-class housing. This helps to 

explain why, at Scarborough, a line of large villas, along 

the Westover Road and Westwood, flank the railway on 

either side immediately south west of'the terminus station; 

and why Brunel was able to run his railway along-side the 

beach at Dawlish. 

It is often asserted that 'the "better"`side of British 

towns is"usually the west'side, and that'thia is too be` 

related to the prevailing westerly winds. Thisedoes'not seem 
to be a valid assertion when applied to resorts, however: 

Of the nine resorts which are located along east"- w©st, 

or northeast '- softhwest, ' coasts and which have' a "better" 

side, four have a better western side (Barry, Colwyn Bay, 

Folkestone and Eastbourne)', and four, abetter eastern side 
(Littlehampton, ' Rhyi, Cromr and Felixstowe) .ý' Of the' six' ' 

"better side" resorts'along north - south dbasts, one has 

that side to the North (Whitley Bay) , one to the east 
(Aberystwyth), and four to the south (Saudown, Filey, Falmouth, 

and Deal with'Walmer). Penarth also'haa a "better" side to 
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the South, 
, 
but cannot.. be 0ustifiably grouped with the above 

resorts because its poorer northern side was built during 

the town's first phase as a port, the low-class terraces 

of this "side" lining the slope leading down to the dock 

area. (P. 35 ). 

The-Residential Patterns 

In the resorts, four main typos of pattern can be 

distinguished. 

(a) Better/poorer side pattern. 
(b) Better sides, poorer 'central' area. 

(c) Better front, poorer back. 

(d) Complex pattern. 

These divisions are, of necessity, goneralicod. Often 

they apply to a pre-1914 residential pattern which later 

building has tended to blur, or make more complex. The 

significance of the pro-1914 pattern usually remains, however. 

A pre-1914 resort might possess a simple "better/poorer" 

side structure which has been greatly modified by later 

building. Its significance, however, remains in the 

structure of the "core", the distribution of accommodation 

and of holiday amenities, and in the distribution of industry. 

It might even be reflected in the land-use pattern of the 

beach. If, on the other hand, the entire present day 

pattern were considered, the significance of this former 

pattern might be loot; so might the value of comparison 

with other resorts. 
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. 
(a) Better/poorer side structure. 

This structure is well developed in several resorts. 

(P. 133) . Perhaps the finest example is Eastbourne where 

the residential pattern has been greatly influenced by 

topography and by the location of the Duke of Devonshire's 

seaside residence, Compton Place. The present town 

straddles the topographic junction between the South Downs 

and the alluvial flats of the Pevensey Levels (skirted, 

in part, by the shingle bank of the Crumbles). East of 

the railway, and northeast of terminus Road, is lowland 

Eastbourne, mostly below 20' OD. This is the "poor" aide. 
To the southwest of Terminus Road, and to the northwest of 

the railway, the land rises towards, and onto, a scarp-foot 

platform, from 20' to 300' OD (though building mostly 

stops at 200'). This in the "better side", the Meads and 
Upperton areas. Traced inland towards Wilmington, and 
forward in time, this reasonably simple pattern becomes more 

complex, however. 

At Sandown, the land rises southwestwards from an alluvial 

area unfit for building to an oblique ridge between 50' and 

120' OD. Most of the town's poor-class building is in a 

north - south band skirting the alluvial area. Unlike 

Eastbourne, however, the "core" is parallel to the coast and 
does not form a buffer between the better and poorer sides. 
(Fig. 56) . 
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In pre-1914 Folkestone, a clear distinction could be 

made between a better west side on the West cliff, between 

100' and 180' OD, and a poorer east side, in the valley 

complex of the "old town" area. (This poorer side was, at 

first, below 100' but later spread eastwards to well above 

this height). This simple pattern was later modified at 

the end of the 19th century by the development of Morehall 

and Cheriton as artisan suburbs to the northwest of the 

better Aide, and in the poet-1918 period by the extension 

by counkil estates of the poorer side well up the slopes of 

Cretoway Down (up to 300') - an area which, commanding fine 

coastal views, was potentially a good-class housing site. 

In pre-1914 Felixstowe, also, a clear distinction could be 

made between the better town area on the low plateau 
(50' - 70'), and the poorer, entirely terraced, areas (a) 

about the inland village of Walton, and (b) on the shingle 

bank to the southwest of the good-class plateau area. In 

contrast to many towns, post-1918 building in Felixstowe 

has strengthened this east - west distinction through further 

good-clans building on the eastern side, and large areas of 

council housing on the western side (though on the low 

plateau) . (Fig, 67) . 
At Rhyl, topographic control has operated in a more subtle 

manner. (Fig. 68). To the southwest of the High Street 

(With a buffer location analogous to that of Terminus Road, 

Eastbourne) the land slopes gently down towards the alluvial 

I 
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Figure 68 - The residential pattern, Rhyl (Flintshire). 
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flats along the River Clwyd. Bench marks along Wellington 

Road read 21.321,20.10', 19.99', 18.36', and 13.41' (in 

about a mile). To the northwest of the High Street, the 

level is generally between 21' and 2619 rising to 30' where 

the prom' passes over a former sand-dune ridge. This 

difference in height between the two sides of the High 

Street, though slight, was probably the difference between 

damp and dry building sites, and the reason for the 

development of a better side to the east. A map of Rhyl in 

1852 clearly shows that the contrast between a villa area 

to the east and a terrace area to the west was evident at 
the very beginning of the resort's growth. 

Immediately southwest of the railway, more low-lying 

ground (the Morfa Bach) between 12' and 18' OD, has 

conditioned the development of a distinct low-class "back". 

Between 1861 and-1871, a small industrial area with low- 

class terracing (Millbank) grew up in this area (though on 

somewhat higher land (c. 24')) and by 1914 many other similar 
terraces had been added. Since then, this back has 

further expanded by the addition of large council-housing 

estates. 

An outstanding feature of private house development in 

Rhyl since 1930 has been the large number of bungalow 

estates, this reflecting the growth of the private 
residential resort function. 

In early 19th century guide books to Deal a distinction, 
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still valid, is made between Deal the commercial town 

(to-day it is the corimorce of shopping and of the 

holiday industry, then it was the commerce of a maritime 

town) and Walmer the fashionable residential town. This 

distinction had no topographic basis, however, and, instead, 

was to be explained in part by reference to the Duke of 

Wellington's residence in Walmer Castle after the Napoleonic 

Wars. 

At Cromer, also, the residential pattern (Fig. 66) has 

no topographic basis. An interesting feature, here, is 

the small, compact, low-class area near the now disused 

Cromer Station. The location adjacent to this area of 

the town's former gas-works is probably the explanation 

of this. 

Coiwyn Bay (Fig. 45), Whitley Bali, Littlehampton and 

Scarborough are other resorts whose better side has no 

topographic basis. In pre-1914 Scarborough, the contrast 

between the better and poorer aide was most marked. To 

the south of the Eastborough, Westborough and Falsgrave 

Roads, lay the better aide, much of it under villas. To 

the north lay the poorer aide, entirely terraced, whose 

gridironing of streets paid no heed to topography. To 

the rear of the town (west of Faisgrave), was a second, 

though very small, villa area. 

In 1800, this former maritime town had two wings of 
fashionable building, one to the north, and one to the 
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south (Pig. 5). Subsequent fashionable building, however, 

was restricted to the southern area. Possibly the 

location on this aide of the all-important spa, and of a 

steep-aided valley which allowed an inland tongue of 

fashionable building to enjoy its landscaped slopes, were 

important factors in this later south aide emphasis. 

Since 1918, this north - south distinction has been 

partly blurred. On the north side, the good-class hotel 

-and residential area of Northstead overlooking the 

Peaaholme Valley has emerged, while on the south side, the 

conversion of villas, etc., into flats, hotels, boarding 

houses and institutions has continued. Council housing, 

however, has been kept away from this still-fashionable 

south aide. Meanwhile, the good-class area to the rear 

of the town (see above) has expanded. 

At Barry, the main good-class residential area is too 

small to be called a "better" side. As Figure 69 shows, 

it is located in the Cold Knap resort area, and this 

illustrates a not surprising feature of industrial towns 

with important resort facets: that the better class area, 

or one of the better class areas, is located adjacent to the 

resort area; another example of this is the seaside facet 

of Seaburn and Roker which forms one of the good-class 

areas of Sunderland. Incidentally, part of the Cold Knap 

housing was controlled by one body, the Welsh Town Planning 

and Housing Trust - which explains the harmony in design 
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and building materials (white-painted rough-cast with 

grey slate roofs) between houses. 

Brighton (to the east) with Hove (to the west)'is often 

cited as an example of a town "area" with a better west 

side. This is true up to a point, the point being the 

originally highly fashionable Kemp Town on the east side 

of Brighton. 

tb) Better aides, poorer central area. 

In the following examples, the influence of both 

topography and desirability of marginal location will be 

apparent. At Weston super Mare, for instance, the steep 

elopes of Worlebury Hill attracted good-class building 

(terraces and villas) very early in the resort's development. 

The southward push of the town came later, when first one 

wave of good-class building, then another, took up a 

location marginal to the then built-up area. Each in turn 

became flanked by later building and caught up in the 

expansion of boarding houses, and, to a lesser extent, 

hotels. However, the last wave of building on this south 

aide, the Newcombe Estate (begun in 1901) has retained its 

original select residential character. To this can. also 

be added the Clarence Park "fringe". 

Another excellent example is Skegneas (Fig. 59)" Parts 

of both north and south good-class aregs squat on a sand-dune 
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.ý 
ridge. Moth are adjacent to a golf-courfle. The council 

ootaten, with low-clans pre-1914 terracing, form a definite 

"back" to the town. 

At Sidnouth, topographic control in pore in evidence. 

The poorer-ela©© areas are found along the valley botton, and 

the bettor-clans areas mostly along the valley aides - though 

there is some interdigitation between the two along the valley 

bottom. This contrast is. not only emphasised by building 

morphology - terraces, and semi-detached houses of council 

estates opposed to villas(')- but also by building materials, 

at least up to 1914 (Pig. 31). Exposed brickwork, rare in 

the villa areas (there is the occasional High Victorian gothic 

brick villa), is characteristic of the poorer-class terraces - 

where it is usually a red/orange brick with white brick trio. (2) 

In the villa areas walls are covered by plaster, pebble dash, 

rough cast (painted white or buff) or by the earlier stucco. 
Dowlish is another resort with a valley site. At one time, 

small but fashionable Regency terraces flanked the Lawn, but 

these have since been converted into shops. The present good- 

class areas form two belts, one on either side of the 

valley (Pig. 70). 

(1) A significant exception is, the late Georgian Tortfield 
Terrace. 

(2) A number of post-1914 public buildings are of. exposed brick. In some, it is aseociated with a pseudo- Georgian style, e, g. the. Poet Office, and the Telephone 
Exchange. 
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Figure 71 - The residential pattern, Weymouth. 
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The Council estatos, however, unlike those of Sidmouth, 

flank those good-class areas on their outer side. 

The influence of topography is especially clear at 

Weymouth (Fig. 71). South of the resort area, a good-class 

villa belt picks out an east - went ridge. North of the 

resort area, a small but marked break in slope separates 

the low-class terracing'of the "Park" triangle from another 

villa area immediately to the north. Weymouth is unusually 

"rich in housing estates,, some built by the council, some, by-- 

the Admiralty as dormitories for the workers in Portland 

dockyard and naval base. 

No less distinct is' the influence of topography upon the 

residential pattern at Exmouth. Prior to 1914vthis town 

had a clear-cut better/poorer side structure, the better 

side (mostly villas) on a southwest - northeast trending 

ridge, and the poorer side on lower partially reclaimed 

land to the west. This has since been modified by (a) good- 

'claaa building on the higher groundmorth of the poorer side, ' 

and (b) council estate building to the rear of the better 

side. 

(o) Better front, poorer "back". 

In the absence of other tone determinants (though sometimes, 

with their aid) , poorer-class housing tends to be built at 

the rear of the resort, forming a "back". - 

Southport has such a "back", a belt of housing markedly 
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lower in status than the eoastward belt. Unlike other 

towns with a similar pattern, however, this contrast is not 

emphasised by a distinction between villas and terraces of 

the pre-1914 town, but rather by a distinction between 

larger villas and smaller villas, and detached villas and 

semi-detached villas - the outcome of the deliberate 

fostering by the controlling estates of the "garden city" 

form. Another indicator of the residential pattern is land- 

use, for the distribution of corner shops in the pre-1914 

town area and scraps of industry is restricted to the poorer 

areas of the "back". 

On the south side of Southport at Birkdale, a railway a 

parallel to the coast is a significant social divide. On 

its coastward side is the most fashionable residential area 

in either Southport or Birkdale. This is known as "Shoreside". 

Some of the building on the other side of the railway, 

however, is of good-class; it is simply a matter of 

relative status. 

At St. Annex and West Lytham, a railway parallel to the 

coast also forms an important divide between the better front 

and the poorer back (if the strip of good-class housing 

along St. Annex Road East is excluded). In both towns the 

low-class housing of the "back" forms two separate areas. 
(Fig. 39)" 

The existence of a "back" at Bournemouth is clearly seen 
in Figure 72. Thin map was constructed by the Town Planning 
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Department as part of their investigation into the 

development of the town. Three categories of residential 

development are recognised: 

Category 1. 

Localities where large well-designed houses with ten 

or more rooms were built in attractive surroundings, usually 

at densities not exceeding three houses per acre. 

Category 2. 

Well-designed residential buildings built at densities 

of from four to six houses per acre. 

Ca tegor_ 3. 

Smaller houses, mostly built as detached units, varying 

from four to six rooms. 

Unfortunately, no attempt was made to relate these 

categories to rateable values. 

In Southport, St. Annes, Lytham, Skegness (another town 

with a "back") and Bournemouth, the town occupies a flat 

site, at sea-level in the first four, and on a low plateau 

at Bournemouth. In all these resorts, moreover, develop- 

ment has been largely controlled by a restricted number of 

land-owners. 

At Shanklin and Ramsgate, the development of a poorer- 

class "back" in the pre-1914 town (since modified by later 

building) was influenced by a slightly inland valley 

parallel to the coast. Hove in 1914 also had a "back" of 

low class terracing, but this has since been fringed by 
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inter-war epee building. 

(d)Complex patterns. 

In the absence of unified estate control, and/or in 

the presence of diverse topography, a complex pattern is 

likely. 

At Minehead, under the influence of topography, two 

good-class areas flank the "old town", while a third 

occupies a marginal position near Periton (Fig. 73). Low- 

class terraces and council estates occupy various locations, 

though the concentration about Alcombe is noticeable. An 

interesting feature is a narrow belt of poor-class housing 

following a valley which curves through the main good-class 

area on the slopes of North Hill tMa 
. 

Equally complex is the residential pattern of Redcar, 

though this time the town site is flat. Pre-1914 Redcar had 

a very definite better/poorer side structure (Fig. 74)" To 

the west lay the fashionable terraces and villas of the 

Coatham 11swanks"(1) - between the Coatham Road and 

Klrkleatham Street. To the east, behind the High Street, 

lay the low-class terraces of Redcar, though to the south 

was a small pocket of good-class housing, Easson Road. 

(1) As its inhabitants were labelled by the inhabitants of 
Redcar. 
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Since 1914, the social pendulum has swung in the opposite 

direction. The industrial expansion of Teoside has advanced 

towards Coatham, and continues to do so. Dormanstown, and 

similar council estates, have been built on'this side, while 

most of the fashionable pre-1914 houses have become flats or 

institutions. On the opposite side of town, however, the 

Stray amenity area (levelled in the. '20'a) has become-lined 

with good-class building, though a council estate is to be 

built on this side in the near future. The linear influence 

of open opaces, -the -Stray with sea, also two parks, is clearly 

demonstrated in Redcar. 

Morecambe, with its two flanks of good-class housing at 

Heysham (to the south) and Torriaholme and Bare (to the north) 

could be justifiably placed in the "Better aides, poorer 

centre" category. That it is not is due to the subsidiary 

resort area of Bare. ° As Figures 42 and 43 show, the terraced 

boarding house area of Morecambe and West End is flanked by 

detached and semi-detached private housing almost entirely 

of post-1918 age. 

lorecambe illustrates an interesting and significant aspect 

of 'residential geography', the importance of an address. 
If an inhabitant of one of the better-class areas of Morecambe 

were asked where he lived, he would say, Bare, or Torrisholmo, 

or Heysham. He would not say Morecambe, for, to him, 

Morecambe is the holiday resort area, the boarding-house area. 

In one or two other resorts also, 
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the name by which the whole town is known is used locally 

to refer only to the holiday resort area. The private 

residential area (good-class) goes under another name 

often taken from a pro-resort village, as in Bare, 

Torrisholne and Heysham. Thus Whitley Bay is the holiday 

resort, Monkseaton the private residential area. 

Better class residential areas of all towns tend to 

adopt a distinctive name. which is °used in preference to the 

normal town name. Other resort examples include Meads and 

Upperton (Eastbourne) t Ainsdale (St. Annes) 9 East End (Rhyl) , 

Shoreside (Southport), West Worthing (northing), Westeliff 

and Thorpe Bay (Southend), Cooden (Bexhill), Pentire (Newquay), 

Plais Y Craig (Aberystwyth). and Southoliff (Scarborough). 

Sometimes, of course, the distinction is between towns that 

are paired; Walmer v Deal, Hove v Brighton, and Sutton v 

Mablethorpe. Another commonly quoted example is 

St. Leonards and Hastings, but this distinction appears to 

have become somewhat blurred in the 20th century. In 1857, 

however, the "Illustrated Times" had this to say - 

"St. Leonards is the West End or Belgravia of Hastings.... 

It is, moreover, far from the vulgar shopkeepers and fishermen 

and therefore fashion has decreed that it is the proper thing 

to live at St. Leonards and vulgar to reside at Hastings"- 
(1) 

(1) Quoted in "Historic Hastings' 19 by X. Manwaring Baines. 
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Residential Structures. 

Though it is obvious to even the most casual observer 

that there is much variation between resorts in their 

overall residential structure, personal observation alone 

does not permit the comparative analysis of those structures. 

Instead a statistical basis has to be sought. 

The basis used in this section is that of rateable value 

(Cf. accommodation structures p. 196)0 For each admin- 

istrative area, there exists an analysis of rated properties 

made by the Valuation Officer. For this analysis domestic 

hereditamento are split into twelve groups (excluding 

agricultural houses) and for each group the number of 

hereditaments, and their total rateable value, is shown. A 

copy of this analysis is held by all local authorities, and 

it allows the quick determination of residential structure. 

For this purpose, the twelve groups have been reduced to 

three: R. V. £0 - £25, R. V. £25 - £40, and R. V. ) £40. Only 

the numbers of hereditaments are used. The first group is 

low-clans housing, and £25 was chosen as the dividing line 

because (a) it already exists in the original twelve group 

divisions, and (b) it is more or less the upper limit to 

council house rating. The third group is good-class housing; 

£40 was chosen because (a) it too exists in the original 

division, and (b) it is the "class" of house in which one 

would not be surprised to find a member of the professional 

classes (though probably, £45 would be more satisfactory an 
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a dividing line) . 
The use of rateable values in this way is open to cxiticism. 

It assumes standardisation in valuation throughout the country, 

and in the drawing of the dividing line between private house 

and boarding house. It does not allow for flat or tenement 

conversions which are not rated separately. Nor does it 

allow for the varying age of building, or the varying propor- 

tion of bungalows. But there'is no obvious alternative, 

especially one so simple to obtain and calculate. In any 

case, so the three-fold division is a broad one, and as the 

variations in structure so determined are usually very marked, 

the above objections lose much of their force. 

For all resorts, three-tiered structures have been 

constructed (Fig. 75). Those are first grouped according to 

basic shape, (a) inverted triangle, (b) lozenge, and (c) triangle 

with base downwards. Further grouping is based on details 

of shape, and on the amount of 'f40 plus' housing. Some 

divisions are obvious, others arbitary. 
Resorts with an inverted triangle structure form the first 

group. In it, the percentage of '£40 plus' housing varies 

considerably and allows further division. A factor in 

Worthing's favour is the recency (post 1918) of a large part 

of its housing. The similarity between the Bexhill and 
Colwyn Bay matches the similarity in resort function and 

character. All Group I resorts enjoy a high reputation for 

selectness. It might be noted that Sidmouth, another select 
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resort, and Bognor, only just escape this group. 

A rather surprising feature of Group 2, the 'lozenge' 

shaped structures, is the similarity between Brighton and 

Bournemouth. This is a result of the broad division used 

(of necessity). If the £25 - £40 group is expanded to 

include £40 - £50 houses, the above similarity disappears - 

as the following comparison reveals: 

£0 - 25 £25 - 50 £50 plus. 
Brighton 15.88% 71.4% 12.7% 

Bournemouth 17.21% 62.1% 20.7% 

Southport has far leas good-cla©s housing (according to 

its structure) than its reputation suggests. This is 

explained, in part, by the strong villa tradition in 

Southport, and the subsequent conversion of these villas into 

privately rated flats, which, though perhaps remaining 

"fashionable" residences, may have a rateable value of under 

£40. More likely, this apparent anomaly is indirectly 

caused by the compactness of the good-class villa area, its 

large size, and its location at the front of the town and 

about the "core". One tends to forget that Southport is, 

after all, a large town, and that away from the "core" (and 

thus away from the holiday area) are large tracts of poorer- 

class housing. Towns often enjoy reputations in social 

status or in function (and sometimes oven in architecture) 
that are illusions created by either time - the former 

nature of the town - or space - the nature of its inner, i. e. 

i 
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"core" area (that part of the town best known to vi©itoro)). 
The similarity between Blackpool and Morecambe is notice- 

able. This too, in matched by a similarity in resort function 

and character. Sidmouth, though it has a "normal" triangular 

structure, is included in Group 2 because of its large amount 

of 940 plus housing. 

Group 3 consists of resorts with a triangular (bane downwards) 

structure. The inclusion of Scarborough, with its fashionable 

Southcliff and the expansive villa area to the south, is 

rather surprising. It should not be, however, for many villas 

are now boarding houses, hotels or institutions, others are 

flats. To the north of the "core", moreover, there is a 
large tract of low-class terracing, while much council house 

building, notably in the post-war Eastfield Estate 
)has 

taken 

place. It is interesting, incidentally, to compare the 

structures of Ramsgate and Margate. 

In most a "tail-enders" of Group 3, from Deal downwards, 

the dominance of low-class housing is related to industrial/ 

commercial aetivities, 
U) 

e. g. fishing, and, to a leaser 

extent, to the age of buildings - the "old town" areas. 
Those, however, do not satisfactorily explain the structures 
of Mablethorpo, Tenby, Piley and Saltburn. Tenby and Piley 

(1) Activities not necessarily found in the resort. Much of the council housing at Deal is for the Bottahanger minors, 
while much of the council housing and low-class terracing 
at Cleothorpes is occupied by people in the fishing industry of Grimsby or the industries of Humberside. 

I 
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(Fig. 36), however., are unusually rich in council housing, 

and both have some old town properties of low rateable value. 

Mablethorpe is also unusually rich in small bungalows. At 

Saltburn, the low-class total comprises (a) considerable 

amounts of council and low-class terracing housing, (b) many 

flats - conversions from once-fashionable terraced lodgings 

in the 'Jewell street' area, and from villas overlooking 

the Skelton Beck ravine (Fig. 13). 
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CHAPTER NINE.,, 

THE RESID}IYTIAL RESORRT_Fi CTION. 

Just as town industries can be divided into 'basic' and 
'non-basic' partsl so it is possible to divide the residential 
function of resorts. The 'basic' residential function is 

represented by people living in the resort who either work 

elsewhere or are retired: the 'non-basic' residential function 

is represented by those people who live and work within the 

resort. Some resorts are no less dependent upon the 'basic' 

residential functicn than are some industrial towns upon their 

'basic' industries. In this chapter, only the 'tmsic' 

residential function is conside-ed, i. e. the importance of 

resorts as dormitort towns and as places of retirement. 

The Resorts Dorrnitarv To; vn'. 
The 'Workplace and Usual Res: dence' tables of the 1951 

census indicate the nature of co«m: uting movements by referring 

to the number of people whose work causes iieta to cross the 

administrative boundary of the town within which they reside. 
The destinations of these people are also given. 

If the resort is a physical entity and wholly enclosed within 
one admdnistrativo unit, for example Eastbo me and Porthcawl, 

a person crossing the town's boundary can almost certainly be 

regarded as a commuter, especially if it can be shown that a 

considerable journey is invloved. On the other hand, in large 

'twin' resorts which are administratively soparato, the crossing 

I 
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of the dividing bounc, ýýry (Ions not autbr°atically nako the 

peo; sle cone c: 'acd co". -iuters. This is t; ' probt1c., thoYz, for 

such towns as Brighton and Hov©, Bournemouth and Paolo, 

Cloothorpes and Grinsby and Palgnton grid Torquay. 

These toes present a further proýdcri in that the outgoing' 

flotz of workers is likely to be compensated by an incoming 

flow of workers. Thus the day pupulaticn of bah ` ri£°htcn and 

B ournc: fiouth i, hl,, hor, not lower, th : are t: io ýs :;:: flt , popu1: kti on. , 

This is tc be expected in seLii-resorts with in"u: -try as the 

attraction (P" 400) and in re o: is well re: toveci rroL, ton»rc; iort 

towns, but not in resorts enjoying r cputat., ons as dory: story 

totnls. ouch inter-cha : es of workers can=, ot `ic red,. -rdod 

as true eoTr uti ng : ovcmentu and Z. r© excliia d In dctt: r.:. ininC; 

the import,. nce cf the resorts as dorYUtory towns. i olrf5 

affected include the 'twin' resorts, also , arCatol .. ý. m: nGat© 

and Broadstairs, HstiixCs and e. i11. 

The inpc, rtanco of the dormitory f unct:: on in resorts depends 

on the proximity of r. a�or non-resort toi-nis, and on the 

eýfic. iLncy of the coýwusicatý. on links. Understandably, this 

function i5 feebly developed in many south 11c: jt rQ, orts, e. g. 

T: c; w-4uay , zlx'ravombe sii. i. 1°nout: 1= ý: evor:: l En st Con st 

reso., ts, e. g. äi: C?, ut. -s, 1-`=ablothorpWl Irici]. inýtonj 

Several 'viol shirc; aortst e. g. äetby, Ab(.,: ystwytt,,. j vlrýnduduot 

Colwyn 'Ray, and some 3výzt: ý lä-: t Jo : 3t rc; ,. ýº, c. ý. '' ýrý ýtoý 

I.; ý9Catc! ßroaa:, tairs, Hý; stä, ý; sl '-cýýZil1I `r'o'!, ý : tone and 

La3tbov: rrie. 
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The most important dormitory resorts arc: listed in Table 

9 (ova*erleaf). In each of those recorta the day po, -}ulation 

is r: ýrkedly lower than tho resident population and the 

com: iuter percentage of the 'occupied population' usually over 

twenty. For convenience, theso resorts are split Into three 

groups: Group I- those tied to other rieaside towns, Group 2 

those tied to one inland town, and Group 3 those tied to 

'ore than one inland town. 

As this table indicates: some non-resort towns ossoss a 

suite of rosortg from which they receive a significant number 

of wort: ers. Londons the surprem© example, receives workers 

from every resort between and including Clacton ., nd ? ourne: outh 

(excluding the Isle of Wight). 
(I) 

In a similar though more 

localised nannor, Canterbury receives workers from all the 

Thanet resorts, also from Folkestone, Exeter from all resorts 

between and including Sidr-outh and Paignton, Preston and 

Manchester from all Lancashire resorts except Morecunb©, and 

Toesido from Redear, Saltburn and Whitby. Because of the 

water barrier of the Doe estuary, Liverpool's dormitory area 

along the coast is restricted to Southport and the '-dirral resort 

. or... mm 

(I) Coiutor traffic from Tic urne"mouth to London -ust not bo 
likened to that from London suburbs. such of it consists 
of busine: 3nen who co: o up to London for four or fivo 
days and then return to nournaraouth for tho wook-ende 
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The Major DoxmitarX Resort s. _ 
Group I Col I 

ßrixhan I9.3A 
Hyde 2I. I 
C1eet horres 61ý-. 3 Penarth 50.6 Po rt'n c awl 42,3 
C rouX, 2 

Deal 29.7 
Exaouth 2I. 4 
Dawli sh 23.2 
T©ignmouth Tý. 1 
Clý: vedon 2 .7 Felixstowe 20.0 
tKorecarnbQ 2, P) .ü Southend 30.3 
Hove 20,0 
Whitley Bay 62. `% 

Group 3 

kfern© Bay 23,9 
h tstable 30.7 
: gal tburn y4. I Lit tl eharap ton 28.0 
iºeyxouth 20.2 
Southport 19.5 

Col 2 C©1 3 

-254 Paigriton and Torquay 
.. 1055 Cowes 
-6339 Grir by and fumborsid© 
-2060 Cardiff 
-1261 Port Talbot 

-2365 ' Eastry (E. Kent Coalfielt 

ý793 
Exoter 
Exeter 

-424 Exotor 

_493 Bristol 
653 Ipswich 

-2979 Lancast( r 
-13,070 London conurbation 
-3979 Lcnc on conn-irbition 

5j62 Tyneside conurbation 

-I254 London, Canterbury 
-1671 Loracxonj ý, ant©rbury 
.. 194 TQe: xdei Lcf tus , 5kolton(l). 
-607 London, Ar+indol) '4orthing 
-1777 l'ortlnnd llorchastor 

L; vý rý ooý ý ýýýncýýestor -ý370 

(Col I Perccntago of total. 'occupied popul, tition' who cross 
torn boundary in the journey to work. 

Cal 2 

col 3 

The day popul-at1Ln comp=rrd to the 
population. 

Main connutor dostinzttioni. ) 

rE s lc? ont 

(i) Also Eston. 
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The Itec; o rt ni cos oý i erefi,, 
In an atte.. tit to dotermino the relative importance of the 

resorts as places of retirement, the Occupat. on Tables of the 

1951 venous were used. Unfortunately, tno rot . re Font figures 

which 'Liu: se tables give are not complete* i"or County 
floroughs, the totals for bath iron , Ariü women 'rot: ired from 

Gainful occ: ui-ation' are green, but for lessor adi: Inistrativo 

circa: otuy the-, na. Lo total in riven. To obtain a ret1ronont 

value, the number of retired males i or hundred occupied' 

was calculated for each resort. Alth: u %n tho ratic 

of retired , cn to retired wane is not eonst...: Lnt outh;; ortj 
for in;; tance, is famous for its opinstors ý- t: e ec vo male 

retirement ratio should reflect the i tt. ý., rtavco of the resorts 

retired element. 

Before examining too ratios, it Is necessary to eonsidor 

the factors which cause people to retire to core ,n resorts. 
First, the people are el. erly, and equability of clcaa toq 

especially in u3raters is of paramount inportunce. 'hotror 
surlshir3, e has a direct beneficial effect, upon health is 

cont-eovorsial, but certainly it bas an undisputed pyschological 
effect; hEneol a high smsh-ýn© rato is also to be, ßcught. v 
riext # people wish to retire to a pleasant e : viro.: -ait, and hero 

the town whose growth has been tastefully controlled, or the 
town with an unusually beautiful sott : ng I-as a tip stinct 
advantage. '3exhill,, &outh;:. ort, Lastbo-: r o and nanklin 
illustrato the first typ©, and Ventror and Sid: ^outh the seccfd 
type. Peace and s e-luslon. are fmrt_: er attreat. ive featuro31 
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and the resort overrun by hol i_t? ay visitors tcnds to bo 

av,, icicd. A well or Panisod. social life, and a high level 

of entcrtainricrt, are also irportant, and in this rospeet 

the IA-. Vge resorts or the resort near a larva tcwn Im a the 

advantage, for exams to 3ournc outh and Worthýin. g. 
01' these factors, the first, clir�s to, is un& u''tedly the 

most important, and the South Coast exercises a very powerful 

attraction for people tzho wish to retire, ne Tr ttor whore 

t, ioir home torn my be. There is, howover, anotl-4wr important 

factor which tends to 'cut across' the movement to the South 

Coast. Take, for instance, a cotton zanufactur. or ., ho has 

lived r. ost of his life in Pro yton. Most of hin friends 

will live iL, tiv: sane area, and, on rot-, '. re-, ent9 this 

uauufacturcr will probably be I o, -. the to cut hirsclf off 

from those friends, and from the local golf course, by going 

to Worthing, Wo hundred rdlo to the south. instead, there 

is a good c,, oY. ºco that he will retire to one of the neighbouring 

resorts, Moreca'be, Thornton Cleveloyc, Blackpool, Lytham 

St Armes or 33outi port. Tiero is another ro:. r on why one of 

these resorts may be praferrod6 They aro the resorts which 

}roston uses at the wt-ek-end, or on early closing day, the 

seaside r nrko of Preston. Even boforo rntiroriont, many 
Freston inhabitants have forged very strong links with one 

or more of the above resorts - by owning a beach chalet, or 

by belonging to the sailing club, ote. In a si: 3ilar riannor, 

the retiring clomcnt of Liverpool looks to 3outhp ort and the 
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? irral re; orta? Hull to Bridlinrtont Tyne3ido to Vthitley Bays 

and London to all 
ros3o°s botuQen Clacton and '; out saa. 

The proxipxity of London tý. elpsa to explain the O', ̀ . C-rwiso 

surF rtaa. -i, -ly rE. ti rc. Yont values for Cl}; c totl t : km® Day 

and 'dhitstable. 

These 1: iucrs ýi. ixj 11j; t-d in Table 310 ( ). After what 

Y"is boon said, the features of this table requiro little 

coýýr: ýzzt;. The h3. e: 'ie;, t values are found alouf, ti-. e . ýo th Coasts 

especially the ÜUut rlos. t Coast, aIzd the lo-%raat ; values along 

Sorth Bast Coasts. : hQ '. ow values in tho L: hicolhs'L; ira uzid"I 

scn; i»resorts an4 in ºu:; ti, ial towns with resort facets are to 

be eYpectc: ýd, of ccvu: ^se. 
IC A 

Rotlr. cý--ent Rýti ftýý E fi.. 

º cºtath ý: ̂ ^t Co, st 

volko stolafl I2. c3 
kIant nr, s 2I. I 
3exhill 27.2 
Eastbourne I7.7 
Brig: , ton IC. I 
Hovo 16. 
Worthing 2ý. 
Litta. ehampton 12.2 
3UgilU. r Regis 19,65 

South 
. ý... 
WC: 3.. ý. Cop, c)t 

....... ý...... ý... ý....... ý.. 

ýwnacQ 20.7 
Weymouth 16.9 
Sß. drzoutli 26.3 

.ý L=outh 25 
Daýtlish 26. 
TQig=outh 26.5 
Torquay 17.7 
Paignton 22.95 
Brixhan *- 29.7 

Nrax't East Co. it 

eJh. Ltlay "lay 
: 3cdcaf ý 
JaYtburn 
Whitby 
ý; c u rbc. rc: = 4. h 
Wiley 
ür icýliný tcýn 

13 .ý Ix" 
r3"3 
Iz"I 
I .ß j 4. I 
Iq"45 

Ss`; io of Ui, f; rýt 

'tZydo 

Snnc3ounl 
ShanlJ. in 
Vcntnc., r 

id. 9 
I q.. 3 
20.7 

Falcouth ý' 
eza:,. anco ýI. ý 
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Atlantic Const 
St Ives 22.6 
Nowquay 18.0 
Bude 16,7 
Ilfraconbe 19.8 
e*, ihehead 2(.; * 3 
Weston surer Mare 17.5 
Clevedon Iy. G 

South Wp-lvs Con. st 
enart v 

Barry *- 
II. I 

; ortllcawl II. 6 
Tenby Y 6. Ei 

West Wales co"Ist 
Abenrsi; wy'th j' I6.4 
North WR1es Cow t 

Llandudno 14.2 
Colwyn Bay 19.6 
Abergele 17.7 
Rhyl 1561 
Prestatyn 2I. 4 

North West Con st 
West Kirby and hoylako 
Southport 17.3 
Lytham St Annes 15.1 
Blackpool 14.5 
Thornton Cleveley3 * 22. I 
Fleetwood * $, ý 

i, incolnsxkirb Con st 
ClýýcthorT e.,, I. I 
ýnblethorpe 22.8 M 

ýikEýý; rll3st3 IL+. ý 

ýýn r, tA nltn Co- st 
Huns Anton I8.9 
Slit rinf_hni. i 25.0 
Cromer 22.5 
Great Yars. °outl-, 15.6 
Lowestoft I5.2 
Fa]. ixstowo I0.3 

Thames Eater rv Area. 
Clacton 29.2 
äaut.. cild 9 
A 

. 
ta4a 26.6 

Herne Bay 27.7 
Mzrgato z9.3 1 
Arcý, d: fairs 25.9 
Rar stra. t c. 15.5 
Deal 11.7 

Morecambe I7.1f 
Note: * Semi-resorts and industrial towns with resort facets 

(See P. 4-00 ). 

In conclusion, it might be noted that equability in 

climate, the most important factor in the pcpul rity of riany 

eighteenth and nineteenth century ' raterinf* pl coa, is no 

longer reflected in thn visitor ' npulation but in the 

retired population. 
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CHAPTER TEN o 

THE FROtdT 

In recalling a resort visited, almost inevitably one 
recalls its Front - for the Front is the resort. It 
distinguishes resorts from other towns, and one resort 
from another. It sums up the resort, its character, its 
history and its prosperity. Along the Front is concen- 
trated the resort's holiday industry. Take away the Front 

and one is left with an urban tract differing little from 

non-resort urban tracts, other than in ito accommodation 
advertisement. 

To holiday-makers, the Front is essentially the frontal 

promenade, but for the purposes of this chapter, a more 
comprehensive definition is required, one which will 
involve the frontal aspect of the resort. In this chapter, 
therefore, the following definition is used. 

'The Front is that frontal part of the resort which is 

seen from the end of a pier, real or imaginary, and which 
possesses the following essential features: - (a) An inte- 

gration of man-made features with coastal form, in which 
the combination of promenade with building-strip is an 

essential element. (b) Continuity and unity. (c) It is 

the area where are concentrated resort activities and 
holiday-makers. (d) It in the most brightly lit part of 
town. ' 

The beach is not included and is more conveniently 

studied separately. It is not part of the Front in 

popular reference, and is functionally distinct from the 

promenade; neither is it man-made In the sense that the 

promenade is. In the evenings, moreover, and especially 
after dark, it is entirely divorced from the illuminated 

promenade. 
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Not all resorts possess Fronts. At Newquay, an irreg- 

ular and high cliff line, whose base is in part washed by 
the tide, has caused frontal development to be highly 
localised and the same applies at Tonby and Falmouth. The 

estuarine. Bude has no Front, nor have St. Iveo and Whit- 

stable (excluding Tankerton). At Aablethorpe, too, the 

promenade, beach-chalets and other amenitioa squatting on 
the high sand-dune ridge cannot be regarded as a Front. 

A few resorts have 'inland' Fronts. Tho valley-bottom 
'Lawn' of Dawlish functions as a Front, and is, oignifi- 
eantly, the moot illuminated part of the town - the 
illuminations being concentrated along the strewn which 
skirts the 'Lawn'. The separation of the tovm from its 
beach by the railway undoubtedly has played an important 

part in this. Southport has a frontal promenade backed by 
building, but because its distinction is diminished by the 

great amount of 'foreshore development' on its seaward side, 

and because of the outstanding importance of Lord Street -- 
on a summer's evening it is the moot crowded and the most 
illuminated part of town inland Lord Street may be 

regarded as Southport's Front. The two advertisements below, 
taken from the official guide, and quite typical, are of 
interest in this reapecte 

MRS. TODD, 
95 King Street 

'Phone 2523. 

Homely. 
Bed and Breakfast 10/6. 
One Minute Lord Street. 

Messrs. DUROSE & RITCHIE, 
71 King Street 

'Phone 56121. 
Board Residence. Bed and Breakfast. 

H. & C. in Bedrooms. 
Separate Dining Room and Lounge. 

One Minute Lord Street and Promenade. 

Ilfracombe also has an 'inland' Front due to the resort's 
unique frontal topography, its frontal features occurring 
along the baoo of a valley which parallels the general 
grain Hof 

the coast and which ends in the harbour to the east 
(Pig. 1M and Plata XXVII). 

In some resorts, the Front is very small compared with 



Plate XXVIII - Frontal discordance, Blackpoý1. 
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s_the size of the town. Thus Ventnor, stretching for two and 
a half miles along the coast, has a Front only three hundrod 

and fifty yards in length. 

Though it has been noted that the existence of the 

waterfront gives special opportunities for experiencing tho 
town in the form of a profile'('), it must, be emphasised 
that, in seaside resorts, such a profile does not Five a 
representative crops-ooetion of the town's structure, but 

., of a highly distinctive frontal strip whose wiuth vzrica 

, from twenty to fifty yards. The road, alley, fence or 
hypothetical line, which : eparates this strip from the 

'town behind, is aline of discordance - in aocio-economic 

, statue, function and often architecture. The reasons are 
obvious. The frontal strip occupies an unique situation 
in the town, enjoying an uninterrupted view of the sea and 
the coast, the smell and sound of the sea-water, and the 
freshness of the sea-breeze - amenities, moreover, which 
are assured. It provides the most eagerly sought reri- 

-dential sites, for hotels or private houses. Adjacent as 
It is to the highly canalised holiday traffic on the 

,, promenade and beach, it also provides the beat sites for 

'holiday trading. An understandable and characteristic 
feature of resorts, frontal discordance is often moot 
strikingly illustrated by differences in height (Plate 

xxviii). 
A frontal feature which requires special mention Is the 

square, the croacent, opening onto the Front. besides 
giving greater scope to the artistry of cetate-builders, 
it permits a greater length of frontal facade to enjoy a 
frontal amenity, though for parts, it is a diminished 

(1) A. E. Smailes: 'Some refleotions on the Geographical 
Description and Analysis of Townscape©'. Transactions and 
Papero, 1955, No. 21, Institute of British GeoRraphorn, 109. 
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amenity (Fig. 77). 

L 
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Although wasteful of space, the use of the squares etc. 
for private gardens dispenses with the need for roar 
garden-apace. 

These frontc. l openings, thouga not a characteristic 
feature of resorts, are fairly common and give to the Front 

a highly distinctive appearance. The Front of Brighton and 
Hove to outstanding in this respect, with Kemp Town, 
Regency and Brunswick Squares, Adelaide Crescent - all of 
Regency/Early Victorian stucco or yellow brick. The 

uncompleted Royal Crescent of Whitby is Early Victorian, 

while I'igh Victorian examples include Clifton Gardens and 
Crescent (Folkestone), the Crescent (Bridlington), the 

Howard and Wilmington Squares (Eastbourne) - th©uo last two 

squares rovoaling views of the South Downs backing part of 
the town - and Warrior Square (Hastings), accentuated by a 
moderate landward slope, ea are the Brighton 'openings'. 
Norfolk Square, Groat Yarmouth, begun in 1869, deserves 
inclusion because of the use of red brick for the surround- 
ing villas (Fig. 29) . 

The remainder of this chapter now considers. in turn, 

the following: 
(a) Frontal Elements 
(b) Frontal Fora - architecture and building 

: natorialu 
(o) Frontal Land-Use 



C 
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Figure 78 - Typos of cliffed front. 
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Frontal Flemonts and their Varying Combinations. 

The primary Frontal elomonts are building-strips (shops, 

hotels and houses), open spaces, amenity areas, promenades 

and physical features - cliffs, dunes, 'etc. Because the 

most important single fact about a front is the presence 
or absence of a cliff-lino, Fronts will be considered in 

two categories, 
(a) Cliffed Fronto. 
(b) Non-cliffod Pronto. 

It must be remembered, however, that several resorts pewees 
both types of Front, whereas in others, the cliffs are no 
low that they are built over and their distinctiveness, 

therefore, is not clearly discernible. 

Cliffed Fronts: The basic form of a cliffed Front is where 
there is no cliff-base promenade and where the cliff and 

beach retain their natural form (Pie-78A). This is especi- 

ally characteristic of some south-west resorts, e. g. 
Falmouth, Newquay and Tcnby, but is also found at Whitby. 

All possess high, steep cliffs whose base is either washed 
by the tide or protected by a narrow strip of beach. A 

feature of such resorts are pockets of Frontal development 

in bays. In some resorts, the cliff-top building zone is 

close to the cliff edge, in others, it is separated by 

open space, as at lunctanton, Broadotairo, Seaburn and 

Roker, and Torquay. Much of this frontal open space at 
Torquay is part of a well-developed 'coastal platform' circa 
200 ft0; e. g. Daddy Hole Plain, Wallshill, and tho Down, 

Babbaeombe. At Bude, the cliff-top belt of open npaco is 

backed, not by building, but by farmland. Pear of cliff 

recession - before the possible provision of a protecting 
cliff-base sea-wall - is often the main reason why the 

building line is sot back, e. g. Broadotairs and flunstanton. 

A more developed frontal form is whore the cliff'-base in 

skirted by a promenade and sea-wall (Fig. 78B). Often, its 
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provision resulted primarily from the need for defensive 

works to combat coastal erosion. This frontal type is very 
characteristic of cuffed resort areas. Bridlington, 
Blackpool, Southend, Scarborough, Lowestoft and Claoton 
are noteworthy examples. The presence or absence of a oliff- 
top area of open space again introduces variants. here, it 
is convenient to distinguish between areas of relatively 
undeveloped open space (usually under gra©s of some Dort), 
and those developed for the provision of amonitico - tennis 

court`, putting greens, 'ornamental gardens etc. Bourne- 

mouth('), Folke©tone, Blackpool, Whitley, Swanage and Sher- 
ingham possess examples of the first type, and Hunstanton, 
Clacton, Margate, Gorleaton and Ramsgate, examples of the 

second typo. 
The next stage id the provision of other cliff-base 

amenities, e. g. beach-huts and chalets, cafes, kiosks 
(Fig-780), which, until recently, would have been of a 

temporary nature. This type is to be found in many of the 

resorts listed in the preceding paragraph. 
More significant, though transitional between the frontal 

forms illustrated in Figures 780 and 78E, is the provision 
of one or two permanent cliff-base buildings (Fig. 7OD), e. g. 
the'Spa buildings of goarborough, Felixstowe and Bridlington. 

The moot developed form of cuffed front occurs with the 
formation oP a distinct cliff-base strip of building. (Fig. 78E) 
It is not common, but is found at Shanklin(2), Filey and 
Felixstowe. 

Although the above frontal forma have been presented in a 

(1) As this frontal space coincided, in part, with a narrow 
but length stretch of blown sand (derived from the candy 
olifß-fao©), it is tempting to suggoot that this land re- 
mained open space because of its unsuitability for nino- 
teonth-century building (Fig. 62). It is certain, however, 
that the main reason was the oevere erosion that the cliffs 
were subjected to, before the provision of the protecting Underoliff Drives in the 1900a. 
(2) The 'rustic Gothic' villas of 9hanklin'o basal strip 
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progressive series, it does not necessarily follow that a 
resort possessing a highly developed form of cliffed front 
has passed through the preceding phases, or that the frontal 
form possessed is indicative of the stage reached by a 
resort in its development- though in both, cases, this is 

sometimes so. Clearly the development of a basal building- 

strip, or the provision of a promenades would often be 
determined by beach conditions, e. g. the amount of beach 

not covered by high tide and the intensity of wave attack. 
Also, basal development is more necessary in a popular or 
tripper resort than in a select resort. The arrangement was 

essentially one of convenience. 
In concluding, it is suggested that the two moot distinc- 

tive elements in cliffed fronts are (a) the possession of a 
basal, building-strip, and (b) the possession of a frontal 

cliff-top open apace. 
Non-cliffed Fronts: The basic non-cliffed front is a com- 
bination of beach, promenade and frontal building-strip; it 

is also the most characteristic. It is especially well- 
developed in Blackpool, Llandudno, Weymouth, Morecambe, 
Redcar, Herne Bay and Hastings. 

The second form is that in which frontal building is 

separated from the beach-side promenade by open space. As 

in the cliffed fronts, it is convenient to distinguish 
between undeveloped open space - usually grass - and 
developed amenity areas. 

The first group includes Walmer and Littlohampton - with 
their frontal 'Greens' - Southsea (the Common), Lytham, 
Hove (the Lawns), Paignton and Weston Super Marc. The 

second group includes Teignmouth, Penzance, Loweatoft and 
Bognor (West). 

The third type of non-cliffed front is that possessing 

contd.: represent the earliest resort expansion; they are of 
Early Victorian age. 
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what may be called 'foreshore development', i. e. the 

provision of permanent amenities on that part of the beach 
between H. W. M. and the promenade. In some resorts this 
development is very striking, e. g. Skegneso (Fig. 59), 
Rhyl, Great Yarmouth, Fleetwood and Southport. It is also 
found at Brighton, Hove and St. Annes. A variant is seen 

where such development necessitates the provision of a 
retaining wall and building over reclaimed foreshore, e. g. 
Southend (about its pier) and the Marine Lakes of Ryde, 
Fleetwood and Cleethorpes. The association between fore- 

shore development (also reclamation) and the more 'popular' 

resorts should be noted. 
In non-eliffed resorts the two moot distinctive elements 

are (a) frontal open apace, and (b) foreshore development. 
The various origins of frontal open spaces are considered 

-1tven in Chapter Nm. 

Frontal Form, Architecture and Building Materials 

If traced outwards, frontal building is likely to 

exhibit every building style from the earliest days of the 

resort up to the present. In this section, however, only 
those frontal buildings in, and immediately adjacent to, 
the main resort area, and which help to give to the resort 
its distinctive frontal character, are considered. 

The degree of homogeneity in frontal building varies 
greatly. In some resorts, long stretches of front consist 
of buildings similar in height, style and building mater- 
ials and display a uniform building line. In others, the 
front is a jumble of buildings of varying age, height and 

style, and displays a very irregular building line. 
Further contrasts are afforded by the amount of Com- 

mercial development. Where this is virtually absent, the 
building style and materials, and the presence or absence 
of garden space, play a major part in determining frontal 



Plate MX - The 'tri :, c. ricied' harbour, 
St Ives. 
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character. Where it is highly developed, such features 

may be 'submerged' beneath numerous advertisements, hoardings 

and various forms of temporary building. It often happens 
that, in fronts exhibiting considerable homogeneity, commer- 
cial development is poorly represented, and vice versa. 
This usually reflects the presence or absence of planning 
control, private or otherwise, over building form and land- 

use. 
Pre-Resort Facades: As would be expected, these are very 
poorly represented, and for obvious reasons: (a) the pre- 
resort settlement is likely to coincide with the area of 

most intense holiday development, (b) many pre-resort 
buildings were old and lowly cottages unworthy to remain in 

an expanding and fashionable resort, and (c) many resorts 
had no pre-resort settlement of importance, at least not on 
the coast. 

The only important resort retaining a reasonably intact 

pre-resort facade is Minehead, where remain the old cob 
cottages of 'quay Town', one of the three groups of dwel- 
lings forming the pre-resort settlement. St. Ives has many 
pre-resort buildings about the harbour, but their facades 
have been greatly altered by intensive commercial devel- 
opment (Plate XXIX). 
Red Brick Georgian Facades: These too are poorly represented, 
and for similar reasons. Only in Weymouth are they of sig- 
nificance, memorials to the 'King's Days'. A survey of the 
Georgian facades at Weymouth, built mostly between 1770 and 
1800, 'shows the following: 

Red brick 45 house units 
Stucco 40 
Cement render 37 
Yellow brick 11 
Painted brick 5 

It is difficult to determine the original form of the now 
cement-rendered facades; no doubt most are of red brick. 

Scarborough, which also enjoyed pre-Regency popularity, 
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has some red-brick building in the terraces fronting 
North Bay, but here, too, much of the original brickwork 
is concealed by plaster. 
The Stucco Terrace: Prom o. 1800 to e. 1880, stucco was 
a fashionable building material, and it is not surprising, 
therefore, that the stucco terrace is the most character- 
istic frontal building form in resorts. Ideal for the 
'light' Regency styles, stucco also served the heavier 
Italianate styles from the 1840s until the 1880e, though 
by this time the Italianate style had become greatly 
debased. 
The Stucco Flat-Fronted Terrace: This form was used from 

c. 1800 to 1870. It ranges from the plain and simple 
terrace characteristic of Regency building to the highly 

elaborate terrace of Early and High Victorian age. 
Regency examples are found at Teignmouth (the blocks 

encircling the Den), Scarborough (Southeliff), Margate 
(the Marine Parade), Hastings and St. Leonardo, and 
Brighton. Fine Early Victorian examples occur at Filey, 
Tenby and Llandudno, with High Victorian examples also 
at Llandudno, and Eastbourne. In a few resorts, a light 

coloured brick was used instead of stucco, e. g. Margate, 
Ramsgate and Great Yarmouth. Another alternative was 
ashlar, as in Weston Super Mare. 
The Bow-Windowed and Bow-Fronted Stucco Terrace: It is 

often implied that the fronts of resorts are lined by bow- 

windowed Regency terraces, and little else. In fact, this 
form is poorly represented - though this does not detract 
from the just observation that '... no one has devised a 
style of building that harmonised better with the scenery 
and atmosphere of the English seaside'. 

(') 

(1) Osbert lanca©ter: Pillar to post 



Plate XXX - The 'French Renaissance' style, Bridlington. 
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Plate XXXI - The ' nabled Italianate' style, 
Teigrimouth. 
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Outstanding for this architecture, both in quality and 

quantity, are Brighton and Hove. A considerable part of 
'Regency Brighton', however, is of poet-Regenoy age. 
Other Regency examples are found at Haatingo(l), Herne 

Bay and Weymouth (where, of earlier age, a more restrained 
form is found). Post-Regency bow-windowed/fronted facades 

are found again in Brighton and Hove, Scarborough, East- 

bourne and Polkestone. High Victorian examples are seen 

at Llandudno, but do not impart the distinctiveness found 
in earlier bow-windowed facades. 

At both Margate and Ramsgate, resorts which underwent 

rauch expansion in Regency times, the bow-window/front is 

surprisingly absent, the characteristic form being the 

flat-fronted stock brick terrace (with or without a 
stuccoed ground storey). The reasons for this absence are 
obscure. Perhaps it reflects the lesser fashionable 

reputation of these resorts, compared, for instance, with 
Brighton - certainly their Regency building does not reach 
the magnificent proportions found at Brighton. Perhaps it 

simply reflects the preferences of a small group of local 
builders. 

A feature of some pre-1800 Georgian terraces in London 
is the bow-window overlooking the garden, though the facade 

facing the street is typically 'flat', e. g. the east side 

of Bedford Square. The implication is that the bow-window 
'exploits' the amenity value of the garden. If this 

garden amenity is replaced by the seaside amenity, the 

rear bow-window becomes a frontal bow-window overlooking 
the sea. Could it be that this characteristic Regency form 

is simply the earlier Georgian house turned through 180 
degrees? 
The Bay-Windowed Stucco Terrace: This is the moot oharae- 

(1) Whose finest example, Pelham Cresoent, is in danger of 
demolition. 



Plate XXXII - Late Victorian ßoardin, - I9 

Plate XKXJJI- Inter-war , 'lac; {ý: ( Ol 
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teristie form of frontal stucco terrace and ranges from 

the 1840: to the 1880x, by which time the stucco finish 
had become an indistinct cement/plaster covering. Two 

main forms can be recognised, the Italianate style com- 

mencing in the 1840s, usually quite plain (Plate IX a), 

and the French Renaissance style, a more ponderous form, 

essentially High Victorian in age and character (Plate XXX). 

The Italianate style is well represented at Eastbourne, 
Folkestone, Tenby and Llandudno, and the French Renaie- 

canoe style at Hastings (Warrior Square), and Folkestone 
(The Leas). 

A distinctive form of the Italianate terrace is that 
. 

in which certain bays are 'capped' by low-pitched roofs 

whose gables face the front, e. g. an Early Victorian 
frontal terrace, Teignmouth (Plate XXXI), and the High 
Victorian Morton Crescent, Exmouth. 
High Victorian Brick Terraces: Exposed brickwork, other 
than the yellow and other bricks suited to Regency 

building, is unimportant until the High Victorian period. 
Possibly the best examples are found at Lowestoft where 
the common combination of yellow brick trim upon red 
brick wall is used to great effect. Further distinction 
is given to these terraces by their massive quality, 
especially in chimney stacks. 
The Boarding-House Terrace of High and Late Victorian A, e$ 
Lacking architectural style, these terraces exhibit a 
variety of forms. They are best represented at Rhyl, 
Blackpool and Morecambe (Plate XXXII). 
The Inter-War Purpose-Built Hotel Terrace: This, the most 

recent of terrace forma, is usually of red/brown brick with 

a light coloured faience trim, and has enormous bay windows 
(Plate XXXIII). At Blackpool, immediately south of the 

Pleasure Beach, this form stretches for half a mile, 



Figure 70 -A villa front, Ryde (10'., 1). 
The dotted red line m-nrks the 
approximate position of high 
water before reclamation and 
foreshore developrent. 
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consisting of one and a half great crescents. Morecambe 
has a similar, though smaller, terrace. 
Villa Fronts: Frontal villas, because of their comparative 
rarity, give to the front a highly distinctive character. 
Nowhere is this better seen than at Ryde, where Regency 

and Early Victorian villas, with frontal gardens thirty 

or more yards wide, line the front for half a mile (Fig. 79)" 

The cliff-base strip of building at Shanklin is mostly 
of Early Victorian 'gothic' villas, with steeply pitching 
gables and decorative barge-boards. The Front at Lytham 

also has much Early Victorian 'gothic' villa architecture, 
this time, in a most unusual building material for this 

period - red brick. Practically the whole Front is of 

red brick - unique amongst English and Welsh resorts - 
and is bounded by a frontal grassed 'common'. it is one 
of the most distinctive and pleasant Fronts in seaside 
England and Wales. 

St. Annee also has a villa front, of light brown stone 

or late Victorian red brick, which denotes the lateness 

of its growth, i. e. post-1875, and its development initi- 

ally as a good-class private residential report. Lowestoft's 
first important resort expansion took the form of villa 
building along the front, i. e. the yellow brick 'gabled' 
Italianate villas built by Sir Morton Pete in the 1850s. 

Moot of these villas, however, have since been demolished. 
Cliff-top villa development is not considered; it is very 

common and usually plays but a small part in determining 
frontal character. 

Aesthetic Considerations 

Resorts obviously wish to appear as attractive as 
possible, ©spe , 

sally those not so dependent upon high- 
powered entertainment and amusement. A consideration, 
therefore, of the aesthetic value of Fronts is not out 
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of place, though it must be admitted that, when a popular 
resort is crowded with people having the time of their 
lives', aesthetic studies seem rather pointless. Certainly 
these holiday-makers are gloriously unaware of the resort's 
failings in this respect. 

For a Front to be aesthetically satisfying, it generally 
has to possess (a) unity of composition, or (b) picturesque 
irregularity and disunity, or (c) tho quality of difference 
in comparison with general resort features. 

The most important factors in frontal unity are reason- 

able uniformity in height and building line, and continuity. 
The best effect is usually achieved when the building 

materials, if not the same, at least harmonise. Variations 

in architectural style are unimportant, and in fact help 

to avoid the danger of monotony. These conditions are 

usually best fulfilled in terraced fronts, and probably 
the finest example of frontal unity is found at Llandudno. 
Here, a series of stucco terrace blocks, built mostly 
between 1850 and 1880, follow a continuous and curving line 

for about two-thirds of a mile. Some of these blocks form 

complete compositions, though there is considerable archi- 
tectural variation from one to another. It is unfortunate 
that this terrace strip is separated from the terraces of 
Craig Y Don by an unsightly frontal gap. Clearly, the form 

of Llandudno's Front has been carefully controlled, in this 

case, by the Mostyn family, and it emphasises the point 
that frontal unity can usually be achieved only through a 

unified policy of development resulting from restricted 
land-ownership. Other resorts with a large stretch of 
'unified front' include Aberystwyth, Tenby (South Cliff), 
Weymouth and Hastings (from the pier westwards to Warrior 
Square). 

Some Fronts consist of short terrace blocks, but these 

can also be very pleasing. A good example of this is the 
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Crescent, Filey, where each (stucco) block is a unit com- 
pooitlon. This crescent, commenced in the 1840o, was the 

resort's first important expansion. 
Thöugh less common, a villa front can be remarkably 

uniform and an outstanding example of this is the red brick 

front of Lytham. Ito villas are closely packed together, 
they, -possess a common building line, their red brick is 

only occasionally interrupted by stucco or stone, and the 

roof line is reasonably regular. A frontal green gives 
further unity. 

If irregularity is sufficiently developed, a front may 

acquire a certain picturesque quality. This is possessed 
by Cromer, due mainly to the cliff top, face and base being 

covered by an irregular cluster of buildings, Deal, with its 

'Georgian' front about the pier, and Sheringhan, where the 

encasing of the cliffs in concrete produces a most unusual 

effect (Plate XXXIV). Harbour areas, of course, have a 

character of their own. 
Some resorts are unfortunate in possessing neither 

frontal unity nor picturesque irregularity. This is 

especially true of Now Brighton, Herne Day, central Worthing, 
Groat Yarmouth, Bridlington, east Rhyl and Redear-- nearly 
all popular resorts with well-developed frontal trading. 

The Cliff Face 

The value of a cliff-face to a resort may be considered 
in two ways. On the one hand, the cliff-face has an 
important amenity value if left in a more or leoo natural 
state. On the other hand, it supplies ideal frontal space 
for the provision of gardens and shelters overlooking the 

sea (and often sheltered from the wind) and even concert 
halls. A further complication is the need for the cliff- 
face to be crossed by paths, steps and lifts to link the 
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cliff-top with the beach. 
Often the resultant use and treatment of the cliff- 

face represents a compromise between these conflicting 
claims. Sometimes this is very clumsily effected; indeed, 

in a few resorts the amenity value of the cliff-face 

appears to have been overlooked or ignored. Much depends, 

however, on the form of the cliff and the character of the 

resort. The steeper and higher the cliff, and the less 

'popular' the resort, the loss likelihood is there of the 

cliff--face being modified. 
The most convenient approach is to refer to th© varying 

degrees of cliff-face development. Logically this begins 

with the 'untamed' cliff-face, apparently in its pro-resort 

state, if a possible cliff-base promenade be excluded. 
Such cliffs are to be found at Tenby, Falmouth, Whitby, 
Cromer, Teignmouth, the Thanet resorts, Whitley Day etc. 
'Where the cliff-slopes have a naturally bare and 'wild' 

appearance, the sobering effect of a man-made promenade 

along their base might be unfortunate. This applies 
especially to the sandy cliff-slopes of Bournemouth and 
the Castle Hill cliffs of Scarborough. 

The second type of cliff-faoe is that which, though 

undeveloped, has a vegetation cover - shrub:, trees or 

grass. Wooded cliffs occur at Folkestone (went of the 

harbour), Pelixetowe, the South Cliff, Scarborough, the 
West Cliff, Southend, and to a looser extent, Shanklin, 

where trees and shrubs have colonised the talus olopesi 
as at Sheringham, Herne Bay, Colwyn Bay, Gorleston, South 
Lowestoft and the South cliffs, Bridlington, it is more 

common to find grassed slopes - the last three demon- 

strating how effective a simple grass slope can be, 
provided the occasional paths etc. do not interrupt the 

continuity of the slope. 
Elsewhere, however, this continuity in broken by the 
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provision of paths, shelters etc., and the amenity value 
of the cliff-slope is largely lost, often quite unneces- 
sarily. Two unfortunate examples of this are the cliffs 
of Clacton, south of the pier, and the cliffs of Clee- 
thorpos. At Folkestone, the Leas Cliff Hall occupies an 
unique site, being built into and against the upper cliff- 
face, while at Scarborough, the Uorth Bay cliffs are 
covered by, an intensive network of winding paths. The 
irregular, hummocky nature of this cliff-face, probably 
due to 'slipping', permits not only extensive path devel- 

opment but also the provision of certain amenities, just 

au the broken cliff-face at Piloy, again probably due to 

slipping, allows building and the provision of an elevated 
promenade. 

The ultimate stage is shown where the cliff-face is 

completely concealed, and/or overridden, by development. 

The concealment of a well-dovoloped cliff, though 

obliterating its natural amenity value, may be due to a 

feat of engineering that itself posseasos considerable 

aesthetic quality, e. g. the colonnades of Blackpool, the 

cement-covered East Cliff, Brighton, and, on a smaller 
scale, the concreting of the front at Sheringham (Plate 

XXXIV). Where the cliff is low, and especially if the 

slope Is gentle, 'overriding' may occur, au at Bridlington 
(north of the harbour) and New Brighton (the Tower Grounds 

area). 
The control, if not the ownership, of cliffs in resorts, 

is usually vested in the local council, and the appearance 
and use of the cliff-face is, therefore, usually a result 
of council policy. Occasionally, however, the appearance 
of the cliff-face is of pro-Council origin, its sculp- 
turing perhaps forming part of a comprehensive estate 
development, e. g. the West Cliff, Whitby (Fig. 19) and the 

South Cliff Estate developnonto, Scarborough (Fig. 21). 
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Very occasionally, the control of the cliffs remains in 

private hands, for instance, the West Cliffs, Polkootone. 

Unusual Frontal Features 

Certain resorts possess frontal features which are 
uncommon, if not unique. These are briefly considered 
below, and under various categories. 

The first category is 'frontal open space' At both 
Hunstanton and Bognor, an area of open space occurs 
opposite the pier - usually the area of the most intensive 

resort development. At Hunotanton, as a result of estate 
control, this space is completely open and 'untouched', 
but at Bognor, unfortunately, the apace has become olut- 
tered with amenities. Other frontal 'gaps' include the 

two along Lytham'3 front (Pig. 39), one public, the other 

private (incidentally revealing a very pleasant view of 
the red-brick pariah church of St. Cuthhert's backed by 

the tress of Lytham Hall), the Abbey Grounds, Torquay, 
the Steynea of Brighton and Worthing, the cricket ground, 
Sidmouth, and the cliff-top amenity area at Whitby. 
Unique, on account of their size, are the frontal 'greens' 

of Littlehampton and Southoea. 
In the category 'Engineering', can be put the 0olon- 

nadoa of Blackpool, the concrete-encased East Cliff at 
Brighton, the concreted front at Sheringham, the 'harbour 

approaches', Ramsgate - built in 1895, and of red brick 

with terra-cotta balustrading, the four-decker promenade 
of Eastbourne's Wost Cliff, and, of course, Blackpool 
Tower. 

(') 

Unusual building features include the red brick front at 

(1) Two other resorts possessed towers, now demolished, New 
Brighton and Moreoazbe. 
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Lythan,, the villa front at Ryde, the unified terraced 
front a Llandudno, the cob cottages at Minehead, the 
irregular building line on the East Cliff, 1iargate - 
with its several 're-entrants' -and the Iblockt--form 

of the seasonal trading area at Great Yarmouth (Fig. tq). 

Dunes, if unlevelled, can provide unusual frontal 

elements. At Mablethorpe, a high and single Band-dune 
ridge, in places fifty feet high, completely conceals the 
low-lying town behind it. So do the frontal dunes of St. 
Annes. At Fleetwood, there is the 'Mount', a solitary 
cand-dune chosen as the focus of a radiating system of 

roads and the sole survivor of a sandhill topography 

-levelled in the town's growth. 
Unusual amenity features ore the great expanse of 

'foreshore development' at Southport, a seaside resort 
no longer beside the see., and the elongate amenity area 

on the West Cliff, Rarisgate, an elevated equivalent of 
the more usual 'foreshore' amonity development. The 

concentration of amenities about the landward end of 
Southend's pier, enclosed within retaining walls, and 
the great pile of beach-hut terracing on the Tolcarne 
Beach, Newquay (Plate XIII) are unique. 

Without any doubt, however, the most unusual front is 
that possoosed by Ilfracombe, whose main resort area is 
in a valley parallel to the coast. 

Frontal Land-Uoe 

If the form of a resort Front reveals its past charac- 
ter, its function reveals its resent character. The 
Front is often a complex mixture of past forms adapted 
for new uses, this being most strikingly displayed In 

old, and once fashionable, resorts that have now been 
'tripperised'. Poore subtle is the conversion of once- 
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private houses into hotels, boarding-houses and institu- 

tions. The intensity of Frontal 'pseudo-morphism' usually 
increases inwards towards the core area, whore it may, if 

sufficiently strong, cause the erection of purpose-built 

properties. 
This section deals with the land-use patterns of the 

frontal strips of permanent building. The strip here 

considered includes the entire seaside front, and not 
merely the 'Front' as defined earlier. In it, the follow- 
ing forme of frontal land-use are distinguished: 
(a) Frontal Trade - holiday shops, amusement arcades and 

fun-fairs, cinemas, theatres and 'pubs'. 
(b) Holiday accommodation - hotels, boarding-houses, holiday 

homes. 
(c) Private residences and institutions. 
(d) Mixed strips, usually consisting of private houses and 

accommodation. 
These elements are considered in two ways, (a) the 

relative 'amounts' along a front, and (b) their spatial 
relationships. In determining relative amounts, the only 
satisfactory criterion is 'frontal length'. Ih the case 
of frontal 'squares' etc., all three sides are included. 
Only land-use at ground-Moor level is considered, though, 

of course, many holiday shops have accommodation above, 
either for residents or visitors. 

The problem of 'unofficial' holiday accommodation along 
the front is less acute, in the determination of frontal 
land-use patterns, than might be supposed. The strips of 
holiday accommodation and of private houses are usually 
easily defined, while the land-use of remaining strips is 

usually indicated by the occasional 'Bed and 'Breakfast' 

notices, thus causing them to be placed in the 'mixed' 
category. 

In the ideal frontal land-use pattern, there is a 
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simple gradation outwards from intensive holiday use to 

non-holiday use. In no resort visited was this ideal 

pattern perfectly shown - Bridlington probably being the 

nearest approximation (Pig. 80). Por a resort to possess 
such a pattern it is necessary 
(a) that the flanks of the core be of similar socio- 

economic status, for it has been shown, for instance 

at Eastbourne (P. ( ' ), that on a 'better side' the 
residential/holiday accommodation boundary is more 
clearly defined than on a 'poor side', where a 
transitional 'mixed' strip is likely to occur. 

(b) that both residential and holiday resort functions 
be well developed and proportionately represented 

along the front. In some towns, the holiday resort 
function is developed to the exclusion of the former, 

e. g. Shanklin, Newq? icy, Llandudno. The reverse 
sometimes applies, a3 at Lytham, West Kirby, Fleetwood 

and Bexhill. 
that the varying elements be sufficiently represented 
to be clearly differentiated. The fronts of some 
smaller resorts exhibit the 'mixed' land-use form ' 

only, e. g. Saitburn. 
(d) that its frontal growth be acmi-concentric, so that 

the age of building decreases uniformly outwards from 

the core. There is a marked, and understandable, 
association between pre-1914 building and holiday 

accommodation (P. 19-5p). 
(e) that it be free fxom oatate controls which can 

'artificially' determine frontal land-use, as at 
Bournemouth and MarEate ( Pigs . 62 and 63). 

As these conditions are rarely all satisfied, the absence 
of the 'ideal, pattern, is not surprising. 

Among the frontal elements listed on P. 240, (a) and (b) 

form the holiday resort front, and (c), the non-holiday 
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resort front - while (d) can be roughly apportioned to both 

typeo of front. On the baoio of 'frontal length', it is 

possible, therefore, to determine roughly the relative 
amounts of holiday front and non-holiday front. This 

relationship is used below to make a tripartite division 

of resort fronts, further subdivision being based upon 

Spatial relationships of the frontal elements. 

Frontal Land-Use Patterns 

RESORTS WHERE HOLIDAY FRONT => 601,0v OP FRONTAL LENGThi 

with seasonal shops 
3.. Symmetric. Bridlington, Morecambe, Sundown/ 

Shanklin 
ii. Semi-sy=etrio. Blackpool, Rhyl, Weston Super Mare, 

Scarborough (Fig. 61) 
iii. Irregular. Weymouth, Cleethorpos, Plargate (Fig) 

Without seasonal aho a 
i. Sy=otrio. Llandudno, Paignton 
ii. Seri-©ymmetrio. Eastbourne (Fig. 60), Tonby, Newquay 
iii. Irregular. Folkestone 

RESORTS \ }IT T. E tIEI i. "'R HOLIDAY NOR PION-HOLIDAY PBONT = 6054 

1. Symmetric. 3kegneas (Pig. 59), ät. Annee (Fig-39), 
Cromer 

ii. Semi-ayi etric. G1. Yarmouth, Southend, Bournemouth, 
Poole 

iii. Two-aided. Redoar, Porthoavll, Pel. ixetowa, Olaeto 

RESORTS WHERE N011-HOLIDAY PROIIT GO'n n 

With seasonal sho s 

i. Synmotrio. Deal 
ii. Semi-symmetric. Whitley Bay, Southaoa 

Without seasonal shops 
Well developed Colwyn Bay, Bexhill, 
residential flank Southport, 
(almost two-sided) Fleetwood 

Lytham 
Residential Front Hoylake 
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The frontal land-use patterns for some of the rooorts 
referred to above are shown in Figure 80. In spite of the 
small scale used, the necessity for generalisation did not 
often arias, and. the 'mixed' strips usually represent the 
actual land-uoo patjern, rather than one of cartographic 
convenience. Frontal amenities, e. g. 'foreshore devel- 
opment' areas, large paddling-pools and piers are inoerted 

-to, 1ndiaate their spatial relationships to the frontal 
elemental and. also for locational purpo3eo. 

The extent to which the-resort's character io revealed-ty 
Its frontal land-use pattern 

It hasvteen stressed earlier in this chapter that the 
character of a retort is summed up in itu front. It is 
not intended to imply by this, and by reference to the 
preceding land-use patterns) that the proportional amounts 
of frontal elements can be uped for detailed typological 
classification. Some broad divisions, bowever, can be 
made, 

In t. i3: respect, the significance of the presence,. or 
absence-�of frontal trading cannot be too hifihly stressed. 
Vin,: fact, this feature appears to be the neat important 
sing]o jndex. of reoort character. A well-developed otrip 
of; fronta1 trading indicated a 'popular' resort, in which 
the emphasis is upon intensive amusement and entertainment, 
and, fin which coach and rail 'tripper-traffic' is invariably 
an,. mportant . element, e. g. Rhyl, Blackpool, Great Yarmouth, 
swanage, and Weymouth. In some resorts, the opeelal, impor- 
tanoe. 

_of this-tripper element is indicated by the absence. 
of a weld, -developed frontal holiday- accommodation strip, 
e. g. Cleethorpee, Southend and Whitley Day. It should be 
noted, however, that in cliffec resorts, the poaaaaaion of 
a =basin strip of frontal trading miLiit represent only one 
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aspect of the rosort'e character, e. g. Shanklin, Folke- 

stone, Scarborough and Whitby (P. 410). 
The absence of frontal trading is usually associated 

with the more select resorts, which tend to cater for 

older, period, visitors, e. g. Bexhill, Eastbourne, Colwyn 
Bay and Llandudno. 

Though the greater part of soaconal trading usually 
occurs on the front, some resorts pone-ems considerable 
amounts of seasonal trading in 'inland' streets adjacent 
to the front, e. g. Scarborough, Rhyl. At Paignton, 

although the front is free from frontal trading, except 
about the pier entrance, a strongly developed seasonal 
trading strip is located in the main access street to the 

front 
In its extremes, the proportion of holiday accommodation 

to private housing, is a uocful index of a resort's holiday 
function. At one and of the scale are the resorts in 

which the private residential function is unimportant, 
and whose front consists almost entirely of holiday 
accommodation (with or without holiday shops), e. g. 
Shanklin, and flandown, Blackpool and *'ewquay. At the other 
end of the scale, ,, 

the 
resorts in which the converse is 

true, e. g. Bexhill, Deal, Lytham. 
At Aberystwvyth, the threefold functional basis of 

university town, adminiotrative centre and resort is 

clearly represented in the frontal land-use pattern. North 

of the pier the front consists of five office buildings, 
four college departments, four college hostels, two hotels, 
twelve boarding-housed - most of them being; used, for three- 

quarters of the year, as student hostels - and twenty-eight 

private houses, some of which undoubtedly take in visitors 
during the holiday season. 

In determining the significance of frontal land-use 

patterns, certain modifying factors have to to kept in 
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mind. Of thono, the most important ie the relationship 
between 'frontal length' and 'town depth'. The reason for 
this is illustrated in Figure 81. 

ý_ 
izn2m Nolr'da1r From: (Ssö/ 36i v- Accomr«odaý0ý1., 

Unfortunately, this length/depth relationship varies greatly 
among resorts. Clearly, the more coastally elongate the 

resort - with its greatest lateral length along the front - 
the more representative of town function the frontal land- 
use pattern is likely to be, and vice versa. 

Elongate resorts - where FL = 2D(1) - are Great Yarmouth, 
Blackpool, Hunstanton, IJewquay, Herne Bay, Clacton, Morecambe, 
Colwyn Bay, Lytham St. Annoa, Sandown/; hanklin, Sk©gnees, 
Ventnor and Margate. Because of this, the dominance of 
holiday activities along the fronts of Blackpool and Sandown/ 
Shanklin is all the more striking. On the other hand, it 

gives a significance to the non-holiday otripi along the 
front at Skegneas which is disproportionate to the importance 
of the residential resort function. The frontal land-use 
pattern of Great Yarmouth is similarly uioloading. On either 
flank of its holiday front is a well-developud strip of 
private housing, but in fact the southern strip comprine®'a 
council estate, separated from the beach and sea by the 

ý, 
ý1) FL = Frontal Length D= Tovm Depth 
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scenic railway etc. of an amusement park, while Ito northern 
strip is, in part, another council estate - this time sep- 
arated. from the beach by a high enbcuikmont carrying the 
promenade. ' ! either fls 1:, therefore, fore the more 
usual amenities of frontal location. 

There PL <D, or FL D, It i. e possible that the private 

residential function of a re -sort is under-reprenentod along 
its front. At 1Minehead, Piley. T. ittl. ehampton, Teignmouth, 

Saltburn, Sidnouth, PL = <D; and at Ryde, Rrithton and Hove,, 

Sheringhain, Paignton and Aberystwyth, FL==U. It would appear 
that at Tei n outh and . Admouth certainly. and poonibly at 
Paignton also, a relatively short front door not permit 

adequate representation of the private residential function. 

The determination of the PL: D relationship is not always 
simple. The measurement of 

ltown 
depth is nometim* s compli- 

cated by irregularities in shape, e. g. the triangular 

shapes of Weston Super Mare and Fleetwood, and the localised 
thickening of Whitley Day and Skeaneao, by the posueusion 
of an acute-angled coastline, e. g. Torquay, Tenby, and by 

the pooseasion of two shoran, e. g. Llandudno. The neasuro- 
ment of frontal length is mr: de riifficn1t whore the greatest 
lateral extent in not alone the front, e. g. Cromer, Teign- 

mouth and Sout1. rort. Other rießn"xrcnent diffloultice are 

preoentod by reaortn which are mere facets of large non- 

resort towns, or which have a well-Aoveloped non-resort 
function. 

A second modi fyinL factor ener-cc from the question of 
urgency of claim to frontal loention by the various; land-use 

ele., ients. Implicit in earlier rennoning is the escumption 
that accom,; xodation has priority of claim - at least over 
private housing - to spnco «ior 7 the front, and that its 
demands are proportional to thin l urgency of claim' factor. 
Yet, though this assumption is a useful and valid one if 
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used cautiously, it must be remembered that the above 
process works in a very imperfect manner. "11hu3, in 

nearly all resorts.. not only are privato houa , -ýc found 

along the front but hotels and arc found 

away from the front. Where the more humble types of 
accommodation, e. g. 'p and ß's', F. re e. spe'.. aiiy- important, 
the ineonsisteneiep of this proce4: -- arc wi. ril: in6ly ro- 
vealed. For instance, the srnrcity of ho1ic'a; j aoco modat- 
ion along V ne front at Sonthser sixC, ectc that this resort 
is unimportant for period visitors. In fact, this is not 
so. Period visitors are very important, of Mesa 

staying; in the numerous 'B and PIP' of the extensive low- 

class tracts behind the front. 

Frontal Intensltx 

The Front is the resort, and Ix the pause and off et 
of the pressure of resort activiti.. s upon frontal locations, 

often along a very restricted stretch of the fro. it. This 
demand for frontal space, t1,1e intensity of frontal land- 

use, is now considered. It-. ý hi^tori. r. c'evel. op; ne it, fuotor© 
influencing the degree of land-nee intensity, any its 

effects are all examined. The irtcnsity of frontal land- 

use may rival that found in the very .: ores of our greatest 
cities. In Blackpool's 'Golden Mile', for instance, a 
weighing-machine, occupying a few square feet, is a highly 
important profit-making', concern! It must be remenbered, 
however, that such frontal intensity is found only at or 
near 'beach level'. 

Contemporary 
, side-books and prints of the early 

watering-places, i. e. 1750-1850, i. ndtcate an absence of 
such frontal intensity. Instead, there are the ei, aplo 
trio - frontal terrace, promennde (sometimes over the 
beach) and beach. The pursuit of pleasure and of health 
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took a simple form, and might be representel on the front 

by the assembly rooýas, a couple of circulating-librttries, 
and the indoor baths - though, as often as not, those 

mrºE.. ýitie, occupied an 'inland' position. The pro-tenado, 
perhaps il rked Out by low and. simple wooden railing, 

surfaced by gravel, and sometimes flanked by , nrasn verges, 

was the fs. Q-iiot2a1sle rendezvou3, where one's obli. r ation 
'to see :'d be seen' was fulfilled in regular daily rythm. 
In contrast, the beach would be relatively devoid of people, 
i . aorlotonous line broken only by I tvo groups of bathing- 

machines, one for , yen, one for woMten. Bench activitioo were 
few, confined to the hunting of unusual nes ehello, pebbles 

anG. 6ea-plants - so methodically listed in the guide-books - 
the reading of the latest novels and horse-riding At 

oertaiii times of the year, however, there mid 1^t be horse- 

rac: ink; on the sands. 
The intere. -t of the visitor lay not o: iiy in the resort 

bait also it the surrounding countryside, whose antiquities 

and 'seats o: the nobility' were also listed in the guide- 
books. A hiEhly- faebioriable 'pleasure gro.. nd' was often to 

be found inland, w, iere the visitor took ter and strolled 

about the plea,, -ant garderns, for instance, the 'Cherry 

Gardens' of 1'olkez, toile and the ' Dande ? ion' , Marge to . Many 

visitors to the reports would stay for an entire season. 
The days of ti'ipper. > had yý.: t to come - tho. iC there were 

notable exceptions(')- and no bad the need for concentrated 

pleasures. Time was uni4lporttent. 
In the second hall' of the nineteenth century, the pro-- 

eesses of ehailý"e were accelerated. The number of visitors 
to the resorts grey and the day-excursion tripper became an 

(1) -, 'or example, Lythum. A' ii for of y th °. ý' (1799), refers 
to two ' infc. rior public hour w" cry are 'usually frequented 
by bathers of the lower c1cos of ., oc: i. ety, who, in the height 
of the oeaoon, literally come in s. 1oalo eurine Vie spring 
tides from come of the populou,; diutrl. cts of t` e county'. 
Many of them undoubtedly came for the day. 1r 
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important elegy, ent - the development of railway facilities 

playing a major part in both these changes. Nome visitors 

stayed for an entire season, but many came for much 

ohortcr periods. Many resorts became v; ýet playgroundo by 

the . -ea and the need for concentrated pl©aourF: n increased. 

Great ingenuity was applied to the problem of supplying 
i. ntcnolve forms of amusement and excitement. The 'watering- 

place' gives way to the 'pleasure resort'. 
An inevitable accompaniment of thin change is the 

development of frontal trading. Today, many frontal chops 

and a.! nusement arcades occupy what were originally residen- 

tial properties and it is easy to imaine these shops 
taking- over tl,. e houoeq and anrtr? ente as the need for frontal 

trading grew. Two features related to frontal trading 

ourgest, however, that the 'taking-over' proc(, aa , vas not no 

si; -aple. If the fr. )ntal land-use rattern of a town in its 

early watering-place phase (e. 18"0) could be compared with 

that in it early pleasure resort rhnse (c. 1800), the main 

difference would be seen not along the frontal strip of 

building, but along the beach. For, an L~lany photographs 

chow, an outstanding feature of the Hipph Victorian resort 

was the cluttering of its beach by stalls, 'kioske, tents 

and amusemaents. equally outetondin; is the comparatively 
lc. te date - often from 1900 onwards - of eon- orci_alisation 

alone- the frontal building strip. It appears, therefore, 

that in some resorts at least, frontal commercialisation 
was phased. During an initial phase. beech trading; was 
do: ui rant (provided condi tione were suitable). Later, these 

beach activities were transferred to the frontal building 

strip. It is POSSI ie that t1'iq Shift wet aometi"les the 

result of statutory action taken by local authorities, or 
beach owner, to clear the beach. One example of this is 

Mablethorto, The increasini; importance of the proýý. ciý. ade 
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after dark, its development as a 'bright light' area, 
would also contribute to this process, the beach being an 
unexplored waste at night. 

Of course, in some resorts, frontal trading did not 
occur, though the increasing number of visitors often 
caused the widening of the promenade in this pre-1914 
period. 

The last and present phase begins after the First 
World War. In part, it is a continuation of the pro-1914 
processes, with increasing numbers of visitors stimulating 
the further provision of entertainments and amuse . unto, 
all of which cause an intensifying of frontal land-use. 
The 'popular' rooor-t become more popular and the 'tripper' 

resorts more 'trippery'. Fortunately, the resorts which 
remained free from frontal trading in pre-1914 days, 

generally retain their character in this succeeding period. 
In part, however, this is a , period of new developients, 

most important among which were the great increase in 

motor-coaches and cars, causing new problems of frontal 

congestion, and the development of 'foreshores' by local 
authorities. 

Intensity of frontal land-use has been thus continuously 
increasing for a hundred years. It is possible, however, 
that the rapid development of now forma of holiday-making 
since the last war, especially holiday--Campo and touring, 

will reduce frontal intensity. Though car 'day visitors' 
are increasing, those visitors tend to avoid the resort in 
their search for an 'out-of--the-way' beach. Through the 
motor-car, holiday-making has acquired an areal oluatioity 
that the railway-train and motor--coach could never give. 
Another factor is the increase in holidays abroad. To 

what extent this will. be compensated by the increase of 
foreign visitors to British resorts is uncertain. Those 
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visitors usually seek hi©toric, aesthetic and scenic 
qualities that are rarely found in resorto. 

Factors Influencing the degree of frontal intensity 
r ýý+  rrr rý 

There are two main factors: (a) the amount of available 
frontal apace, and (b) the demand upon this space. 

'Available frontal apace' refers to the apace between 
the frontal building line and high water mark - the apace 
which, in theory, is available for development. The 

amount of available frontal space varies greatly from resort 
to resort. One of the causes of this variation lies in the 

0 
initial spatial relationships between (a) promenade and 
H. W. id., and (b) promenade and frontal building line. 

It has been shown (P. 26? ) that in the early watering- 
places, no great amount of frontal space was required - 
simply sufficient room for frontal building and a promenade 
often narrow in width. In providing those features, the 

early resort builders could not foresee the great demand 

upon frontal space that was to come, nor wore they aware 
that, because of this, their siting of these features was 
so significant. 

Figure 82A represents a strip of coast that forma the 
frontal area of a watering-place. For convenience, a 

clear-cut boundary is made between land and beach, and a 
stable H. W. M. assumed. The actual placing of the promenade, 
and of frontal building, will depend upon several factor©a 
the stability of the beach, beach and sea conditions, the 

nature of the land immediately behind the beach (e. g. the 

existence of a sand-dune belt), the land-ownership pattern 
(likely to be highly obscure in such areas) and sheer chance. 
If the promenade is placed over the beach, and if the frontal 

building has little or no frontal garden apace, a minimum 
amount of available frontal space is produced (Fig"82I3). 
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If, however, the promenade in placod'over the land, and 
the frontal building set back by the provision of frontal 

gardens, the available frontal Apace is greatly increased 
(Fig. 82C). The 'recessing' of the frontal building line 
in the creation of frontal squares, eroacento etc. also 
gives a greater amount of space. 

The second main cause of the variation in frontal space 
is beach accretion and depletion. Beach accretion is 

especially marked in certain resorts possessing sandy 
beaches, the outstanding example being Southport, whore 
H. W. M., which once washed the promenade, has, in the 

resort's history, retreated seawards for half a mile. 
Other excellent examples are Skogneas (Fig-59) and Great 
Yarmouth. In some resorts accretion has boon more local- 
ised, often related to the building of a harbour, e. g. 
the sand accretion on the north aide of Ramogate harbour, 

and the pebble accretions of Folkestone (against the 
harbour) and Hastings (against the remains of a former and 
unsuccessful harbour project). 

Through beach accretion, very large areas of frontal 

space may be added to the resort, and at this point refer- 
once may be made to those resorts with unusually large 

areas of frontal space (whose width is shown in yards 
after each resort). Southport (880), Skegness (430) and 
Great Yarmouth (260) have already been mentioned. The 
frontal open spaces at Weston Super Mare (220), Paignton 
(150), Lytham (180) and St. Annes (230) are related in 

origin to a former area of frontal sand dunes. Those at 
Southaea (460) and Littlohampton (320) are the result of 
land-ownership, while those at Rhyl (190), Fleetwood (180) 

and Teignmouth appear to be the result of chance. 
The other factors influencing the degree of frontal 

intensity relate to the demand on frontal space. In a 
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resort relying, on its quiet and select character and on the 

charm and beauty of itself and the surrounding countryside, 
the combination of frontal strip and promonade - with or 
without a pier - recalls, the old form of the watering- 
place. In it, the main problems of frontal intensity are 
likely to be restricted to pedestrian and vehicle flow. 
In contrast, the 'popular' resorts require an abundance 
of concentrated amusements--and entertainments. It also- 
has to find room for 'normal' seaside amenities, e. g. 
open-air swimming-pools, paddling-pools, bowling-greens, 
tennis courts and putting greens. 

The effects of frontal intensity 

The directional movements of the search for frontal" 

space, namely the landward push, the seaward push and the 
downward push, provide the framework for this section, and 
in. the examples cited the importance of the preceding 
paragraphs will be apparent. 

The landward push can take place up to, and including, 
the frontal line of buildings. Through its operation, 
originally frontal and private gardens can be taken over 
for commercial uses. Sometimes this process is completed, 
as in, the 'forecourt' trading along the northern half of 
Blackpool's 'Golden File'. In other retorts, the process 
is seen in an intermediate stage, e. g. Sandown and Shanklin, 

where some of the frontal gardens remain intact while 
others have been converted to commercial use. In a few 

resorts, this process is entirely absent, for instance, 

at Ryde and Lytham St. Annee. Another result of this 
landward push is the 'taking-over' of frontal squares; 
these once-private garden areas are commonly used for the 

provision of putting-greens and flower-gardens, and if 
this is carried out with good taste, as at Warrior Square. 
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Hastings, the aesthetic amenity value of ouch areas need 

not be diminished. (l)On the other hand, if simply regarded 

as a convenient 'dumping-ground' for amenities, the space 

can become an eyesore. Thus at Weston Super Mare, 

Victoria Square is now used for 'Kraze Golf' and for 

holiday kiosk sites, while at Bognor, Waterloo Square had 

the misfortune to find itself in the midst of the most 
intensively used frontal area, that opposite the pier, 
and has become cluttered with amenities. In this inward 

push can also be included the commercialisation of 

originally residential properties along the front. 

The seaward push can take several forms. Moot common 
is the seaward widening of the promenade, either over the 

beach or over foreshore once covered at high tide. 

Because this is the result of the increasing numbers of 

visitors and the introduction and tremendous increase of 

motor-coaches and motor-cars - two features common to all 

resorts - examples of 'prom' widening are found in moot 

resorts. 
Another common form is the provision of amenities by 

'foreshore' development, and several examples of this are 

cited on P. 248. The existence of a large area of sand on 

the seaward aide of the promenade, not only permits this, 

but undoubtedly encourages it. 

The seaward push does not necessarily atop at H. W. M. 

but sometimes continues through (a) reclamation (P. 24-1), 

and (b) the using of pier space. The use of pier space 
is very characteristic of the 'popular' resorts and the 

piers of Hastings and Blackpool (Central Pier) are the 

(1) The problem of effecting a compromise to retain the 
amenity value of the 'square' as open space, and yet still 
use it for the provision of artificial amenities, has 
already been encountered in the land-use of cliff-faces. 
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Plate XXXV - Central Pier, Blackpool. 
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moot intensively developed in this respect (Plate XXXV). 
Such piers contrast markedly with those of the loss 
'popular' resorts in which the body of the pier between 
its end and the inevitable pavilion remains free from 

cluttering by stalls, kiosks and amusement-sheds. 
At Ryde, frontal expansion has been greatly hampered 

by the large area of private estates - whose grounds come 
right down to the sea - and which occupy the entire resort 
front west of the pier. East of the pier, the search for 

more space has, fortunately, taken the form of a seaward 
push, leaving intact the distinctive villa and frontal 

garden area. 
The downward push, where it does occur - and this is 

not often - is usually the by-product of a seaward push, 
namely promenade widening. At Hastings, a 'prom'-widening 

scheme carried out in the thirties created a large amount 
of underground space (intentionally so) for use as a car- 

park (Pig-83). In this scheme the original sea-wall was 

used to form the rear wall of the car-park. A downward 

push at Brighton is described below. 
In order to study frontal intensity in more detail, the 

degree of frontal intensity in selected resorts is now 
described and interpreted. 

The original coastal topography of the front at Hastings 

provided just sufficient room for the promenade and frontal 
building strip - though even this sometimes necessitated 
cutting back into the cliffs. 

Throughout the nineteenth century, the cramped nature 
of this front, hemmed in between cliff and sea, was no 
handicap to the resort's expansion. After the turn of the 

century, however, with the increase in the numbers of 
visitors, the commercialisation of the front that accom- 
panied the emergence of Hastings as a 'popular' resort, and 
the coming of the motor-car and coach, the restricted amount 
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of frontal space became a very'real problem. A major 
'relieving' action was the widening of the promenade by 
seventy feet and the building of the underground car-park 
and 'Bottle Alley'. This was carried out in the thirties. 
Another indication of frontal intensity is the clogging of 
the pier (by amusements) which, like many frontal spaces, 
has often become a dumping-ground. Portunately, Warrior 
Square has been spared this fate, though it has a putting- 
green. If Hastings has been unfortunate in its cramped 
frontal site, it has had one stroke of fortune. Por 
against the remains of an unsuccessful harbour scheme has 
piled up a shingle bank which provides an ideal site for 
'fairground' amusements. 

A high degree of frontal intensity is also revealed at 
Brighton. Since c. 1865, the promenade has been widened 
twice, and in parts, three times, and accompanying this 
has been the formation of the present 'Arches'. These 
arches, a large number of semi-circular cavities beneath 
the 'prom' and opening on to the beach, are a unique 
feature. The origins of some can be traced back to caves 
made by fishermen in the face of the low cliff-face, but 
since then, they have been extended seawards another twenty 
yards by 'prom' widenind. 

ýý 
Today these arches are intensively 

used, as shops, fishermen's stores, and above all, as day- 
chalets - some of them being appropriately furnished in the 
Regency style. Brighton has also gone 'underground' in its 
Aquarium which is located opposite the entrance to the 
Palace Pier. As at Southend, land-uoe reaches its greatest 
intensity in this 'pier entrance' area. 

A certain amount of 'foreshore development' has taken 
place at Brighton, and in two areas: - (a) from the Palace 
Pier to the 'Lawns', Hove, and (b) the Peter Pan playground 
area well to the east of the Palace Pier -a pier, 
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incidentally, which has received a generous helping of 

additional amenities. 
The County Borough of Southend-on-Sea has a coastal 

stretch of three and a half mileo, yet Southend to the 

majority of visitors is a strip of coast two-thirds of a 

mile in length into which is packed every conceivable 
entertainment and amusement. In its development an one 
of the premier playgrounds of the country, Southend has 
been extraordinarily fortunate, and in four ways. First, 
its frontal 

. 
'prom. ' and building east of the pier, laid out 

before the town's development as a 'playground', did not 
hug the beach but, instead, curved inwards. Second, 

adjacent to this inward-bulging front was a large private 
house, standing in spacious grounds. Third, part of the 

space between 'Old Southend' and the High St, area was 

never built upon, one of the reasons possibly being the 

shift in building emphasis (from the 1860o onwards) to the 

'Clifftown' development on the West Cliff. Certainly, the 

above space would have been built over eventually, but 

thin probability was never to come about as the Corporation 

purchased the area instead, thus withdrawing it from the 
land market. last, because Southend has an estuarine site, 
its beach is free from the sea-buffeting that more exposed 

coasts experience. 
Today, the additional space produced by the inourving 

of the promenade and building line is filled by frontal 

amenities, the grounds of the large house have become the 

Kursaal (an enormous amusement-park), the frontal gap has 

become a great coach- and car-park, and the sheltered 
nature of the coast has permitted and eased the creation 

of additional amenity apace by reclamation about the pier', 
landward end (Fig-52). The intensity of land-use about 
the pier's landward end is quite remarkable, every 
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conceivable nook and cranny being used. One of Southend's 

greatest assets is thi©, concentrated form of its holiday 

amenities and amusements, comparing very favourably, for 
instance, with Great Yarmouth's amenity area which is two 

miles long and sixty to ninety yards wide. It is one of 
the reasons why the town can run a successful 'Illumi- 

nations' period. Visitors can come in the evening and 
still have time to sample all that Southend has to offer, 
similarly Blackpool with its 'Golden Mile'. Incidentally, 

a line of purpose-built commercial 'kiosks' at Southend 

are cantilevered out over the beach, thus serving the 

promenade without obstructing it. 
Intensive 'land-use' often extends beyond the land and 

beach, affecting the inner margin of the sea itself. Here, 

swimmers, paddlers, pleasure-boats, speed-boats, 'pedalos', 

sailing dinghys, are often concentrated. Normally there 

is sufficient room for all these activities, but in some 

confined coves along the North Devon and Cornwall coasts, 

an unique problem in 'sea-use' sometimes occurs through 

the conflicting claims of the swimmer/paddler and surf- 
rider. 

Before concluding this section on frontal land-use, 

reference must be made to the impact of resort activities 

upon well-developed pre-resort maritime activities, 
especially fishing, for the original fishing area has 

probably become the most intensively used frontal resort 

area. One of three things usually happened. The first 

was the virtual disappearance of fishing activities. The 

second was the displacement along the coast of the fishing 

beach. A good example is Eastbourne where, in 1880, the 

building of the Royal Parade caused the fishermen to be 

moved eastwards from the original beach to their present 
site. The third possible result was the intermingling of 

fishing and resort activities, as at Hastings, Folkestone, 

I 
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Whitby and St. Ives. 

Land-use intensity in the core of towns is invariably 
reflected in vertical growth. Along resort frontal however, 
a similar intensity has not caused a marked upward push in 

commercial activities. Why this difference? One of the 

reasons is, the presence in town cores, and absence along 
resort fronts, of commercial activities which are not tied 
to the strongly lateral component of customer/shopper 
circulation, for instance, offices and warehouses. Also, 
in town cores, the provision of lifts, and more especially, 
escalators in large stores can induce shoppers to move 
vertically, whereas on the resort front, commercial under- 
takings are characteristically small - though several 
might be owned by one man or organisation. Again, whereas 
the shopper might spend anything up to three hours in one 
large store, the essential pattern of the holiday-maker's 
frontal activities is the 'weave', i. e. brief visits to as 
many varied establishments as possible, from one end of the 

'prom' to the other, in which contact with the front and 
sea is rarely, or only temporarily, lost. Simple vertical 
growth would entirely disrupt this distinctive flow-pattern. 
It is possible, however, that in the near future some 
resorts will experience vertical growth in frontal trading 

which allows the retention of the essential flow-pattern 
C. tls- 84 

ß,. O4) . The break-up of the traditional 'structure' of 
numerous small traders along the front - their consoli- 
dation into large concerns - and the increasing control 
exercised by town planning authorities and town councils 
are two future probabilities that would facilitate the 
introduction of well-planned frontal units in which the 

vertical component is exploited by trading activities. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN. 

RESORT A14ENITIES 

Visitors . come: to a resort because of the amenities it has 

to offer. These amenities range from the purely artificial, 

for example, amusement parks and tripper trading areas, to the 

purely naturals for examples distinctive climate, beach, setting 

and aspect. Between these extremes are such amenities as parks, 

recreation grounds and frontal open spaces. Some resorts 

rely mainly upon artificial amenities, others upon more natural 

amenities. 

The first section of this chapter considers in a very broad 

manner the historical development and provision of resort 

amenities over the last 200 years. The remaining sections, 

however, consider specific types-of amenity, and in each section 

the emphasis varies. For the sections on "Amusement Parks" 

and "Amenity Areas" (this will be defined later) the emphasis 

is. on site and location. For "The Pier" it is changing function 

and form, and for "Frontal Open Spaces" and "Other Open Spaces", 

the fortuity of varied origins. 

The chapter ends with a very brief consideration of natural 

amenities. The beach, however, because of its importance, is 

considered separately in the next chapter. 

ThePrýoovi ssiion of Resort Amenities. 

The history of the provision of amenities is of special 
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interest in view of 'the.. roles of public and private 

enterprise. Three main phases may be distinguished. 

The first-is the, pre-1850 period -when private enterprise 

provided nearly all-the amenities, including piers, promenades, 

airculating. librariesy. assembly rooms, reading rooms,: subsorip- 

tion gardens and archery lawns, baths and, bathing machines. 

Sometimes: -a private company -was formed for the provision of_ 

a -specific . amenity, for instances a pier or jetty. On other 

occasions, the. provision of amenities was ,, part of a large . 
estate development*(') In the building of St. Leonard,, for 

instance, James Burton supplied not only terraced lodgings but 

also baths, assembly rooms, library and subscription gardens. 

The Kemp Town estate development at-Brighton included the 

building of a sea-wall, and promenade which remain to this day. 

In some resorts, assembly roams were: built as part of a terrace 

block, e. g. Royal Terrace (Southend), -Lind Terrace (Hyde) 

and Coronation Terrace (Ilfracombe). 

Special mention should be made of the proprietors of circula- 

ting libraries who, to increase their custom, often played a 

prominent part in . the- provision of amenities. Many of the 

early resort guides were published by them. 

. 
What might be termed "semi-public enterprise! ' also, played 

its-part during this period. , 
Some amenities, baths, promenades 

and assembly rooms, wore provided by public subscription, while 

(1) Though not necessarily forming part of a comprehensive layout, e. g. the promenade, Southport (1830s). 
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others were provided through the efforts of local improvement 

associations. These associations had no legal status-and must 

not-be confused with the Boards of Improvement Commissioners 

established by local "Improvement Acts". They were composed 

of, publie-minded inhabitants who hoped, in this way, to generally 

improve the town-to the benefit of inhabitants and visitors 

alike. At Sidmouth for example, an Improvement Committee was 

set up in 1846 "for the general improvement of the place and 

the greater accommodation of the visitors". 
(') Among other 

things, this association rented the cricket field from the 

Manor in 1849, built the first Alma Bridge (1855) and Jacob's 

Ladder (1860x). (2) 
It survives to-day as the Sid Vale Associa- 

tion, its energies mostly directed to the maintenance of public 

-walks and the town museum. 

In a few towns, whose resort phase was preceded by an 

important maritime phase, some provision of amenities was 

carried out by the 'Corporation', as in the building of the 

'Spawt at Scarborough in 1739, and the provision of a park at 

Weymouth., 

The second phase, from 1850 to 1914, saw the progressively 
increasing importance of public enterprise, made possible by 

the development of local government and its acquisition of 

necessary powers. Private enterprise remained important however. 

S 

"(1) From a notice advertising the formation of the assbciation$. 
(2) The Alma Bridge crosses the R. Sid at its mouth. Jacob's 
Ladder provides access to the town's main bathing beach which 
is, otherwise, only accessible at low tide. 
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The continued growth of pre-existing resorts and the initial 

growth of new resorts was now on a scale that demanded the uni- 

form 'control of ono-body, at least along the front. In most 

resorts, only local authorities could supply this, not only 

because=they could obtain 'the required control, but also 

because they alone could raise the vast sums of money needed 

for extending and re-modelling promenades and developingfore- 

shor©s. 

A few resorts, boasting a medieval urban pedigree, already 

had control over at least a part of the beach and foreshore. 

At Scarborough, that part of the beach between Northstead Manor 

Gardens to the north and White Nab in the south was vested in 

the Scarborough Corporation under various royal charters dating 

from tho reign of Henry II to that of Charles II: As the 

borough boundary has been extended, so the adjacent foreshore 

has-been purchased (in 1922,1927, and 1928). --At Weymouth,, 

control over the whole of the promenade and a large part of the 

foreshore was vested in the Corporation by a royal charter of 

1598. Scarborough and Weymouth are exceptions, however. In 

most resorts, local authority control of beach and foreshore, 

by purchase or by lease, is more recent. Early examples 

include Rhyl (from 1872), Blackpool (from 1873), Paignton (1867) 

and Eastbourne (from 1873+). It is difficult to state a precise 

date for each resort however, partly because acquisition has 

often been piecemeal and also because the promenade, beach and 

foreshore were rarely acquired at the same time. A typical 
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example of-thisýis Eastbourne where the Corporation acquired 

the promenade at various dates between 1874 and 1908, the beach 

between 1874 and, 1928, -and the foreshore between 1929 and 1939" 

'It is also difficult3to generalise over the relative impor- 

tancerof public. and private enterprise in this second period, 

as this differed. greatly, from one resort to anoth©r. In 

Bridlington, for example, almost every resort amenity along 

the front was provided by the Corporation: the Princess parade 

(1867), the Alexandra and Beaconsfield Sea Walls (1879 and 1887 

respectively) and-the-Floral Pavilion (1906). - The only major 

private undertaking before--1914 was the erection of the Spa 

-. though this, too, became the property of the Corporation in 

1919.. In contrast, the pre-1914 provision-of amenities at 

Skegness was entirely by private enterprise. The intital 

estate plan for the development of Skegness (Fig. 16) incorpo- 

rated a frontal promenade, a pier and pleasure gardens with 

pavilion,, bandstand and winter-gardens. All, except the 

winter-gardens, were built. 

In resorts where public and private enterprise were both well 

represented, as at Blackpool and Southport, a, marked cleavage 

is usually evident-towards--the end of this second phase. Private 

enterprise-has become more and more concerned with specific 

entertainment amenities such as theatres, winter-gardens and 

piers,, while local authorities have become responsible for the 

promenade and open-air amenities such as parks and gardens, 

marine lakes and tennis courts. 
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For many resorts, the first step in local government was the 

creation, by local "Improvement Act", of a Board of Improvement 

Commissioners* (1) These Boards often played an important 

part in the provision of amenities, either directly or by 

encouraging others. At Bournemouth, for instance, the 

Improvement Commissioners took office in 1856, and. among their 

achievements were the improvement of the Westover Gardens and 

their extension to form the Upper and Lower Pleasure Gardens, 

the building of the first pier (this was, one of the official 

purposes of the Improvement Act) and its later replacement, 

and the renting of land for the development of the Bosconbe 

(Chine) Pleasure Gardens. At Southport, with an earlier 

Improvement Act (18+6), the provision of the pier owed much to 

the encouragement of the Commissioners, while the development 

of the 'boulevards' (public gardens) on the east side of Lord 

Street was entirely carried out by them. 

Railway companies also took an understandable interest in 

the well-being of resorts to which they had recently built a 

railway line and occasionally played a prominent part in the 

provision of amenities. This is best illustrated by Cloothorpes, 

whose prosperity as a resort was, and still is, more dependent 

upon the railway than most resorts. Sir Edward Watkins and 

fellow directors of the Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshir© 

Railway were responsible $ in the 1880s, for the development of 

(1) The creation of the Boards was authorised by an Act of 
Parliament passed in the 1840s. 
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the frontal gardens of this resort and the provision of a much 

needed promenade (cliff erosion up to that time having been 

very severe). They also took over the pier. 

The provision of amenities by "foreshore development" began 

towards the end of the century, though the greatest progress 

was to be made during the inter-war period. The first major 

foreshore project appears to have been the building at Southport 

of a marine lake and gardens in 1885 immediately after the 

acquisition of the foreshore by the municipal borough council. 

This was followed in 1895 by a second marine lake and gardens 

north of the pier. By 1914 a "funfair" had become established 

on the sands. Another early foreshore developncnt was the 

laying out in the 1890s of gardens along the beach between the 

Wellington and Brittania Piers, Great Yaritouth. By 1914, 

foreshore development had begun at Rhyl (a bandstand and pavi- 

lion), and Skegness (the private Marine Gardens). 

Public enterprise was also represented in several resorts in 

this period by the publication of the first official guide by 

the Corporation, e. g. Blackpool c. 1880, Worthing 1896, 

Southend 1900, Scarborough c. 1902 and Weymouth 1906. An 

interesting feature of these late nineteenth century guides is 

the importance given to sanitation and drainage. In one guide 

a large hotel is billed as "model of sanitary excellence". 

In the third and present phase of amenity development, from 

1918 to the present day, the outstanding feature is the great 

activity of local authorities and the much smaller role of 
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private enterprise. Not only have local authorities continued 

to maintain and provide promenades and open-air amenities, but 

they have also extended their responsibilities to include the 

provision of new theatres, halls, pavilions and illuminations. 

In addition they have often taken over amenities that were 

originally privately-owned such as the piers of Worthing (1921), 

Colwyn Bay (1923), Southend and Cleethorpes (1936) and Sandown 

(1948) . ti 
This intensive activity is most noticeable in the development 

of foreshores. In resorts where this had already begun prior 

to 1914, the provision of amenities proceeded at a great pace; 

In 1922, the Skegness Council purchased the beach fronting the 

town and immediately set about its development I'. '. At 

Great Yarmouth, the initial "inter-pier" amenity area was 

extended to a length of two miles. At Fleetwood, foreshoro 

development began in this period, and the town once again became 

important as a resort. 

Similar intense activity occurred in the frontal spaces of 

many resorts; the Common was developed at Southsea, the 

Peasholre Valley was fashioned into the main amenity area of 

Scarborough and Barry Island and Cold Knap were built up as 

resort areas. The development at Barry was greatly facilitated 

by an important factor in inter-war amenity development - un- 

employment relief schemes. In the late 120s and early '30s, 

what would. today be called a "recession" caused tnass. unemploy- 

ment in parts of England and Wales. The Government, in an 
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attempt to reduce the problem of unemployment, offered financial 

assistanco to local authorities who undertook major development 

schemes using a certain proportion of unemployed. Many resorts 

took advantage of these "unemployment relief grants", and not 

a'few resort amenities wore provided in this manner. Parry is 

outstanding in this respect, for most of its inter-w4r resort 

growth at bath Barry Island and Cold Knap resulted from such 

schemes. 

Other examples of unemployment relies' schemes in which 

roads and`publie buildings wore provided in addition to resort 

amenities include the open-air swimming baths and gardens, the 

new Town Hall and gardens, and the Broadway (the main road into 

the town) in M3oreeambe, the widening of the Portyfoot and the 

opening of hingsgate (two roads), the remodelling of Princess 

Mary Promonadej the building of Borth Marina Drive and the new 

Town Ball in T3ridlington, and the levelling of the Stray, (') 
and 

the laying out of Zetland Park in Redoar. 

In most resorts, beach trading is, today, in tho hands of 

the Corporation. An exception which deserves special mention 

however, is Sandown. Isere, practically all beach trading is 

carried out privately, the beach sites (twelve in all) being 

rented from the council. Of these twelve, four were taiian 

over after the last war by the council, but have sinco reverted 
to private enterprise, for the council considered that the 

(1) 
, A. belt of sand dunes purchased in 1923 from tho Zotlsnd 

Estato and itncdiately levolled and dovoloped as a frontal 
amenity area, 
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private trader could do a better job. Several of the traders 

belong to families with an old established tradition of long- 

shore activity - in which smuggling occupies .a proud place. 

Typical are the ancestors of one trader who were. fishermen at 

Sandown in the 1860s, but who took up beach trading in 1911. 

This trader now owns 36 day-chalets, 600 deckchairs, a motor- 

launch and several pleasure canoes. 

These traders are a remarkable group.. Intelligent and 

active - often despite considerable age - they are tremendously 

proud, both of themselves and of the way they do their job, 

and justifiably so. Their equipment is kept in excellent 

repair, they fully understand beach and tide and the require- 

ments of the visitors, and having no set hours - as would coun- 

cil employees - they are able to be on the beach when wanted. 

Shanklin also has such men, but here-the running of the beach 

is shared with the Corporations The town has & longer history 

as a resort and this is reflected in the greater length of 

time during which some of its inhabitants have been engaged in 

beach trading. The oldest beach-trading family still represen- 

ted in the town is the Colcnutts whose activities began with 

the beginning of the resort c. 1830. One beach-trader, of old 

fishing stock, referred to the time when the beach was owned by 

the Lord of the Manor, the White-Popham family, to whom he 

paid rent of 6d. a year for part of the beach. In the 1920s 

the entire beach was sold to the Corporation and the soma 

beach-trader now pays a rent of £60 for a 90 ft. frontage of 
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As a result of this history of development, the holiday 

industry is now managed by a remarkable business partnership, 

between private and public enterprise. Private enterprise 

supplies accommodation and some of the amenities, and public 

enterprise the rest of the amenities,, including beach-trading 

and illuminations. The absence of uniform control has its 

disadvantages, but the semi-official Chambers of Commerce and 

Hotels and Boarding Houses Associations are important links 

between the partners. 

In resorts, more. than in any other type of town, the live- 

lihood of the inhabitant is affected by the actions of the 

Town Council, and with two results. Firsttthe resort dweller 

takes an intense interest in local council affairs. Second, 

the council chambers of resorts have probably witnessed the 

most stormy meetings in the history of local government. 

Site an Locetion of L' rniaement P rks't nd " rte t Areas". 

A. Amusement Parks: An-amusement park, with round-abouts, 

a 'dipper', amusement machines and. booths, is found in most 

popular resorts, though notable exceptions are Brighton, Herne 

Bay, Bridlington and ßedcar. (1) 

As its site requirements are fow, the amusement park can 

take advantage of plots of land avoided for other functions, 

(3. ) Anusc cnt park features at Herne Day and R©dcar are dispersed 
throughout the seasonal shopping area, while at Rridlington, 
they are also found in the heart of the shopping "core". 
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for instance, marshy land and land adjacent to railway sidings 

or gasworks. Such aesthetically poor sites are not only 

suitable but preferablo for amusement parks which themselves, 

both visually and audibly, are aesthetically undesirable. 

In Clacton (1ýof 2)(1) and Weston Super Hare, the 'park' is 

on the pier, and at Scarborough and Exmouth, on'a'small wooden 

jetty. Such sites have certain advantages, besides the 

"financial" ones. By dumping "amusements" on a pier or jetty, 

the body of the town is kept more free these features which, 

through their noise and aspect, are so difficult to fit 

successfully into the fabric of a pre-existing town. 

In several resorts, the desired frontal space for an`amus©- 

ment park has been provided by beach accretion, for example, 

the sand accumulations at Southport, Skogness_(Fig. 59), Great 

Yarmouth, South Shields and Ramsgate, and the pebble accumula- 

tions at Folkestone and Hastings. Where the beach is suffi- 

ciently wide the'park'can'be conveniently sited away, from-the 

town 'proper', as at Southport, and to a lesser extent Skogness. 

A similar separation can be achieved by a high cliffs the 'park' 

being sited at the base of the cliff, e. g. famagato and 

Folkestone. One of the two 'parks' at Hablethorpo is'sited 

across a sand-dune ridge. 

Under 'waste' sites may be included the 'parks' of Weymouth 

and Southend (on land reclaimed from river and sea respectively) 

(1) Denotes one of two amusement parks. 
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Colwyn Bay (in a ballast pit (Fig. 45)) and Margate, Ahyl and; 

Clacton(1) (on poorly drained land liable to flooding). 

'Parks cites unattractive to other land-users are found at 

Hunstanton, Cleethorp©s and Morecambe (Fig. 43), on land 

adjacent to railway sidings. 

Many 'parks' simply took over whatever land was available 

and reasonably well located for amusement park space when the 

demand arose. This wasp the case in Barry Island, Mablothorpe 

(slightly inland from the dune 'park'), Felixstowe, Bognor, 

Blackpool and Swanage. In Southend and Whitley Bay, the 

former' grounds of large villas were taken over, for the Kursaal 

and Spanish City respectively, while in Now Brighton, the Tower 

Gardens provided the necessary space for one of the town's 

two 'parks'� The similarity between Southsea and Littlehampton 

in their frontal "commons"'is further emphasised by the siting 

of the amusement park for in both it occupies the southwest 

corner of the common. At Littlehampton this site is adjacent 

to the main resort and beach area (Fig, U ), but at Southsea 

it is well removed from the main resort area and beach round 

the pier, 

The best location of an amusement park, from the point of 

view of trade turnover is on the front and near to the centre 

of resort activities. This location is not always obtained, 

however. Sombtimes no cheap sites were available in this 

...... 

C1) One of Two I parks I. 
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part of the resort and the 'park', as a result, was forced to 

to take up land marginal to the then built-up area, as at 

Blackpool and Woymouth. Even if a central location were avai- 

lable, public/private planning policy sometimes directed the 

park to a marginal; -location. In several resorts, therefore, 

the 'park' is marginal to the main resort area (this gen©rallY 

being adjacent to the pier and Score') and sometimes to the 

town itself, e. g. Exmouth, Rhyl (Fig. 66), Felixstowe (, Fig. 67)9 

Southsea, Hastings, Hunstanton and Portheawl« Whore a resort 

has a 'poorer' side, the 'park' is usually found on this side, 

as in Rhyl, Felixstowe, Hunstanton and Portheawl. The same is 

true of Great Yarmouth and Cleethorpos, though in these two, 

the 'park' is not'removed from the main resort area. An 

exco tiot is the 'Spanish City', at Whitley Bay,, vhich is 

adjacent to the better (northern) side. 

The amusement park occupies a frontal location in all resorts 

except Weymouth, whore it has an inland riverside location, 

and Seaburn (Sunderland). A former 'park' at Redcar also 

occupied an inland position, on the south side of the railway 

station but closed down in 1937 partly because this location 

had proved unprofitable. 

Small. -scale 'fun-fair' activities established before 1914 

sometimes gave rise to a land-use tradition which, to-day is 

continued by largo amusement parks. The best known example 
is the Pleasure Beach, Blackpool, which was preceded by gipsy 
booths and stalls. The 'parks' of Southport and Skegness 
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originated in a similar casual manner. 
The appearance, of amusement parks varies greatly* in some, 

an attempt has been made to render it as sightly as possible, 

by enclosing it within a wall and by using the same motif in 

design and the same colour for booths, halls and other struc- 

tures, e. g. Blackpool and Southport (whore this work was carried 

out by the Corporation). The. a: misement area at Folkestone 

was carefully planned by the owner of the site (Lord Radnor) j 

and the amusement hall and subsidiary 'booths' purpose-built. 

On the other hand, some 'parks' are of shack construction, 

the worst example of this being at Exmouth. A few parks try 

to disguise their scenic railway and other structures as 

mountains by using paper mache and plaster, e. g. Great Yarmouth, 

Barry Island and Felixstowe. The result is appalling* it 

would be far better to leave exposed the framework of the 

'dipper', which has a certain beauty of lineal) Possibly, 

however, the casing reduces noise. 

Many resorts have a 'children's corner' or 'Peter Pan's 

Playground' where are concentrated children's amusements and 

amenities. It is usually found on the beach, as at Southsea, 

Brighton, Hastings, Southport, Cleethorpos, Redcar and Exmouth. 

In most resorts part of the 'popular' beach is used for the 

'children's corner', but in a few resorts, for example, 

Hastings and Brighton, a beach well removed from pier and 

(1) This is illustrated by the steel 'dipper' on the pier at 
Clacton. 
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'popular' beach is used. A few resorts incidentally have a 

'Children's. WeekI;, e"g. Skogness and Paignton. 

B. Amenity Areas: Most resorts possess a woll-developed 

suite of open-air amenities such as putting, zr. eens, tennis 

courts 2 swiiaming baths, boating lakes ý gardens, and grassed 

open spaces. Sonotirncs these amenities are deliberLt. ely 

grouped tor. ether to forma distinctive f amenity areas' s Some 

of these amenity areas occupy sites similar to those of 

amusement perk s; indeed, some are adjacent to the 'parks'. 

The gasworks/railway-siding site, however, is avoid©l. 

A common site is a sand-dune/sandy 'waste' arca. Examples 

of this are found in Southport, Skegness and Great Yariaouth 

(where the amenity area is adjacent to the amusement park) , 

Rhyl, St. Armes and Weston Super dare (where the amenity area 

extends along the line of a former sand-dune ridge), Teignnouth 

(The Don) and Exmouth (The Maer). The frontal amenity area 

of Hove is similar to that of the l:; yl group in form and origin, 

though in this case it is built on a shin-, le ridge. Some of 

these amenity areas are rectangular and compact, while others 

are elongate. 

At Weymouth the main amenity area is on land reclaimed from 

Radipol© Lake opposite the auuseltaejjt park, and further reelana- 

tion is planned to provide additional public open space (Fig. 71). 

At Göodrington (Paignton) and 5andown, low-lying and poorly- 

drained-. land has been converted into an amenity area, conplete 
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with lake. As with amusement parks, several amenity areas 

occupy sites that were simply available when required. A 

valley provides an excellent site for amenity development, and 

is used at Scarborough (Peashoim Valley (Fig. 61) - probably the 

finest amenity area of all the resorts), Barry (Cold Knap), 

Newquay (Trennance Valley (Fig. 5d)) and Llandudno (Happy Valley). 

In its locational requirements, the amenity area is less 

demanding than the amusement park. Whereas tho'latter derives 

much of its trade from day trippers, the amenity area may be 

virtually ignored by this element and instead, is frequented 

by the period visitor, the day visitor (car) and the resident. 

For the amenity area therefore, a location near the resort 

centre and on the front, though desirable, is not essential. 

In consequence, several arienity areas are well removed from 

the gain resort area, as at Sandown, Llandudno, Scarborough, t 

Newqnay and Weymouth (in the last two being inland). 

A second ira, ý! ortant difference between a:: lusomont park and 

amenity area is that the latter need not be at or near beach 

level. At Rartisgate and Margate (where cliff erosion has 

kept frontal 'auildinF away from the cliff top) and at Whitby 

and Gorloston (Great Yarmouth), the main amenity area occupies 

a cliff-top site, the amusement 1.: ark (where present) being at 

beach level. 

TheSeppide Pier. 

The seaside piort regarded by one historian as Britain's 

u4ique contribution to world culture, has its origins in the 
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promenades of the inland watering-places of the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries, promenades begotten by health and 

fashion. When., in the latter half of the eighteenth century, 

the seaside watering-places began their development, it was 

natural that they, too, modelling themselves very closely upon 

the inland spas, should possess a promenade. Advantage was 

taken not only of the shoreside strip but also of any harbour 

'pier'. Early engravings clearly show the popularity of ouch 

piers as promenades, for instance at Bridlington, Margate, 

Ramsgate, and Torquay. It was, therefore, but a short stop 

from the use of a pro-existing harbour pier as promenade, and 

of course landing-stage, to the building. of a pier specifically 

for these two functions, a step first taken in 1d22 with the 

building of the Chain Pier at Brighton. Even to-day a harbour 

arm still functions as a promenade in a few resorts, for instanc e 
the very long harbour arm at I3rixham. 

The Chain Pier and most other nineteenth century piers worn 

intended to flr. lfil a dual role, as promenade and landing-stage. 

In some resorts, the absence of an early pier caused much 

inconvenience to visitors arriving by boat. At Ryde, for 

instance, visitors disembarked from their ship into rowing 

boats and horse-drawn carts which took them to the shore. 

Some visitors were bodily carried ashore. Similar measures 

were necessary at Llandudno in the 1350s and 60s before the 

building of a pier. In a few resorts, for instance, 

Bournemouth, Great Yarmouth and Rhyl, the pier proper was 



From the engraving by Philip Brannon. 
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preceded by a wooden jetty which served solely as a landing- 

stage (Plate XXXVI). The length of piers serving as landing- 

stages was, of course, determined by tidal conditions. Where 

the beach shelved gently, a long pier was necessary, as at 

estuarine Southend and Herne Bay. 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the pier pro- 

gressively took on. a now function, that of entertainment eentrp, 

and in so doing it acquired a bandstand, a pavilion and amuse- 

ment machines. After the First World liar, this function 

became dominant in several piers, the promenade and landing 

functions then becoming incidental or obsolete. With the 

decline of these two functions, the traditional, long, pier 

was no longer necessary, and pier provision in the inter-war 

period was in the form of "platform building" over the sea, 

e. g. at Weymouth and Margate. 

The Second World War had drastic effects upon the form and 

distribution of piers. As an anti-invasion measure, all 

piers had a hole blown half way along their length. For some 

this was the last straw which caused their eventual disappear- 

ance, for instance, the Victoria Pier, Folkestone. For others, 

it meant truncation and the post-war retention of the landward 

stump only, as at Cleethorpes, Bhy]ý, Redcar and Aberystwyth. 

This war-time blowing-up was, for most piers, simply one more 

episode in a lifespan packed with destructive incident. 

During the nineteenth century, the pier was an integral 

part of a resort, whose reputation might stand or fall by the 
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reputation of its pier. Any duality in resort growth was 

likely to cause duality in pier provision. This is why ioro- 

eambe has two piers, at Morecambe proper and West End, and 

Bournemouth had three piers, at Bournemouth proper, Boscomb© 

and Southbourne. The development in the 18909 of Rhos on Sea 

as a select resort was quite independent of the development of 

Colwyn Bay and both had their own piers (Fig. 1). That at Rhos 

on Sea, however, has since been demolished. Sometimes a 

quite ludicrous situation arose. The main Frdwth of Redcar 

as a resort dates from the 1660s, and a pier was built in 1872 

when the resort was hardly more than a village, Even smaller 

was Coatham, which) though physically joined to Redear, was 

administratively separate. It, too, was developing as a 

resort at this time, though it was more select, and keen rivalry 

existed between the two 'townst. As feicar had a pier, 

Coatham also had to have one, and in 1873, within 8CO yards 

of the 1672 Redear pier, a second pier was built; by 1914, 

however) the Coatham pier had become defunct. 

In large resorts, the length of front, and the intensity of 

the holiday industry, sometimes caused the building of more 

than one pier, e. g. Blackpool (three) and Great Yarmouth (two). 

At Weston Super Mare, the very strong ;; ross-ehaxinel lin'c with 

South Wales has caused the retention of a second pier used 

primarily as a landing-stage. Using the deeper eater off 

Worlebury Head, this pier is well removed from the twain resort 
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area and 'popular' pier at the head of the bay. 

There seems to bo a notion that the building of a pier was 

indicative of resort 'maturity'. This is not an acceptable 

tenet. First, several resorts never had piers, e. g. 

Bridlingtonýý Torquay, Littlehampton, Rarnsgato, Penzance, 

Broadstairs, Tcnby and Weymouth - all those having a harbour 

'arm$ to act as a substitute- and Sherinrhar., Hablothorpc, 

Bexhill, Sidmouth; Exmouth and Filoy. Second, several Piers 

were built as part of a comprehensive town or estate c? ovolopmont, 

and often anticipated rather than raffle: -tee resort , rowth. 

A map of Hunstanton c. 100 shows a church, railway station 

billiard room, Golden Lion Hotel (P. 307), and a pier, but 

nothing else. Clearly these amenities and essential services 

were provided first as bait to prospective builders. When 

Rhos on Sea and Skegness acquired piers only the skeletal 

framework of a town had been built. Third, rivalry between 

resorts, and the prestige value of a pier, sometimes resulted 

in resort 'villages' acquiring a pier e. g. Coatham 

Finally, in a few towns, the main holiday-resort growth has 

been in the inter-war period when the provision of a pier was 

no lonEer essential e. g. Barry, Thornton C1 eveloys, and 

Tankerton Whitstahlo). l 

. ý..... _ 

(1) When the Tankerton estato was laid out (before 1914), it 
was intended to provide a pier. In the intor-war poricu t; AQ 
estate was built, but not tk, e pier. The road leading to its 
intended site, howovor, is the widest road in Tankerton, and 
is called Pier Avenue. 
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. What of the pier to-day? Several have disappeared, pre- 

sumably for good, as at Folkestone, Scarborough, Coathamt 

Southborne (Bournemouth) and Hinehead; others have been shor- 

tened, or have become ridiculous stumps. No less pronounced 

is the change in-function, Most piers have become dumping- 

grounds for amusements and entertainments (with appalling 

visual results) though this varies in degree with the intensity 
Pa. a 

of frontal land-use ( 47L* Very occasionally, the 

pier has retained its original functions of promenade and landing. 

stage, as at Swanage and Saltburn. 

The seaside pier is regarded by many as a nineteenth century 

hangover. This does not seem to be entirely true, however. 

In resorts with piers, the publicity officer and the visitors 

regard the pier as an asset. Furthermore it provides valuable 

trading sites. On the other hand, resorts without a pier, or 

even a harbour, do not seem anxious to acquire ono. 

One thing is certain, dancing on the pier remains an essential 

part of holiday life. The old-style pier will probably dis- 

appear, except in the few resorts with very strong sea links, 

but it will probably be replaced by the 'platform over the sea'. 

Eront=QDen$Tac ej 

Frontal open space is one of the most valuable amenities 

that a resort can possess. It gives to the resort's front a 

distinctive, sometimes unique) appearance, relieves the intensity 

of frontal land-use by providing abundant space for amenities 
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and holiday makers, and tends to reduce the amount of frontal 

commercialisation (i3 o 155 ). Although these spaces have 

a similar function, they have remained free from building for 

various reasons. In some cases, the land was hold in common, 

in other cases it was unsuitable for building for reasons of 

topography. Some such tracts resulted from the whim of a 

particular land-owner. 

Frontal open space originating in Commonland: Although this 

origin is considered first, it is not the most important; 

indeed, all three origins listed above are equally important. 

It is, however, the most interesting. 

Some frontal open spaces are still commonland. At Porthcawl, 

for example, an area of commonland known as Locks Common skirts 

the western shore. The management of this common was vested 

in the Town Council by the Commons Act of 1899, and as a result, 

it remains completely unspoilt. The town's other common, 

Backs Common, was enclosed in 1864 and is now partly built over. 

The management of Links Common (The Links) in Whitley Bay was 

also vested in the local Council by the Act of 1699. The 

frontal strip of open space north of Briar Deno is not common- 

land, however, but was purchased in 1929 from the Duke of 

Hastings. Local historians believe that Links Common is the 

only surviving part of the much larger Shiremoor Common enclosed 

in the late eighteenth century. 

More complex is the open space-commonland relationship at 

Southsea, whose magnificent 'common, is equalled only by the 
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Green of neighbouring Littlehampton. In 1785, in order that 

the Government might obtain additional land around Southsca 

Castle for fortifications and other military purposes, Southsea 

Common, then known as Froddington Heath and comprising part of 

the waste of the Manor of Froddington, was enclosed. Other 

lands immediately to the north were also enclosed by this Act. 

The largest award was the 130 acres of Southsea Common to the 

Lord of the Manor of Froddington, Samuel Leeke. The Common 

having now "come onto the market" the Government were able, 

in the following year, to purchase it from Mr. Leeke for 

£3,808 - presumably under an agreement entered into before the 

enclosure. From that time until 1884, the Common served mainly 

as a parade and camping ground for the military. In 1884, 

it was leased to the Council, and in 1922, purchased by them 

on conditions that ensured the maintenance of its open nature. 
That part of the present common west of Western Parade was 

not concerned in the 1,785 enclosure and presumably was not then 

commonland. The fact that this area was formerly a morass 

unsuitable for building probably explains its survival as open 

space. It is interesting to note that the inner limit of 
Southsea Common coincides with the inner limit of pebbles; as 
is often the case, the area of commonland had a geological 
basis. 

The only other frontal 'common' of comparable size is found, 

strangely enough, in the nearby resort of Littlehampton (Fig. 85). 

Here, another open-space - commonland relationship might be 
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anticipated, but this is not so. It appears that this 'common', 

the Green, 'was "never common land in the accepted sense of 

that term"(1) - though, until the town's expansion towards the 

end of the nineteenth century, it functioned as a common, 

looked like a common, and was referred to as the "common". 

When the main growth of Littlehampton as a resort began 

c. 1870, the late Duke of Norfolk, who, owned most of the town 

land, decided that the area between South Terrace(2) and the 

sea was to remain as open space, 'though part of the original 

'common' (marked as wasteland on the first 0.5.6 ins* map 

(Fig. 1S)) on the north side of South Terrace was to be sold 

off for building. It is just possible that the Duke's decision 

was influenced by an appreciation of the frontal common at 

Southsea, and that the occurrence of these two commons almost 

"side by side" is no coincidence. 

Early in this century, the Green at Littlehampton was leased 

to the Council, and it was purchased by them in 1931+ for "public 

walks and pleasure grounds" - again with conditions to ensure 

its survival as open space. Slightly earlier, ä. T3utlin 

had purchased from the Duke of Norfolk, a corner plot on the 

(1) Stated in a letter from the-agent for the Duke of Norfolk's 
estate. 

(2) A terrace built in the first resort expansion of Littlehamp- 
ton in late Georgian times. Its inland locations and the esta- 
blishment of what was later to becono the frontal limit to 
buildings was no doubt influenced by traditional and functional, 
though not legal, status of land in front of it as coiamonland. 



Green for tho site of his amusement park. 

In the Clee (Cleethorpes) Enclosure Award of the 1840s$ the 

face of the only cliff in the area - between Oole and Itterby, 

the two pre-resort settlements - was reserved for public recrea- 

tion* Had the development of Cleethorpes as a resort been 

already under way, perhaps a more generous allotment would 

have been made. To-day, this area forms about one half of 

the Cliff Gardens (Fig. 25), the other half being a strip of 

land at the top of the cliff acquired for public open space by 

a: vestry Committee in 1865. 

Frontal open spaces related to topography: In several resorts, 

a frontal strip of open space was originally a sand-dune ridge 

or belt, as in Weston Super Mare, Lytham, Paignton, Redear, and 

St. Annes - where the dune belt has been levelled only around 

the pier (Fig. 39). 

The reasons for this are not clear. Possibly nineteenth 

century building techniques had not mastered the art of building 

over-sand, though the growth of Southport would appear to dis- 

prove this idea. Possibly it was the inconvenience caused by 

blowing sand and periodic incursions of the sea prior to the 

provision of a sea wall. Possibly it was the form of land 

ownership of dune areas, for sometimes these areas of accretion 

were crown property, and not available for building. In any 

case, the result was the same, a frontal space which provided 

valuable room for open-air amenities and recreation. 
The Lawn, Dawlish, although not a frontal space, is convenient 
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considered at this point (Fig. 70, see prct% It dates 

from the beginning of the nineteenth century, i. e. the beginning 

of the resort, when a John Edge Manning) realising the possibili- 

ties of the stream and an ill-drained valley bottom liable to 

flooding, straightened the stream and built up its sides with 

surplus earth derived from road building in the town. His 

work was severely damaged by flooding in 1810, and the Lawn 

was subsequently taken over by a number of townsmen who, in 

1825, obtained a 99 year lease as a security against the land 

being built over. The public was allowed access, but only 

with the consent of the lessees. By the 1860s however, the 

lessees were reduced to two, and the Lawn was taken over by 

the Local Board on the condition that it remained public open 

space. Unfortunately, this outstanding amenity, an open space 

adjacent to the "core", 
(l) 

has been greatly abused by the 

Council. (2) 

Frontal Open Space Related to Land-ownerships The Green, 

Littlehampton is one example of frontal open space preserved, 

or created by the initial builder of the resort, the Green, 

(1) This relationship is found only in two other resorts, 
Bournemouth, and in lesser degrees Exmouth. 

(2) The Lawn is cluttered by a putting green and kiosk, iron 
posts marking out football pitch, floodlights perched on rocks, 
mushroom floodlights over flower beds, strings of plain, though 
coloured electric lights zigzagging across the stream and 
fastened, in midstream, to chunks of piping, name of town in 
lights, flag-pole with coloured lights along its wires, town 
crest in flowers, tent for the sale of balloons, numerous small 
flower bed patches, weather instrument enclosure, public shelter, 
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Hunstanton is another. When, in the 1860aß the development 

of this Norfolk resort began, the most valuable building land 

- about an already existing pier - was not put on the market. 

The reason is not clear. The location of the oldest building 

in the resort, the Golden Lion Hotel (built in the 1340s) on 

the inner side of this Green temptingly suggests that the pro- 

servation of the Green as open space was duo to this hotel 

obtaining certain rights over the fronting land to safeguard 

the marine aspect from its windows. There is no connection, 

however. No doubt the explanation is more simple, for instance 

it may have been the wish of the Le Strange estate (who founded 

the resort) to provide a central open space. Certainly, it is 

a most unusual feature, but a most pleasant one. 

A frontal space with an unusual origin is that which tops 

the low cliffs at the head of Swanage Bay, This area, and the 

land on its inner margin, was owned by a J. Mowlem, one of the 

two great landowners in the town. About 1890, Mowlem decided 

to develop this cliff top, and so the Do Moulham Estate was 

commenced. The frontal strip, however, he rosorved for his own 

personal recreation (in which the exercising of white-haired 

fox terriers apparently played an important part), though this 

strip possessed some of the best potential hotel sites in town. 

He later handed this land to the Council, more or less as a 

public lavatories, information kiosk, small shack-like stage, 
two brick buildings of unknown use (perhaps relics of the war) 
and dustbins along western edge. 
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gift, on condition that it remained open space (Fig. 33). 

Other Open Spaces, 

Open spaces away from the front often have an origin similar 

to that of the frontal open spaces, espec i. ally if they are 

within the area of the pro-1914 toi t. "'hose cref- ted at a later 

date, however, usually have rather different and loss interesting 

origins. 

The most common origin of pur1_i_c open space is in the once 

private estates and gardens of private houses. In sons canes, 

the house has disappeared, while in others, it is put to public 

use along with the grounds. Examples are the Penlee Gardens 

(Penzance), the Cumberland House area (Southsea) and the 

Botanic Gardens (Southport), where the houses are used as 

museums, and Oldway (Paignton, the Castle Grounds (Tankerton, 

and Bitton Para (Teignmouth), whore the houses are used as 

council offices. 

Another common origin is land that was relatively unsuitable 

for building, for the longer an urban space remains unbuilt 

upon, the greater the chance of the council purchasing it for 

open space. This land was often marshy and/or liable to flood, 

as at Victoria Park (Paignton), the recreation grounds at 

Swanage and Ryde, Eggerton Park (Bexhill) - in part an old 

lagoon - and the Wimbledon Park and Clarendon Gardens at 

Southsea. Stoop slope is another topographic form that some- 

times remains as an open space, one example of this is found 

at Penarth where Alexandra Park straddles two steep-sided valleys 
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In; South Shields, recreation areas hava boon won from ballast 

tips, "while 'Bicclescombo Park, -Ilfracombo - was originally "a 

tip--heap. Victorian brickfields have i occasiorially =provided 

sites for parks and gardens, e. g. the slightly -sur4rea-jungsnorth 

e: ` "thö'tliQlywell -gs Gardens, Folkestone, as have old quarries ý 

Gardens, 'Eastbourne. 

Some public pleasure-gardens were-oncetprivatd, for,, instance, 

tho "old subscription gardens of St. Loonärds ý the 'P3: easuro . 

Gardens at Skegness, the Park of Scarborough, and regents Park 

in'"-Moreeämbe (see Mste ). 

Some of these open spaces were purchased °by, ''the' couneil, 

Others were gifts to the resort. Where mudh, 1and In the town 

was owned by one person, the council and `town were likely-'to 

benefit from the frequent generosity of that " porsoný-although 

the donor of the land often stood to gain as well. With the. 

future of the land as open space made secure, and the cost of 

it5'conv'ersion into a park borne by the council, the landowner 

could then exploit its amenity value by building costly houses 

about-"its fringe. The villa-flanked Kimberley Gardens ," 

Falmouth) probably owed their origin, in part, to this motive. 

` Public open spaces that are the direct or indirect results 

of common rights in these lands are of particular interest, 

The outstanding example is Bournemouth. In the' 113ournemouthl 

Ennlo'sure Award of 1805, four pieces of land were reserved as 

"Fuel for Cottages" - the cottages, presumably', -. Of tho hamlets 

of Wick, Ilford, Holdenhurst and Throop round the northern 
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margin of the enclosed heath. These pieces of land eventually 

outlived their original use, and, one by one, were taken over 

by the local authority and converted into public parks " 

Neyrick Park (later enlarged by gift), Kings Park, Queens Park 

and Redhill Park (Fig. 62). In many enclosure awards, certain 

small pieces of land were reserved for use as public gravel 

pits or stone quarries. These, too, were sometimes taken 

over by the town council and converted into public open space, 

e. g. the triangular green near the town hail, Bridlington, and 

the Quarry Gardens, Now Brighton. 

The very central Alexandra Gardens of Weston Super Mare 

have an unusual origin for they occupy the space produced in 

the demolition of the town's former railway station. The 

triangular strip of open space adjacent to the railway station 

in Sheringham was originally owned by the railway company (and, 

no doubt, ihtended for siding extension etc. ) but has been 

purchased recently by the council for use as public open space 

(Fig. 27). 

Streams, with their banks, are obvious sites for public 

open spaces. It was not always obvious, however, to the 

nineteenth century builders of resorts with streams, for only 

in three of them Bournemouth, Dawlish and Sidmouth, has the 

stream area been satisfactorily exploited. In others, for 

instance, Torquay, Bridlington, Swanage, Ilfracombe, Folkestone 

and Hastings, the stream has either been converted, or hidden 

away by building - though in the last two this occurred in 
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pre-resort times. 

Natural Amenities. 

To conclude this section, a brief reference to the natural 

amenities of resorts is necessary. 

Although the sea is common to all resorts, the movement of 

the tide and the effect of this upon resort activities varies 

greatly between resorts. Coastal aspect and position also 

cause variation. In some resorts, a sheltered position, 

perhaps at the head of a narrow bay, gives generally calm seas 

which allow paddling, swimming and canoeing etc.; in others, 

an exposed position may give typically rough or boisterous 

seas. Only the beaches of North Cornwall and Devon, exposed 

to the Atlantic, permit surfing, a highly fashionable sport 

which plays an important part in the popularity of these 

beaches. 

The sun is also common to all resorts (for varying lengths 

of time) but here, too, aspect causes variation. In resorts 

facing south, the beach enjoys sunshine throughout the day from 

a sun that is "out to sea", an advantage possessed by most 

South Coast resorts. In resorts facing east, the sun, after 

mid-day, is behind the town, and tall buildings along the 

front cast lengthening shadows across the beach. This is 

particularly noticeable in Deal - whore an afternoon's sun- 

bathing facing the sun on a steeply sloping beach demands that 

one's feet are higher than one's head. In resorts facing 

north, the sun is also behind the town for part of the day, 
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and sun and sea cannot be facod at the same time. At Nowquay, 

it is amusing to see visitors in deckchairs on the beach 

turning their backs to the sea and facing instead the wall 

of. cliffs in the worship of the sun. 

The beach will be-considered in the next chapter. It is 

surprising that Blackpool is often referred to as atown which 

became a great resort in spite of an absence of natural 

amenities, for in its great stretch of sands it possesses a 

very fine amenity. 

In their setting, -resorts offer wide variety. A bay is a 

desirable featurei giving to the promenader a coastal view 

that extends beyond his immediate location, especially if the 

bay is backed by cliffs,, as at Sandown, Swanage, Filey and 

Scarborough. Contrast this with the restricted views from 

Deal, Worthing, Skegness and Clacton - resorts with straight 

coastlines. A bay also adds to the effect of illuminations, 

and in this respect, Morecambe has the advantage over Blackpool. 

Weston Super H re is also enhanced in this manner. Some bays 

terminate in a bastion, or bastions, and are as a result all 

the more impressive. Examples are the limestone bastions of 

Weston Super Mare, Swanago and Llandudno (where the bay is 

backed by a man-made cliff of unbroken and even stucco facade) 

and the sandstone and grit bastions of Aberystwyth and Scarborough 

Some resorts present views of other shores. From Southsea, 

the tree-lined coast of the Isle of Wight is visible, while 

from Bournemouth, the Needles are seen to gleam in an evening 
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sun. This island does itself a great deal of good by being 

a visible island; it advertises itself from the mainland. 

Morecambe possesses a unique panoramic view of the Lake District 

peaks across Morecambe Bay, and is, in fact, an important 

headquarters for Lake District touring. 

Among resorts with excellent views might be justifiably 

included those resorts which command views of busy seaways. 

New Brighton - opposite Liverpool - is outstanding in this 

respect, and in the guide is styled as "The grandstand of 

World Shipping". The Solent resorts overlook the commercial 

shipping of Southampton and the naval shipping of Portsmouth. 

A few resorts enjoy a reputation for fine sunsets, Whitstable 

especially, also Swanage and Brixham - whore one gets the 

impression that fishing harbours were created solely for sunsets. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE. 

THE BEACH. 

The beach is a world of its own in which the social 

conventions governing life upon land suddenly and strangely 

break down. Lying between land and sea, and yet not of the 

land nor of the sea, the beach is a strip of no-man's-land 

where a man can roll up his trousers and show his knees, and 

whore a woman can likewise get rid of surplus dress. The 

most important feature of the beach is not its lithology, 

whether it is sandy or pebbly, but the unique status it has 

acquired, a status suggested by its no-can's-land location and 

confirmed by man's behaviour upon it. 

In "popular" and "tripper" resorts, this breakdown in 

social convention is found not only on the beach but also 
throughout the promenade. It is interesting to note that a 

similar social phenomenon was recognised and commented upon 

at the spas and watering places of the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries, as the well-known dialogue below shows: 

"But you knew me at the Wells", 
"Then sir, I shall know you again - at the Wells". 

The holiday-maker's beach consists of two parts, the 

permanent beach between H. W. M. and the "prom", and the tcmlpora 
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beach between H. W. M. and L. W. i1. Both are important, though 

their areal relationships vary greatly, 

Historical Considorations. 

In general it is true to say that' in the 'development of 

the seaside resort, the beach has played an increasingly 

important part in resort activities. At the same tine, the 

divergence in use and popularity between sandy and pebbly 

beaches has increased. These two changes will be considered 

in turn. 

In early watering-places, the beach was entirely subsidiary 

to the promenade as the focal area of resort activities; 

Brighton's first promenade, the Steyne, did not even skirt the 

beach. All that was wanted of the beach was that it 

permitted the operation of bathing-machines pulled by horses. 

Although early guide-books suggest that a sandy beach had a 

slight advantage in this respect, watering-places with a 

pebbly beach such as Brighton, Sidnouth, Eastbourne, Hastings 

and Cromer do not appear to have been unduly handicapped. In 

any case) pebbly beaches were usually flanked by a firm sand 

flat exposed at low tide. A sandy beach, however, had the 

distinct advantage of making horse-racing possiblo, and it 

was used for this purpose at several resorts, for instance, 

Scarborough and Great Yarmouth. A distinct disadvantage was 

the incoOvenicnce likely to be caused by blowing sand, espec- 

ially before the provision of a promenade and/or sca wall. 
Redcar was particularly unfortunate in this respect, whil© at 
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at Southport the building of the first promenade, between 

Neville and Coronation Street, was due in no small measure 

to the need to counter the monace of drifting sand. This 

relatively unimportant role of the beach in the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries -a period when 

equability of climate and a fashionable social life were far, 

more important than the possession of a good beach - helps 

to explain why purely estuarine towns, such as Lymington, 

Southampton, Topsham and Greavesend, were able to become 

watering-places of note; and why they later declined. 

An interesting sidelight on this period is the importance 

that contemporary medicos attached to mud-flats exposed at 

low-tide, which, they believed, greatly increased the ozone 

content of the air. The reputations of Weston super Mare 

and Southend were enhanced in this way. 

In the latter half of the nineteenth century, any earlier 

advantage that the sandy beach had was greatly increased by 

a change in the function of the beach. Up to this time) 

the beach had merely served as a base for bathing-machine 

operations, as a geological and botanical hunting ground, and 

as an open-air reading room. Now, however, the beach was 

becoming a vast playground. The number of holiday-makers 

was greatly increasing, the lower socio-economic strata were 

progressively becoming represented. Children wore now 

coming to the seaside whereas they are conspicuously absent 

from early seaside prints. (There is no need to stress the 
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affinity between children and sand. The manner in which 

children, on an otherwise Pebbly beach, pick out the 

occasional patches of sand is sufficient evidence. ) The 

promotion of "day tripping" by the recently established 

railways, and the increasing tempo of industrialisation, 

stimulated the seaside "fling". Beach trading probably 

reached its maximum intensity during this period. 

By the end of the nineteenth century the distinction 

between the sandy beach as a "popular" beach (and resort) 

and the pebbly beach as the "stlect" beach (and resort) had 

become evident - though, of course, there were exceptions, 

for example Brighton. The writings of Clement Scott are 

of interest in this respect, for in "Blossoml. and" (1890) 

and "? oppyland" (I895) ta contrast is made between Cromer 

and Great Yarmouth. Among the more illuminating references 

to Cromer, a resort with a pebbly beach, are the followings 

"The only charm is its simplicity; its only recreation is 

its rest".... "Some (visitors) sketch, others road, more 

geologise"...... "Cromer is certainly not distinguished for 
I 

its children".... and "It is a very charming and select 

company". ' Clearly Cromor has changed little since its 

early wateribg-plaeo days at the beginning of the nineteenth 

century. Very different is Great Yarmouth (with its great 

extent of sandy beach) which Scott describes as a "Playground 

by the Sea", He refers to the countless thousands of 

cockneys and "nanufaeturies" from London and Leeds, Dockland 
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and Doncaster, brought in by the railway, to the tremendous 

number of children and to the oyster stalls that abound. 

The distinction between the sandy beach and the pebbly 

beach became more marked with the introduction of the "sun 

cult" from the continent immediately after the I9I4-1916 war, 

a ritual of sun worship for which the sandy beach is the most 

suitable. Since 1918, the preference for a sandy beach has 

greatly increased - witness the tremendous growth in popularity 

of the sandy beaches of. North Devon and Cornwall - and the 

"popular/select" distinction. has not only strengthened butt in 

a few resorts, has become evident for the first times for 

examples the popularisation of Shanklin. The present trends 

of the holiday industry can be summed up in the phrase "Sun, 

sand and freedom". 

In general, then, the popularly believed distinction between 

the sandy beach with "popular" resort activities and the pebbly 

beach with. sore "select" resort activities is a valid one - 

with this important exception. In resorts adjacent to large 

non-resort populations, a pebbly or otherwise 1, oor beach, 

unsuitable for a "playground" function, is likely to encourage 

the development of the promenade as the "playground" area. 

Thus, under certain conditions - which n st also include the 

absence of a restraining land-owner or town council -a pebbly 

beach may actually encourage the growth of a town as a 

"popular/tripper" resort. The outstanding example is Southend. 

The more select, quieter, resorts usually have a pebbly 
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beach which is more condusive to a sober atmosphere than a 

sandy beach. 
(1) 

Such resorts, Budleigh Salterton, Sidmouth, 

Eastbourne and Llandudno, are the nearest twentieth century 

counterparts of the nineteenth century health resorts. This 

is especially true of-Eastbourno, where the main character 

and activity of the resort is found on the promenade rather 

than on the beache 

one occasionally stumbles upon a beach frequented by a 

very limited cross-section of society, limited both in number 

and in socio-economic class. Ignored by, or unknown toy the 

fun-seeking crowds$ it is the haunt of the professional man 

and his family. It is, in a war a fashionable beach. It 

is usually pebbly, undeveloped. - with or without a promenade 

and rather desolate in appearance. Aesthetically poor, its 

virtues are seclusion, absence of noise, freedom from commerce, 

and, inevitably, the possession of a sailing club. Pevensey 

Bay and Felpham are representative of this group. The former 

might be one of a new generation of resorts, and its progress 

is, therefore, worth noting. 

Resorts with Contrasting Beach-typos. 

Some resorts have two contrasting beaches. Both Barry and 

Portheawl possess a sandy beach on their cast side - Whitmore 

Bay and Portheawl Sands respectively - and a non-sandy beach o 

(1) One exception is Tenby. Here, however the area of sai. 
beach exposed at high tide is very small, while the select anL 
quiet character of this charming resort is safeguarded by its 
removal from any largo concentration of population. 
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the west side, a pebble beach at Barry (Cold . nap) and a 

rocky beach at Porthcaw]. In both resorts, the sandy beach 

is the "popular" and "tripper" beach' and the nfn-sandy beach 

the quieter and more select beach and resort area. Folkestone 

has a pebble beach west of the harbour, and a (restricted) 

sandy beach to the east. Hero, with the select resort facet 

on the cliff t .p (the Leas), the pebble beach has become the 

artificial playgrou. mdl and the sandy beach the natural., ono. 

At Woymouth, a sandy beach passes into a pebble beach north 

of the Ciocktowor. At 1itby, the contr.: st between the sandy 

beach west of the river roc uth and the rocky ledges of the 

Scaur east of the river is duo to a north-south fault, ro?, ghly 

coincident with the river mouth, which doter--Incd the cliff 

outcrops. Resort activities are confined to the west beach. 

Rem with Poor Ileichea. 

Some resorts j, ossoss poor or rostricted boaches. In tho 

early nineteenth century, this did not greatly rItter and 

several resorts of this period prospered despite ai : oor beach. 

Penzance, for example, was especially popular on account of 

its possibly unique equable climatel and Ilfracombe on account 

of its mggnificcnt site and settinC. With the increasing 

importance of a good beach in the latter half of the centuryl 

il} It is poswiblo that tho boach at PcnZ3Tlco has doteriorated 
as a result of quarrying ol: orationa at P3ousohola, 
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however, the future of these two resorts, too far removed from 

the mayor concentrations of population to b©cono funfairs by 

the soap must have seemed highly uncertain. Fortun3telyj the 

development of touring came to their rescue and both towns 

have become important tourist 'HQs'. . In fact, the tourist 

clencnt is probably more 1mportantf relatively, in Ilfracombe 

than in any other seaside, rczort.. (P. 415 ). Both towns, noreovol: ý 

have excellent sandy beaches within easy reach by car or b)zs. 

Woolacombo is Ilfracombe' s beach. 

Torquay relies considerably on tho sandy beaches of 

Paignton. Though it has a magnificent site, coastline and 

view$ Torquay is unfortunate in that its main beach, Tor Abbey 

Sands, is completely covered at High Tidal as are the only 

other sandy beaches of Hicadfoot and Corbyn. Still farther 

removed from the town and resort core are the small pebble 

beaches at Redgato, Babbicombo and Odd! corabo. Quito 

fortuitously, but most fortunately, a large frontal open spaces 

the Abbey Park, faces the Tor Abbey Sands across the 

Promenade. At high Lido, this functions as one of the two 

'beach' areasl the other part being the concrete steps and 

walls, flanking the sands, wr ich acquire Hsu a, L& opt uabelievable 
density of holiday-makers. Torquay in anctho'r irportant 

touring tHQ'. (P. q, (5 ) 

The beach at Lytham has greatly deteriorated in the past 
60 years duo to the navigational Improvements of the Ribble 
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Navigation Authority (the Rreston Corporation. The main 

stream of the Ribble has been confined within training walls, 

thus depriving the Lytham beach of its natural scour. As a 

result, the original sandy beach has silted up. This has had 

a drastic effect upon the town's function as a resort, and its 

front, once mostly holiday accommodation, is now mostly private 

houses and flats. In the opinion of the Borough Engineer, 

grazing land will be established to the east of Lytham within 

the next fifty years. 

Beach Types and Their Distribution. 

The distribution of beach types is often a product of local 

conditions, for instance the alternation of bay and headland, 

and rarely allows regional consideration - at least in dealing 

only with the beaches of resorts. 

The main beach types are shown below: 
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alternating with headland. A featuro of strongly cliffed 

coasts, this beach typo is characteristic of the South West 

(including South Wales). Another regional typo is the 

pebble beach skirted by a sand flat. This is typical of the 

South East coast. Other patterns, not regional, include 

(a) the association of rock platform with near-vertical 

cliffs, eg. *the Thanet resorts and Falmouth - the two features 

logically found together in areas of active erosion - (b) 

estuarine beaches, characterised by a vast expanse of sand/ 

mud exposed at low tide, e. g. Southend, Southport, Cleethorpes 

Morecambe, Lytham' Weston super Mare and Ryde, and (c) 
eF 

L'. 

beach accretion caused through, or accentuated by, the works 

of man, and of two . kinds (i) accumulation againstt and/or 

deposition behind, 
(1) 

a harbour, e. g. Ramsgate and Folkestone 

(sand), and Hastings, Folkestone and Lowestoft(shingle), and 

(ii) assisted accretion, e. g. Shanklin and Sandown (groyning) 

and Skegness (brushwood piling). 

Although it is convenient to refer simply to pebble 

beaches and sandy beaches, many beaches show a considerable 
lack of uniformity, o. g, the pobblo/sand beach type at 

Eastbourne (Fig. t6). More important, how: vorl is the 

irregular distribution within a resort of beaches not 

covered at high tide. This greatly influences the 

distribution of resort activities, especially frontal trading. 

Cl) Especially theAeposition of sand in the calmer waters. 
to leeward of the harbour s= arm. 
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The beach is highly susceptible to changes in onshore and 

offshore conditions. Curtain changes in beach character may 

be regarded as natural. This would include (a) long-term 

changes, e. g. continuous accretion at Southport and Great 

Yarmouth, (b) shorter-term, more irregular changes, e. g. the 

fluctuating sand level at Weymouth and Redcarl and'(c) the 

seasonal changes that most resorts experience, for example, at 

Sandown - where it is quite usual for the exposed sand beach 

to disappear during the winter storms, only to build up again 

in time. for the summer. In this category might be placed 

the occasional seaweed and insect (the two often occur 

together) Invasions, which, though short-lived, can cause 

considerable financial damage. In the summer of 156, certain 
a 

South Devon beaches were badly affected by seaweed, e. g. 

Paignton and Exmouth (Sandy Bay), while a number of resorts 

in South East England experienced insect trouble. The 

pollution of beaches by oil is similar in both Its "out of 

the blue" occurrence and effect on the resort's pocket. 

The second group of: beach changes are those induced by 

man, sometimes deliberately, sometimes unwittingly, with both 

good and bad results. At Sandown, the exposed beach has 

become contaminated by dark brown iron oxide particles which 

give a yellowish stain to towels etc laid on the beach. The 

origin of these "black sands" is unknown, though nineteenth 

century references. to the "golden. sands" of Saudown suggest a 

quite recent appearance. The most popular theory gives as 
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cause the occasional ironstone bands which outcrop along the 

cliffs. The curator of the I. O. J. Geological Museum, however, 

declares there is not enough ironstone in the entire island 

ands instead, suggests that the iron oxide is rust from the 

old iron and stool structures, now beneath the sea, erected 

for defence in the twentieth century, and also from the 

shells fired out to sea when the bay was originally used for 

gunnery practice. 

Aeach A, coessibiljty. +.. nirwr.. rý ýýr. Gr. r 

In most resorts, tho promenade is easily acccssibl© from 

all parts of the town, and the beach, from all parts of the 

promenade. In some, howeverq beach access iss or was, 

restricted. In Dealt a strip of buildings on the seaward 

side of what is now the promenade, part of old Deal the 

maritime town and not Deal the resort, greatly hindered access 

to the beach (as old photographs of the I860o indicate). 

This has now been entirely demolished, except for a small 

remnant in the embaynent between Oak and King Streets. 

Figure 12 shows the half-way stage in the "opening up" of 

this front, 

A frontal railway at Dawlish restricts beach access to one 

arch beneath the railway and to a number of foot-bridges on 

the town's flanks, while at Colwyn Bay, a frontal railway 

1.1z'lts boach access to three points in one and a half miles 

an archway from the town centre, another from Eirias Parke and 
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a third from Old Colwyn. 

A strongly developed cliff-lino also causes problems of 

beach access. Sometimes, natural access is provided by 

valleys, the outstanding example being the chines of Bourne- 

mouth. Here, the cliff-line is breached by sic chines and 

the Bourne valley, and all but one (Middle Chine) are 

accessible by cap. In every case, the mouths of the chines 

form small pockets of frontal trading and other resort 

activity. Not only valleys reaching down to the beach, but 

also "sags" in the cliff-line may be taken advantage of in 

the provision of access roads. A sag of this sort in the 

cliffs at Felixstowe possibly determined the position of 

Hamilton Road, a road loading to the beach in pre-resort 

tines, and now the main shopping street. Certainly the sag 

facilitated beach access in resort times. Beach accessfrom 

the cliff-top town of Shanklin is restricted to three points: 

the chine to the south, the road opposite Hope Road to the 

north, and the footpath opposite the pier. Both road and 

footpath are sited opposite two sags in the cliff-line. The 

6" O. S. map of Clacton in 1874, ten years after the 

commencement of town growth, shows two notches in the cliff- 

line (Fig. 21+)* The first road laid out, the 'Main Approach" 

(the southern parts of Station Road and pier Avenue) led to 

one of those notches, and when the first pier was built in 

1871 it was sited opposite this notch. Unfortunately, the 

origin of these notches is not known* possibly they are of 
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of pre-resort age, cut by the inhabitants of Great Clacton. 

Certainly they appear to be man-made. 

Ilfracombe is, in part, separated, from the sea by rising 

ground, and in Regency times a tunnel was made, linking the 

town to the Ladies and Gentlemens baths which were hewn out 

of the rocky foreshore (Fig. 8). Both tunnel and baths are 

still used. 

Where no natural feature provides# or facilitates, beach 

access from a cliff top$ paths, steps and lifts must be 

provided - sometimes supplementing natural access points, as 

at Bournemouth where three lifts plug the gaps between the 

chines. If there is no basal promenade, and the sea washes 

the cliff base at high tide, paths and steps are essential, 

e. g. the Jacob's-, Ladder, Sidaouth, and the steps leading to 

Tolcarne beach, 
. 
4ewquay. 

At LittlehamýDon and Teignmouth, as the river barrier is 

bridged some distance inland, access to the beaches on the 

side of the river opposite the main resort area is restricted 

by distance) and therefore time. The significance of this 

is referred to on Page 332, 

Motor-car access along a promenade adjacent to the beach is 

sometimes prohibited, at least during the s,, =or months. 

This is a very important factor in the safety of children 

playing on and about the beach. Indeed, the fact that 

children can play in perfect safety about the beach of some 
7 
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resorts is a very real advantage in their popularity as 

fatly resorts. The frontal promenade at Paignton is not 

open to traffic, and: the nearest traffic road Is over one 

hundred yards from the boach, being separated from it by a 

green. The equally popular Goodrington beach to the south 

is also well removed from any traffic road. At Swanage, a 

high wall plays a vital part in separating the beach from a 
road 

main traffic UeWh -which skirts it. 

Littlehampton is, possibly, the most popular resort for 

children. It is, par excellence, the resort for childrens 

"treats", not only the Sunday School variety but also the 

huge outings perhaps organised by a group of miilionnaires 

for the children of a certain area. The Foreshore 

Superintendent estimated that on certain days the town 

receives over five thousand children from single "treats". 

The reasons why the town is thus so popular are the existence 

of a fine sandy and safe beach, a fun-fair, a large green 

for games, a river for '-oat trips, and, perhaps most 

Important, the fact that the nearest traffic road is nearly 

throe hundred yards away from the beach. In this cases it 

is lack of access to the beach that is of decided advantage 

to a resort. 

Beach Differenceoonn. 
-ror Within resorts, there is a strong tendency fro certain 

groups of people, resident and visitor, to frequent certain 

parts of the beach, giving to those parts a distirctivo 
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character. 

Th©most distinctive, and, most comirom, beach part is the 

"popular" beach. It is the beach Bost easily accessible from 

the railway and bus stations q; and from the core :. to which it 

is usually adjacent: The main concentration' of resort 

amenities skirts this beach. It is espooially popular with 

day trippers for whom time, and therefore ease of access from 

transport termini, is important. 'The highest population 

densities`üccur on this beach, usually increasing towards the 

pier. The family unit is characteristic, the (young) 

children in bathing'cdstunes', the`adults (seated in deckchairs) 

not. It is the most intensively used beach, and on it are 

found any beach "amusements". There is`a'complete absence of 

privacy. 

Clearly, the "popular" beach has features - crowding, noise,, 

lack of privacy which many beach-users-find iiridesirable, 

and which cause them to seek°the'non-popular' beaches. Such 

beaches are favoured by various groups; the local residents - 

of whom the teenagers'and bettor-class family'units form 

distinctive elements - the better-class (e. g. hotel) visitor, 

car visitors, and coach and rail trippers who "know their way 

around". This beach type is less accessible than the 

"popular" beach, and is often well removed from the core. It 

is pt-only served by amenities, 'serving beach-users for whom 

time is unimportant, and who are independent of the resort's 

amenities. In contrast to the "popular" beach, it has a 
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lower, -more-evenly spr¬ad, - density, ýa greater proportion of 

teenagers! and-, a, smaller. proportion-of ch1ldren, Most of its 

users wear swimning costumes, and the worship-of the Vn, iS 

rigorously followed here. Whereas, the, - day-to-day popu], at1.4n 

of the "popular" beach constantly changes, that of the,! non- 

popular' beach is more stable , especially if. ýt has privately 

owned beach-hutg, f I- 
Theýnon-popular beach shows greater variation than-the 

popular beach. It might be used by alt the groups, listed.. -# 

above, or by only one or two. No generalisations, can be 

made, and the process of beach differentiation 1. s boss 

appreciated by reference to, examples. 
fir , 5, 

The popular beach at Eastbourne extends westwards from the, 

pier to the groyne opposite the. lifeboat hour©, and consilts 

of exposed pebble skirted by a sand flat exposed at low tido. 

For three inter-groyne spaces southwestwards from the Above 

groyne, this sand. flat is strewn with rock debris unsuited to 

beach activities t and against this area, the popular. beach,, -,.,,,, 

comas to an abrupt end (Fig. 60, As). This rock beach area 

forms a zone of separation between- the popular beach 
. and the 

non-popular beach to the west. This zone,. noreover,. coincides 

with the single stretch of beach where fl. WJ. M.. reaches the 

promenade# Equally-important, the zone also marks a change 

in beach orientation, the non-popular beach being around-the 

(coastal) corner - visuallys as well as physically!. shut off 

from the popular beach. Out of sight, out of mind. 

Inn iatbly southwest of the zone of separation, the pebble/ 
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sand flat returns, but very soon the sand flat is replaced 

by a rock ledge. Three distinctive elements can be 

recognised along this beach, (a) young peojhle (16 - 25), 

mostly locals, (b) foreign students, of similar age, who use 

one particular inter-groyne space, and (c) better-class adults 
(locals and hotel visitors) with few children. 

The most important factor in the location of this non- 

popular beach is its physical and visual separation from the 

popular beach, There are other locational factors, however. 

Firstly, this non-popular beach is on the bettor side of town, 

adjacent to the good-class Heads residential area, and to part 

of the hotel area, Secondlyl. the seclusion that its "round 

the corner" location gives is accentuated by the high of wall 

of the promenade backing the beach, and by high groynes - 

thereby produning a sun-trap effect by dividing the beach up'in+a 

enclosed compartments. Lastly, the absence of sand keeps away 

the child menace. 

An interesting feature of the popular beach at Eastbourne 

is the difference between the users of the beach and the 

users of the promenade. On the beach is found a high prop- 

ortion of children and day trippers; on the promenade is 

found the older, better-class person, visitor and resident, 
that one associates with the name Eastbourne. 

The popular beach at Newquay, the Towan Sands, is that most 

easily accessible from the town centre. Separated from this 

by a wide neck of land is the non-popular Fistral Sands beach 
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(Fig. 58). This is much frequented by the East Pentire hotel 

populati-n who come down to the beach in gaily coloured beach 

robes with surfing board under their arm. 

A non-popular beach is. safeguarded by, and the product of, 

a lack of accessibility - caused by (a) physical barriers, and 

(b) sheer distance. At Toignmouth and Littlehampton, a river 

barrier - bridged inland - separates the popular and non- 

popular beaches. The popular beach at Teignmouth adjoins the 

'Den'; the more fashionable and secluded beach is on the other 

side of the rivers at Shaldon. At Littlehampton, the popular 

beach is, likewise! cast of the river (Fig. 85, I). West of 

the river, a natural sand and dune beach is used zostly by 

the locals (Fig. 85, We On a summor's day, this beach may 

be almost deserted, while only sixty yards away, across the 

river, the popular beach may be swarming with day trippers. 

Eastwards from the popular beach at Littlehampton, the coach/ 

rail tripper is replaced by a car tripper - this part of the 

beach being backed by a car park (Fig. 85,2). Further to the 

east is a residential beach, backed by beach huts and used 

mostly by resident visitors and locals (Fig. 85,3)" 

Where uniform conditions prevail, and whore the beach is 

straight, sheer distance may be the most important factor in 

the location of the non-popular beach(es), A good example of 

this is the West Worthing beach which, lined by privately-owned 

beach-huts and greatly used by locals and car visitors, contrasts 

with the popular beach to the east. 
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At Southsea, the bench-use pattern is partierl . rly 

interesting. The popular beach, sealed off from the 

adjoining beaches at high tide, extends from the Canoe Lake 

area westwards to Southsca Castle (Fig. 23). On its east 

side is one of the two "locals" beaches, the 'Sna}. e Pit's 

backed by a high wall. Further eastwards is a residential 

beach which is lined with corporation-owned bach huts. The 

beach west of the popular beach is completely cluttered by 

naval monuments and memorials, sailing and rowing clubs and 

wooden piling. It is entirely unsuited to normal beach 

usage. Well beyond it, and towards the harbour, is the 

second "locals" beach, a small stretch of exposed shingle at 

the base of the limestone Sallyport -a setting which produces 

a sun-trap effect. This beach is highly secluded, and its 

existence only locally known. 

Beach differentiation at Swanaeo is also complex (Fig. 33)" 

The popular beach occupies the sandy head of the bay. 

Completely separated from it, and neatly tucked away within 

the angle between the disused pier and the s! iore, is the 

"locals" beach - the "Monkey Beach". Here are also found 

the sailing and swirun, ing clubs of the town. The tripper 

element of the popular beach is progressively replaced 

northwards by resident visitors and locals using corporation/ 

privately-owned beach--huts. Several. Swjanage residents, 

however, especially the town's professional residents, use 

the sand-dune beach of Studland Bay, a few miles north of 
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Swanage, just as Hyde uses Seaview's beach, and Brixham, the 

froadsands beach (Paignton), 

THE TIDE. 

The tide affects holiday activities in numerous ways, and 

although sometimes a handicap it does generally greatly widen 

the scope of these activities. 

Because of the tide, the frontal scene is constantly 

changing. Where the slope of the beach is steep, and the 

fall of the tide small, the change might be slight, but where 

reverse conditions hold, the marine aspect might drastically 

alter, and indeed almost disappear. Certainly, several 

resorts take on an estuarine aspect at low tide$ this being 

pronotme ed at Ryde whose sea at low tide seems to be a more 

trickle of water between the isle and mainland. Fortunately 

the coast of the mainland is low-lying, otherwise the above 

impression would be even more marked. Cleethorpos is another 

resort where "the tide is bashful and vanishes from the eyes 

of men at low water". In srch resorts, where contact with the 

sea is temporarily lost, the building of marine lakes, etc., 
to hold on to the sea is made necessary. The long pier is 

another product of such conditions. 

Some resorts, therefore, are handicapped by having too 

little seawater; Bournemouth is handicapped by having too 

much. One high tide is followed, some three and a half hours 

later, by a second high tide, producing virtually four hours 

of high tide. This aggravates theproblem of restricted 
A 
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beach space at high tide. Tt also complicates the discharge 

of sewerage into the sea. 

It is the rovement of the tide which gives to many resorts 

a sandy beach when they would otherwise have none. it also 

gives a vat, firm and flat stretch of sand ideal for beach 

games, for riding, for the building of sand castles (sand 

castling requires wet sand) and for the now almost extinct 

sand artistry. On rocky beaches, the tide produces 

fascindting rock-pools with their stranded animal and plant 

forms. Most important, it washes the beach over which it 

passes. Often, toot a suitable beactr gradient for children's 

paddling is not revealed until the receding tide reaches a 

sand flat. The movement of the tide emphasises the signif- 

icance of beaches which remain uncovered at high tide and the 

advantage of resorts with such beaches vor resorts who lose 

their beaches at high tide, for example Paignton and Torquay. 

Frontal trade is greatly influenced by tidal movements. 

As the tide comes ins beach users are herded back towards the 

promenade, and even onto it if the beach is completely 

covered. Temporarily deprived of their beach) the holiday 

makers look to the promenade for entertainment and amusement. 

This is particularly noticeable at Blackpcol, where the beach 

opposite the "Golden Mile" is virtually covered at high tide. 

A distinctive feature of Blackpool's tide is its orientation 

oblique to the shore. As Figure 87 shows) high tide first 

reaches Blackpool's promenade to the north, then extends 
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Progressively southwards. This must tend to concentrate 
holiday-makers onto the Golden Mile beach - to the advantage 

of the seasonal trading area. 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN. 

RESORT SPHERES OF INFLUMCE AND 'EGIONAL RELATICNS. 

A resort has two distinet'spheres of influence, one 

relating to its function as a service centre, the other 

relating to, its function as a rosort. In this chapter, only 

the latter is considered. 

The resort sphere of influence, or its hinterland as it 

will be called from now on, consists in fact of a series of 

hinterlands, each relating to a certain type of visitor. 

These types are: 
(a) Period visitor. 

(b) Day tripper. 

(c) Day visitor. 

The day tripper is the person for whom the visit to the 

resort is &special occasion. In some cases, he forms part 

of an organised outing from the institute, the club, the 

factory, etc., which arrives by motor coach or train. In 

other cases, he comes with his family, arriving by coach, 

train or car/motor-bicycle. The day visitor is the person 

for whom the visit is not a special occasion. Living 

reasonably close to the resort, he frequently makes use of its 

amenities, perhaps on some early-closing days, certainly on 

several week-ends. He may on a beach hut, or berth a boat 

at the resort. 

Tourist visitors, important in several resorts, are not 
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considered because their hinterlands would show little 

definite form other than that of the entire country. 

In some resorts, one type of visitor is so important that 

only one hinterland heed be considered, for Instance, the 

period visitor at many Cornish resorts (though, of course, 

the tourist will also be important here), and the day tripper 

at Cleethorpes. In most resorts, however, all three typos 

are well represented. 

Accessibility (distance/time) is the most important factor 

in the development of resort hinterlands, -'but in varying 

degree. It is least important in determining the hinterland 

of period visitors who, staying one or pc rhaps two weeks, 

may undertake a journey of considerable length to roach the 

resort. For many period visitors, however, ' and especially 

those with children, time cost and convenience cause the 

easily accessible resorts to be frequented. Accessibility is 

obviously more important for the day tripper, though this 

hinterland is probably larger than might first be thought. 

Many excursion motor coaches and trains give the tripper 

only five hours at the seaside, from about I p. m. till 6 p. m. t 

and for tais make a journey lasting three to four hours each 

way. Because of the inland location of Midland towns, the 

day tripper hinterlands of many resorts, for example Southsea' 

Rournemouth, Weston super Mare, Aberystwyth, Rhyl, Hunstanton 

and 5kegness, ? ay be extended up toy and if necessary beyond, 

one hundred miles. It must be remembered, however, that in 
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day tripping, the journey itself often forms an important 

part of the 'outing'. 

Accessibility is most important for the day visitor, and 

a rough radial limit to this typo of movement would appear to 

be sixty to seventy' miles. For London this includes Southend! 

Clactont Frinton and Walton, Whitstablel'Herne Bay, and all 

South coast resorts between, and including°, Folkestone and 

Southsea. 

Methods of determining resort h1nterlands. 

Period Visitors: The sample survey of visitors actually in a 

resort is undoubtedly the most accurate method of determining 

source areas for all types of visitor. For period visitors, 

however, much caution would be required as the relative 

importance of source areas is likely to vary from one part of 

the season to another as a result of 'wakes w(-©ks' and similar 

features. This is clearly demonstrated by the figures below: 
(ltJ 

Sample Survey of Aceorimocdatioxi 3ookinps, I955. Clacton on Sea. 

CountY o 

Entire Season. 
August. 

2100 
6Eo 

Londo E Inex 

1040 
310 

LQicestors_h 

gIO 
500 

r 

These show that in Auxst Leicestershire not only replaces 

Essex as the county second in importance to London, but also 

nearly equals the total for London. In 1955, the British 

(I) Hade by the Publicity Department. 
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Travel and Holiday' Association (B. T. H. A. ) carried out a survey 

of industrial towns to determine the "date when the majority 

of local industries are taking their holiday"., For Leicester, 

with a population of 235,000, t. e dates given are the weeks 

ending 6th and'13th of Auguste,, Hinckley and Lc. uphborough, 

second to Leicester in size, also have the same dates. Hence 

the increase in holiday-makers from Leicostershiro during 

Auguste 

Not one but several sample surveys throughout the season 

w uld be necessary, therefore, to assess accurately the 

relative importance of source areas for period visitors. (1) 

Analysis of accor. odation registers, or applicatic. lns for 

aceoriitnodat. ion, is the next most useful method, and the survey 

for Clacton has already been referred to. .A similar survey 

was made by the Toni Planning department at Bournemouth to 

show 'holiday popularity'. 
(2) 

Provided sufficient hotel and 

boarding house proprietors are willing to co-operate in such a 

project, and this cannot be assumed, ee would have to be taken 

to ensure that the accommodation sample, in its structure, 

represents the relative importance of the various forms of 

letting in the resort concerned. - The hinterland suggested by 

hotel register analysis is likely to be larger than that 

(I) Since this was written "A Survey of Whitby and the 
Surrounding Area" has been published in which sample 
surveys were made at various times during the season to 
determine the origin of visitors. 

(2) The results were used to show what percentage of county 
populations favoured Bournemouth for period holidays. 
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suggested by the registers of the more humble boarding house 

or 'Bed and Breakfast' establishment, 

Next in useful: iess is the beach hut - if certain conditions 

are fulfilled. Two main typos of beach hut (ie* a hut for 

day use only) can be distinguished: 

(a) Huts which are council-owned (upon council owned/controlled 

sites) and available for daily, weekly or seasonal hire. 

(b) Huts which are privately owned, but on sites rented from 

the council. 

Council-owned'tiuts are usually hired by period visitors, for 

one or perhaps two weeks. If there are sufficient huts, and 

if it can be assumed that the hirers of thes huts are 

representative of period visitors, then examination of the 

hirers' addresses - these being kept by the council and easily 

available - should indicate the relative importance of source 

areas for period visitors. In the belief that the above 

assumption is valid, four such analysts were made, for 

Mablethorpe, Iiunstunton, Bridlington and Rhyl. These will be 

examined later. 

The rer aining method of determining source areas of visitors 

at the 'resort end' is by analysis of postmarks on applications 

for holiday guides. The main disadvantage here is that major 

source areas and areas adjacent to a resort under consideration 

will be under-represented, many of the people in these areas 

being already familiar with the resort and thus not requiring 

guides. Another disadvantage is that not all publicity 
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officers make such analyses. Moreover, the choice of source 

area unit varies. In some analyses it is by county, or even 

town; in others simply by region. 

For resorts where the analysis of postmarks is made on the 

basis of counties, map have been drawn to show what percentage 

of county populations favour these resorts for period holidays. 

These resorts are Scarborough, Skogness, Sheringham, Groat 

Yarmouth, Clacton, Southsea and Tcignmouth. . -1 

An alternative approach in the deter--inaticn of source 

areas is to consider these areas themselves by studying data 

concerning motor coach and rail traffic. Under Road Traffic 

Acts of 1930 - 1937, motor coach companies are required to 

submit to the Traffic Commissioner a yearly analysis for each 

service operated. This analysis, "Traffic Analysis - Express 

Carriage Services" (P. S. V. 66B. ) shows for each quarter of the 

year, and for each service operated, how many passengers ere 

carried as single fares, day return fares and other return fares, 

The_ se details offer tremendous scope for the determination of 

hinterlands for both pc r iod visitors and day t r7 ppers, thorgh 

there are obvious drawbacks, e. g. the picking up and setting 

down of passengers on route, and the changing of coaches - as 

often happens to E. st and Midland traffic passing through 

Cheltenham. The coach flow Patterns of individual coach 

companies in some cities could also be used to show how the 

various parts of the city look to various resorts and coasts, 

London being the supreme example. 
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Day Trippers t The methods for determining the hinterlands 

of day tri. = pers are fewer in numbers and two have been already 

mentioned - saml)le survey and motor coach (and rail) records. 

Only for Cleethorpes and Bournemouth was information of this 

sort obtained. Other methods include surveys of (a) car 

registration numbers (new cars preferably) - though in many 

resorts a large number of parked cars will belong to period 

visitors and tourists - and (b) origins of coaches parked in 

the resort. In the survey of Whitby referred to earlier (p34)ß 

both these latter methods were employed, and it is interesting 

to note that in the analysis of the origin of motor coaches 

visiting Whitby for day excursions the farthest removed town 

origin of importance is Sheffield, about 100 miles away. 

This agrees with the estimate for the size of such movements 

made on Page 33ý. 

DZ Visitoorrs: Reference has been made to two types ofbeach 

hut, and to the way in which the first can be used to determine 

hinterlands of period visitors. The second type, the private- 

ly owned hut upon a council-owned site, is equally useful in 

determining the hinterland of day visitors. Of course, some 

owners live in the resort, and this element is especially well 

represented if the resort has a large commuting or retired 

population, e. g. Worthing and Fißve. Others, however, live in 

inland towns which make frequent use of the resort. The 

addresses of this latter group are also kept by the council and 
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allow the determination of the hinterland for this distinctive 

and increasingly important function. Such analyses have been 

made for Felixstowe, Hunstanton and Dawlish. 

It is convenient, at ttzis stage to refer to a factor of 

major importance in hinterland development - the concentration 

of population, either into large cities or clusters of towns. 

Such concentrations allow and encourage the development of 

highly efficiont communication links (both road and rail) 

between towns and certain resorts that would not be possible 

with a more dispersed population. For example, over one half 

of the population of Nottinghamshire lives in the continuously 

built-up area of Nottingham. This has encouraged the 

development of effecient road and rail links to certain East 

Coast resorts, namely Skogness and Mablethorpe. As a result, 

the outward flow of holiday traffic from the county is more 

canalised than if the population were more dispersed. The 

'wakes' and similar organised holiday periods, by their 

canalised form, have a similar effect. 

Period Visitor Hinterlands. 

The following is a commentary on a set of maps which appear 

overleaf (Figs. 88,89,909 91). These maps are based on 

applications for holiday guide-books, accommodation and beach- 

hut hire. For each resort, the data is first expressed as 

county percentages which, indicating the relative importance of 

the counties as source areas, are listed in Appendix 4- . In 

the construction of the above Maps, however, these percentages 
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were expressed as percentages of the appropriate county 

populations to produce a '-opularity index' (the final 

percentage being multiplied by Ioo, ooo to avoid inconveni: nt 

fractions). By this method, the problem of the highly 

uneven distribution of non-resort population is avoided, and 

a better appreciation of the accessibility factor obtained. 

These maps, therefore, do not show spheres of influence in the 

accepted sense of that term, as would maps based on the county 

percentages listed in the Appendix. 

One of the maps of Clacton (Fig. 69) is based on a sample 

survey of. accommodation bookings. This clearly shows the 

concentrated form of the main source areas. The apparently 

low value for Essex is rather misleading as it is nearly 50, 

though there possibly is a tendency for holiday-makers living 

very close to a resort to avoid it for period holidays. The 

low value for 14iddlcsex, when compared to adjacent counties, 

is a feature frequently found in other maps, and is probably 

due to some of the MiddloseJ 'returns' being included with the 

total for London. The relative un-importance of Kent, 

'around the corner' and with resort-dtudded coasts of its own, 

is another noticeable feature. 

This map of Clacton is particularly significant in that it 

allows a check to be made on the accuracy and usefulness of 

a map based on postmark analysis of guide applications -a 

check not possible in any other resort. If the two maps for 

Clncton are compared, certain diff(rences are evident (Fig. d9) 
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For example, in ti c: ' cuido'iiap, the rank of :, orfolk and ; ýuffolk 

is lower than in tho 'accon odatlon' nap, prol)ubly because 

C? --ton is already well ', noun in these counties (P.. 344 ). 
The rcl^tive ranks of counties in the former rap is, riorcouor: 

loss sharply defined - which is to be expected. . such 

difforenees, howevdr, cannot hide a oirzf. l. rity than in a Bost 

cnccuraginr '°arnors clearly indicat, cs the usefuln©ss of ;, cot- 

rartc analysis. 

The twal for nourner. cut1h: b -acd on an analysis of acct, ocäation 

bcokin5s isj unforti: natoly, not available for ro : roduction. 

Though it cannot be proci sely corixarcd with that for Clacton .. 

because the data is c xprossed in a f4fferent nnanner - it does 

show the core national hinterland of "c urncm-outh, in contrast 

to the regional hinterland of Q. acton. 

Of similar usefulness are analyses b. °: sed on beach-hut ': Ire. 

The twin royorts of "abl. ethorpo and Sutton havo between 20C 

and 250 day bcaeh- utst r'ost of w! ' ich are hired for a week, 

sonoti-! cs longer, by period visitors. The nanas and 

a,. wdressoa of applic4. nta are entered on a card and then cards 

filed in two boxes, one for ablc: thorpe huts, the other for 

Dutton i. ut:. For the construction of i"'i, ure ýý over 3, c 00 

cards uc: ro oxnmined. The outstanding feature of this map is 

the a sU, but very compact intcnalvo hinterland of the two 

roso, ts: accessibility is c.. carly trio dominant factor. There 

can be lithe doubt that this map roprosc. ntc one extrcmo in 

resort . intc_rlanda. 'tlthourh tiro decline in rank away from 
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the Train source areas is rapid in all directions, it is 

particularly narked for the East Ridings separated by the 

Humber barrier, and Norfolk, separated by the Wash. Both 

counties have, of course, their own resorts. It might be 

noted that not one of the conurbations falls within a county 

with a value higher than 25, though the West Riding, with 

2+. 3., comes close. 

Because of the detailed nature of the data for these two 

resorts, a map showing the relative importance of source towns 

and villages is also included (Fig. 90 a ). This emphasises 

the importance of nearby counties, and the unimportance of 

the conurbations. 

The period visitor hinterlands of Bridlington and Rhyl 

(Fig. 91) are also highly regional. Perhaps the only surpris- 

ing feature of either is the relative unimportance of Lancashire 

to Rhyl. In that Lancashire is 'around the corner's is 

partly separated by two water barriers, and has resorts of its 

own, the relationship of this county with Rhyl is analogous to 

that between Norfolk and Hablethorpo, or Kent and Clacton. 

As would be expected, some inland counties have very strong 

links with both East and West coasts. Thus Derbyshire has 

a value of plus 50 in the hinterlands of both Rhyl and 

Mablethorpe. 

Before examining ! laps based on post-mark analysis of guide 

applications, certain warnings are necessary. First, the 

similarity afforded by the two maps of Clacton (Fig. 39)9 
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though encouraging, is not conclusive proof of the usefulness 

and accuracy of this nethod. Second, the map based on j. ost- 

mark analysis gß. ves a 'wc tcred down' indication of the 

relative importance of source areas - as was suggested by a 

comparison of the Clacton maps. Third, because of the 

varying dates of the post-mark analyses, any year between 1951 

and 1955, comparison between the maps is difficult. In post- 

war ycars, factors such as intensive publicity campaigns, the 

. great increase in private cars, the relative cheapness still 

of long-distance motor coach travel, the widening of outlook 

produced by a world war and the migration of people through 

evacuatic=n and military 'postings', all have tended to cause 

considerable modification to resort hinterlands, as the 

following figures show: 

Herne Ray. 
_ 

Guide Applications 

London and Home Counties 
Yorkshire 
Lancashire and Cheshire 

Whitley Bay 1238 

Scotland 23. % 
Northumberland 3.5 

Newtu 19 

London, Home and Southern '+I. 3% 
Counties 
North England Ib, 7 

- 
Iý2 --, ---- 

125-5-- 
64.6,36 . 7i, 
4.8 c3.9 4.7 I2.9 

1222 1956 

26.2% 44.3; * 
5.3 8.9 

1916 1949 
39.7% 29.8% 

Igo i 23.7 
Perhaps the 'Most outstanding feature of all this is the 

'discovery' of the South Coast, and the South Uest, byr tho 

peoples of Northern England. 

The map of Great Yarricuth, based on an analysis 'of 40,000 
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guide applications in 1951, indicates the considerable size 

of this resort's hinterland (Fig. Q8)* The importance of 

London and the East Midlands is to be expected, but tho high 

rank of the West Riding is, perhaps, surprising: it is this 

type of feature which tho'concentration of population' 

factor. (i). 3'-4) helps to explain. The barrier effect of the 

Humber, already noted in the hinterland of 1iablethorpa, is 

again evident. 

The hinterland of Skogness, (Fig. dd) is similar to that 

of Great Yarmouth in. its 
, 
elongate north, - . 

south form along 

the east side of England, though, as would be expected, the 

main source area extends further north than at Great Yarmouth. 

London, for instance, is ntw excluded. A comparison of this 

hinterland with that for Hablethorpe (Fig. 90) reveals 

apparently disturbing contrasts. This is due to (a) the 

'watering down' of eet of post-mark analysis, and (b) the 

more national reputation of Skegness. 

The Scarborough map (Fig* dd) is based on an analysis of 

21183 applications for guides received in January, 1956. 

The main source area differs little in extent (though it does 

differ in intensity) from that of o'kegness . the appropriate 

slight northward shift being excepted - and the only feature 

of note is the greater importance now of Lancashire. The 

essentially regional character of this hinterland is, perhaps, 

rather surprising for a resort of such national reputation. 

Whitley Bay, most northerly of the important resorts ctlong 
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the Bast Coast, has a hinterland "In which Scotland ' oc cupies 

a sign . ficaint place. (Forty-four" per cent- öf the total 

guide dpplicatiöns come from Scotland, ef. Scarborough v, 

Skegness 1.3 . and Great Yarrmou h- 0.6%. )' " Thb midland counties 

are' uiiimportant. i however. 

Unlike any =hint'erland, cönslaored s6, far Is that of 

Southsea in' which, all ''six'top=ranking `countio, s, '(plus 50) 

are found 'not neat "'the 'resort 'biit'- in the midlands (Fig. 89)e 

The corbenträtiön of pop, ulat ion 
in' r'i. nor-of theso''counties 

has allowed the -develöpfieritof officients'c& munieation links 

to Southsea, with'. 'subsequent' eanalised visitor flow. 'The 

reiatively small importance of Dent, Sussex and Dorset is 

particularly noticeable. 

The mapof Teignmouth's hinterland is of especial interest 

(Fig. 89). ' Even allowing' for: "watering down", the national 

form Of 'this hinterland, in comparison t, ith others, is very 

evident. Though it. 'is similar in extent ' to that of Southsea, 

there are not-the marked differences in rank that characterise 

'the latter. 'This type of hinterland is probably typical for 

all South West resorts. If the hinterland of Mabl©thorpe 

represents one extreme, then the hinterland of Teignmouth 

represents 'the other. 
Another resort with a national hinterland is Weston super 

Hare. This is not surprising for Weston super Mare is 

exceptionally well placed in relation to several major 

concentrations of-population, Perhaps more so than any other 
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resort except Rhyl. With other resorts along the north 

coast of Somerset and Devon, for instance Minchoad and 

Ilfracombe, ti-ieston super Rare is ideally placed to receive 

visitors by boat from industrial South Wales. The great re- 

entrant of the Bristol Channel, moreover, has brought the 

seaside to within 90 miles of Birmingham, and Weston super Marc 

ties with Rhyl-as the resort nearest the West Midland 

conurbation. Sheer distance would also demand the inclusion 

of Aberystwyth as another resort close to Bianingham, but the 

barrier of upland Wales causes this resort to be loss easily 

accessible, especially by rail l than Weston super Marc and 

Rhyl, both of which are reached via lowland corridors. Weston 

super Mare is also reasonably near London. 

Day Tripper Hinterlands. 

The amount of information obtained for day tripper 

movements was disappointingly small, being l.;. mited to two towns. 

From a map prepared by the Town Planning De a^traent of Bourne- 

mouth, and based largely on information supplied by coaching 

companies, the "day visitor" sphere of influence of this resort 

is seen to include most of industrial South Wales, most of the 

West Midland Conurbation and the whole of the London 

Conurbation. Unfortunately, this map does not take into 

account the length of stay that the journey permits. A more 

useful nap, for instance, would be one showing the hinterland 

from which day trippers, leaving at or after 9 a. m. a reached 

Bournemouth by I p. m. 
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At Cleethorpes, it was possible to obtain the origin of 

all excursion trains arriving on two of the busiest days of 

the 19`6 season. The great majority came from the West 

Riding, but significant numbers also came from idottinghanshire, 

Derbyshire and Lincolnshire - the radius of this hinbrland 

being c. -'75 miles. If the two train-loads of trippers from 

Leicester and Rugby are included, however, this is increased 

to 95 miles. 

Day Visitors. 

Information for day visitor hinterlands is also very small, 

and is limited to the occasional resorts whose 
Atemn of beach- 

A 

hut ownership can be determined. Such analyses were possible 

for three resorts, and in all three the main feature of 

interest was not the extant of the hinte°'land but the very 

strong link between the resort and a nearby inland town. At 

Felixstowe, 69" of the private beach-huts are owned by people 

living in Ipswich - some twelve miles inland. The remaining 

owners come from a wide area whose m rgin is pinpointed by 

Stowm:. rket, Newmarket, Cambridge (55 miles from Felixstowe), 

Saffron Walden and London (65 miles from the Harwich - 

Felixstowe ferry). At Dawlish Warren, d0 to 905 of the many 

beach-huts are owned by Exetor people (again some twelve miles 

away) while at Hunstanton, many huts are owned by residents 

of Kings Lynn. 
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The Distribution of Resorts. 

In the Introduction, reference was made to the remarkable 

manner in which seaside resorts are tightly woven into the 

urban not, More than any other type of town, if the purpose- 

built 'satellite' town be excepted, the resort is tied to 

other, usually inland, towns. 

These ties are of two types, the determining factor being 

the distdneo between report and non-resort town. If the 

ncn-resort town is within say twenty miles of the resorts there 

is usually a two-way link. From non-resort (inland) town to 

resort there is a flow of day visitors, period visitors 

(surprising but true) and people who make use of the better 
(1) 

entertainment facilities offered by the resort. Some 

inhabitants of the in3urid town fray also retire to the resort. 

In the opposite direction Is the flow of comrnutors, including 

grammar school students, and housewives who probably look to 

the inland town for more specialised shopping facilities. 

Good examples of this typo of link aro Exmouth and Exeter, 

Felixstowe and Ipswich, Great Yarmouth and Norwich, tho Thanot 

resorts and Canterbury, Morecambe and Lancaster, Southport and 

Liverpool, Weston super Mare and Bristol, Southend and London, 

and Whitley Bay and Newcastle. 

(1) Some resorts are popular Saturday night dance rendezvous 
for inland towns, e. g. 
Redcar (the pierl for Teeside. 
Penarth (the pier) for Cardiff, 
Porthcawl (the Grand Pavilion) for Port Talbot and 13ridgend. 
Morecambe (the pier) for Lancaster. 
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Figure 92 - The distribution (and size) of resort towns and 
non-resort towns. 
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If the inland town is fartricr away, the tie consist$ of a 

one-way traffic only, the flow to the resort of period visitors, 

day visitors, day trippers arid retired persons. Understandably, 

this second type of tie is betwoen resort and group of towns 

rather than resort and one town. Even so, the link with one 

inland town might night be unusually strong, ego Skegness and 

Nottingham, Mablethorpo and tfc, ttingham1 and Cleetxiorpos and 

Shef. f ield. 

Once the strength and intimdto nature of these links is 

understood, then the present distribution and size of resorts 

can be appreciated. It is as though the non-resort towns 

(the concentrations of population) have a resort making power 

(and in a way they do). The larger the inland town, the 

greater this power; the nearer the coast the inland towns the 

more concentrated this power. In Figure 92, the distribution 

and size of resorts and major concentrations of population is 

shown. Their relationship is now considered. 

The London conurbation, by reason of its r'reat size and 

proximity to the coasts of South East England, is, with little 

doubt, responsible for the intensive resort development along 

the coasts of Essex, Kent and Sussex. It has also played a 
I 

rajor part in the development of the Hampshire resorts, but 

hero the importance of the 'hest Midland conurbation must also 

be taken into account. 

Equally pronounced is the relationship between industrial 

Lancashire and intensive resort develop m 
alone its coasts 
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Of its two conurbations, one is on the coast, the other 

only thirty miles from the coast. This concentration of 

population has also played an important part in the intensive 

resort development of North Wales. Its resort wing power 

here, however, is reduced by. the water barrier of the Dee 

c. stuary,, and to a lesser extent by the Mersey - just as the 

influence of London in the Isle of Wight is reduced by the 

barrier of the Solent. Moreover,. North Wales resembles 

Hampshire in being a iajor outlet for the West Midlands; it is 

also the closest resort area to the Potteries. 

Less obvious are the relationships between resort 

distribution and the other major concentrations of population. 

Most of the combined population of Durham, Northuriborland and 

the Middlesb7rough area (2,409,564) is found within 25 miles 

of the coast. Yet this concentration has failed to produce 

one. inpo tant resort. Instead, it has produced a string of 

tripper areas, the resorts and resort facets of Writley Bay, 

South Shields, Sunderland and West, Hartlepool. The absence 

of the 'normal' (for instance period visitor) resort is 

hardly surprising, however. Much of the coast is industrial- 

isod, and the 'ncrnal' resort does not easily mix with docks, 

wharves and railway sidings. Equally unfavourable is the 

location, in the northern part of England facing east. 

The resort-making power of industrial Yorkshire, unlike that 

of industrial Lancashire, is highly diffused. First, the 

West Riding conurbation is placed exactly between the East and 
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West costs, and makes use of both - though westward movement 

is hampered by the Pennine barrier. Secondly, the resort- 

making power of the major Yorkshire towns, and also of major 

East Midland towns, because of their inland location, is 

spread along nearly 200 miles of East coast, from Whitby to 

Great Yarmouth. In consequence, there has not been the 

intensive resort development typical of the coasts of North 

Wales, Lancashire and South East England. Nor has there 

emerged the 'monster' resort that a strongly developed 

private residential function can produce. 

This typo of correlation, 'at first sight, does not appear 

to work in South Wales, however. Here, as in North East 

England, a great concentration of population has failed to 

produce one important resort. There are the Humbles and 

Penarth, resort facets of Swansea dad Cardiff, also Porthcall 

and ]Barry Island, but nono match in importance the resorts of 

South East England for instance. Undoubtedly, this is 

because the resort-making power of this population is not 

only concentrated on the coast of South Wales but also on the 

northern coasts of Devon and Somerset - coasts so easily 

reached by steamer from Swansea and Cardiff. Like the West 

Riding, therefore, the influence of South Wales is also 

diffused. 

It is probable, however, that Porthcawl will become 

increasingly important as a resort, for two reasons. First, 

a large area is zoned for future residential development in 

anticipation of the town's continued groirth as a dormitory for 

Port Talbot. Second, a very large sand-hill area backing 
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the town's ruin beach, and at the moment used only for 

caravan camping, is scheduled for development as an amenity 

area. 

South West England, also, does not appear to fit the 

suggested thesis. Although the area is wall removed from 

the major concentrations of population (if the South Wales 

area be excluded)! it has an abundance of resorts. The 

explanation hero lies in the way the South lest has been able 

to meet the changing requirements of the seaside cult. This 

can be summarised as follows: 

(a) The south coast of Devon and Cornwall was advantageously 

placed when the emphasis was on equability of climate and 

pleasantness of situation rather than hours of sunshine and 

nature of the beach', as is instanced by the quite remarkable 

suite of small but once fashionable resorts along Lyme Bay. 

Today, equability of climate is of little importance in the 

holiday industry, but it remains highly significant in the 

popularity of this stretch of south coast as a place for 

retirement (p. 239) . 
(b) The north coast of Devon and Cornwall was advantageously 

placed when the emphasis turned towards the beach, and 

especially a sandy beach. This coast is, without doubt, 

the finest seaside coast in England and Wales. That it has 

the only surfing beaches in England and Wales is also of 

importance. 

(c) Both coasts are involved in the highly important motor 
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coach and motor car tourist traffic. An outstanding coast- 

line, glorious inland scenery, especially in Devon, the 

absence of large scale industry or urban growth and the 

cultivation of the ! celtic legend', have made the South West 

the leading t,. mÄ ist area in England. The tourist industry 

is particularly important to those resorts which, lacking 

a good bE. aeh, iro well placed to serve as tc)urist headquarters, 

e. g. Penzance and Ilfracombe. 

The importance of these South West resorts gust not be 

exaggerated, however. Of the several resorts that are 

fo,. -nd here, only two are of 
sib ffi 

pant 
size, Torquay and 

Paignton 

Sea Transport Links 

E 

Along certain parts of the seaside coast, sea PVansport has 1 

played an imiortant part in resort development. The best 

known example is that of the Thanet resorts, linked by road 

and sea to London. 
, 

Here, the sailing hoy, plying along the 

Thames estuary, and later (from the 1820s) the steam-ship, 

were major factors in the development of Margate and Ramsgate, 

making these resorts far more easily accessible from London 

than was possible by road. These hoy and steam-ship phases 

have been traced in detail by W. ! organ in his study of the 

Thanet resorts, and require no further comment - other than to 

note that a much used alternative route to the London-Dover 

road was to go by hoy to Herne Bay, and thence by road to Dover- 
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About the same time that the Kentish hoy gave way to steam, 

so the first steam-ship service from Liverpool to North Wales 

was inaugurated, in I82I. This, too, was to be of 

importance, first in the growth of Rhyl, and later in the 

growth of Llandudno. Whether the sailing ship had been of 

significance in the development of the earlier suite of 

North 'Males resorts, Abergele, Bangor -and 
Beaur=tiaris, is not 

known; certainly those resorts benefited from the steam-shop. 

The first reference to a, steamer' at a North Wales resort 

is probably that in J. Hemingway's 'Panorama of North Wales' 

(1831+) whore he mentions that steam packs -ts ply b< tween Rhyl 

and Liverpool three times a week, This early start is con- 

firmed by Lewis in his 'Topographical Dictionary of Wales' 

(1849) when he states that 'steam vessels land passengers 

daily at Foryd Pier (at the mouth of the River Clwyd, about 

one mile west of early Rhyl). Writing at a similar time, 

Roscoe says of Rhyl 'The place owes its prosperity to its 

contiguity to Liver ool, from which town it is only three or 

(13 four hours sail". It was not until the Id60`s, however, 

that a proper landing pier was built at Rhyl, though of this 

pier only the stump now remains. 

The first reference to steamers at Ilanduchlo is contained 

in a series of articles on Llandudno written by the present 

town librarian and historian. The data given is I81++ (P. 5s). 

The first significant reference is in 'The Tourists Guide to 

Llandudno and Great Ormos HHcad, I81+9' - the same year that the 
ý )Tlýewtý c 

-4tcý Lý1a, ". ýitwlýyýgs No-L& (39 
. 
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main growth of Llandudno began. This guide states that 

Llandudno, in suer, is about two mud a half hours sail 

from Liverpool, anu that steamers land ppas: ýencors daily in 

sums r. 

At this time, the town had no pier, and passengers worn 

landed in small boats . ß. In 10761 however, a pier 

was built which, unliko that of Rhyl, continues to receive 

period visitors and day trijýpers by boat. Incideutally, 

a guide or Ii61 refers to excursion packets from Liver- , col 

leaking pleasure trips to Llandudno and returning the sano day. 

It rai[ht bQ noted that whereas as Ethyl, as at the Thanet 

resorts, the steam-ship preceded the railway, at Llandudno it 

was coincident with the railway. To what oxtcnt the 

steam-ship aided the development of Coiwyn Day is not known. 

Ho references to such traffic wero found* 

the othcrmajor sea link to resorts, if the 1iriý. s to the 
A 

Isles of Ilan and Wicht be excluded, is that between South 

Wales and South West England " across the Bristol Channel. 

As elsewhere, steam-ship traffic cormenecd here in the I. 20s, 

for in 1823 a twice weekly service was established bc-tween 

Swansea and Ilfraconbo harbour. In 1U51 a roi1ilar stcam. - 

ship -. crvico began from Pristol to Ilfrncombo. 

'. 3eanwhil©, '4eston super Tare was still trying to form a 

pier company so that steamship co saunication with south Wales 

might be established. It was not until 1867, however, that 

the original Birbeck Flor was openc>d - though plans for such a 
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pier had been put forward as early as I&+7. 

Those cross-channel links from Weston super Marc and 

Ilfracombe, also from Minehead and Clevodon, arc still important, 

bringing not only period visitors and day trippers from South 

Wales (and Bristol) but also Welsh people, especially 'girls', 

who work for the summer season in the hotels and cafes of these 

resorts. At Ilfracombe, for instance, about 40 per cent of the 

summer hotel staff is Welsh. Boforo the Second World 4far, this 

percentage was even higher, when pc rhaps 700 to 800 Welsh girls 

would board the first boat of the 'season', the 'skivvies boat' 

as it was called, and return on the last. Not all returned. 

Some married local lads and settled in Ilfracombe. 

The above is but a brief introduction to a most interesting 

and important aspect of resort geography. Further research 

needs to be done, not only on the sea links mentioned in this 

section but also on the steam-ship excursion phase so important 

to several resorts in pre-I914 times; Clacton is one example 

that immediately cones to mind 

Holiday Districts. 

3o far in *%his chapter, the emphasis has been on the links 

between resorts and non-resort totes. It is now necessary, 

however, to riefl refer to one aspect of the links between 

one resort and another. 

Most resorts function as separate entities, and, in this 

study, are considered as such. A few resorts, however, function 

as closely linked parts of a well-defined holiday district. 
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The Isle of Wight, for example, functions as a holiday 

district rather than a series of resorts and camping areas 

its si-_all size, self-containment and great diversity of 

coastal and i%land scenercy being ideal for this. Most 

visitors staying at onc, Islo of Wight resort will almost 

certainly visit thc other resorts and places of inter(st, 

while rý. any thon)sands cf vi: Aters come just for the day and 

make a circular tour by coach. 'ý "he island is, of course, 

very popular for cycling and camping holidays. 

A second equally distinctive holiday district is Torbay. 

Unlike the Isle of Wight, this district has a visual unity. 

Its three resorts, Torquay, Paignton and ßrixham are, 

moreover, complementary in a Tanner completely 1-cking in 

Isle of Wight resorts. Torquay is the select, fash ionablo 

resort, its magnificent site covered by the numerous stucco 

villas that origin ted in a former 'watcring place' ph-se, 

Paignton is more modern, more popular. With its sandy 

beaches and frontal open space, it is the main playground 

for the district. Arixhan, in its fishing; harbour and 

jumble of stucco and plaster houses ah: ut the harbour, 

supplies the picturesque and historic quality that is 

lacking in the other two resorts. All three resorts are 

closely linked, oven moro so than the Isle of : dig-ht resorts. 

Torquay makes great use of the sandy beaches at Paignton 

and T3roadsands, as does F3rixham, while Paignton and ßrixham 

make great use of the superior shopping and entcrtainnent 
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facilities offered at Torquay, Very few visitors at 

Torquay and Paignton fail to make at least one visit to 

3rixham, a journey which an excellent cross-bay ferry service 

makes easy and pleasant. Like most fishing towns, Brixham 

looks aA its best in the evening, and an evening excursion 

across the bay to this town is undoubtedly the most popular 

evening outing for the visitors of Paignton and Torquay. 

Between these three resorts, a tremendous amount of holiday 

camp development has taken place, especially since 19451 and 

this helps to weld the resort parts into one holiday area. 

Mounts Bay, Cornwall, is another holiday district with 

visual unity. The visitor to Penzance invariably will visit 

Newlyn and Mousehole - old fishing settlements which are 

'shop-made' for evening visits - and Marazion with Michaels 

Moun4i 

The only other obvious and. coa stal holiday district is the 

Fylde coast of Lancashire.. This has no visual unity, but, 

instead, a man-made physical unity. Blackpool is contiguous 

with Thornton Clevoloys1 and Lytham with St. 1tnnes, while the 

gaps separating Tornton Cloveloys from Fleetwood, and Blackpool 

from St. Annes, are hardly noticeable. These resprts present 

a near-continuous built-up area for some sixteenzilos. 

Though they have not the scenic and historic contrasts of 

other holiday districts, they do offer great contrast in 

typological characters the 'popular' Blackpcol, with its 

Golden :! ii© and Pleasure Beach, the 'select' Lytham and St. 
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Annes with their frontal open spaces, and the 'intermediate 
Fleetwood with its largo area of foreshoro dovolopznent. 
Although the inter-relationships of these towns require 
detailed study, some features are immediately apparent. 
First, most visitors to one resort will visit the other 
resorts. Second, the entire area looks to Blackpool for 
shopping and entertainment. Third, a ride on the Blackpool- 
Fleetwood Light Railway (a tramway) is a 'must' for most 
visitors. (In this rc spcet , the railway functions as a 
glorified 'minature railway'. ) Last, a large market at 
Fleetwood attracts large numbers of holiday-makers from 
the other resorts. 

The Distribution of Mablethor a Sutto leach-hut firers 
ininrhan. ott in 

Mablethorp a and Sutton, although they form one urban 

district, are two physically separate and two very different 

resorts. Mablethorpe is 'popular' and has two amusement 

parks, also several holiday shops. Sutton is 'select' and 

has no such features. As was described earlier (P. 34 ), 

the applications for the hire of Mablethorp© beach-huts and 

Sutton beach-huts are filed separately. Those circumstances 

provide a probably unique opportunity to consider the 

distribution within a single town of residents who frequented 

a popular resort and those who frequented a select resort. 

The town chosen for this was Nottingham as more applicatior, 

(1) In t,, -li. s soction, the 'town' of Nottingham refers to the 
(Cont. ) 



Figure 93 - The distribution of Mablethorpe/sutton 
beach-hut applicants in Nottingham. 
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were received from this town than any other. The addresses 

of NÖttinghan applicants were recorded, first for tr. oso 

applying for Mablothorpo beach-huts, then for those applying 

for Sutton huts. An examination of about 3000 applications 

allowed nearly 1+50 Nottingham addresses to be recorded, those 

being (fcrtunatoly) equally divided between the two resorts. 

Those addresses wore then plotted on a 2ý" O. S. map, a sot 

of 25/50" O. 3. reaps (showing houso numbers) being used to 

ensure a high degree of accuracy. The resultant pattern is 

seen in Figure 93. This shows some str_ king features which, 

in general$ can be explained by reference to the socio-economic 

status of the residential tract concerned. Thus tho two 

outstanding concentrations of Sutton applicants, at West 

13rideford and Mapperloy, correspond with good-class residential 

areas, while the outstanding concentrations of Mablothorpe 

applicants correspond with (a) the tracts of low-class 

nineteenth century terracing about the city contro, ospociaily 

on its northeast side, and a north - south bolt to the West 

of the city control and (b) tho recently built Clifton council 

estate. 
In cou. incil estates as a whole, however, the dominunco of 

Hablethorpe applicants is not so iarkod, their ratio to 

Sutton applicants being 2: I. For instance, in the estates 

of the County Dorourh of Nottingham, there are fifty-two 

Cont. fro i previous page: continuously built-up area about 
the Borough of Nottingham. T is includes tho urban districts 
of Beoston, Staplcý'crdi 'Vest '3ric. C_'ord, Arnold and Carlton. 
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Mablethorpe applicants and twenty-six Sutton applicants. 

The ratio is the same for both pro-war and post-war estates. 

A more detailed knowledge of the residential pattern of 

Nottingham, doubtless, would allow a fuller intropretation 

of Figure 93. Possibly this will be attempted at a futuro 

date. Even soy the relationship between the residential 

areas of higher socio-economic status and select resort, 

and areas of lower status with copular resort, is already 

very clear. 
(1) 

The implication is that a select resort is 

select, not simply because people of a similar 'taste' co 

there, irrespective of 'class', but rather because it is 

p-itronised by memb(: rs of a distinct socio-econonic class. 

This is, perhaps, a dangerous generalisation, but it is one 

supported by the evidence that has been considered a''ovo. 

Conclusion. 

In this chapter, several varied aspects of the relation- 

ships bctween resort towns and non-resort towns have been 

considered. Of particular significance is the section 

dealing with the distribution of resorts, for it stresses 

the importance to resort geography of the distribution of 

non-resort population. This importance shows itself not 

only in the distribution and size of resorts bt also in 

their functional and typological char actor (P" [424) " 

The undoubted continued increase in private car travel 

is likely to have two contrasting ej'fects upon resort 

I 

(1) The average RV of a Mablethorpe Applicant's house is12 0 
11 It 11 11 " Sutton 11 � 11 f30 
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hinterlands. First it will probably cause certain resorts 

to be become more important as seaside parks to non-resort 

totins, and therefore cause a tightening of the bonds which 

secure the resort within the urban net. Second, it will 

result in an increase in touring, causing a broadening of 

resort hinterlands. Increased tourism, in its turn I Will 

eventually affect the form of resort accommodation, though 

whether this will moan the large-scale developrent of resort 

motels and kindred forms only the future will show. 

More dramatic changes to hinterlands, and even resort 

character, %. ay be caused by the building of new bridges or 

tunnels across water barriers. At the moment, the reasonably 

select Llandudno and Cclwyn Bay are some sixty-five miles 

from Liverpool by road, and thus partly protected - by sheer 

distance - from the day tripper/visitor hoardes of Morsoysido. 

If the Dee estuary were spanned by bridge or tunnel, this 

distance would be greatly reduced, possibly paving the way 

for the popularisation of these two resorts. The distance 

to Rhyl would be halved, and this already popular resort 

might become another Southend. 

Similarly, the spanning of the Severn ostuary by road 

tunnel or bridge would tie industrial South Wales oven ruro. 

closely to the resort coasts of North Devon and Somerset - 

though with what results, it is difficult to say. 
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CHAPTER FOURTEIIV. 

THE HOLIDAY SEASON. 

One of the most significant aspects of life in the resort 

towns is the marked concentration of, holidayr-raking activity 

into a , few months of the -year.. , The present form of the season 

and the seasonal nature of the holiday industry provide.. ia 

number of problems wotthy of consideration. These problems, 

and also the 'methods of determining the rhythm and size of 'the 

holiday . season, form the . greater part of this chaptor. Brief 

reference is made, however, to the historical development of 

the season. 

Much difficulty is experienced when attempting to trace 

the form and I timing! of the season in eighteenth and nineteenth 

century resorts. In some early, and otherwise important, 

guide books, the dates of the season are either not given or 

are referred to in such a vague manner as to be of little use. 

Months are sometimes named, but it is not always clear whether 

these represent the entire season, its peak or the ! fashionable' 

season. In any case, the dates are but the personal opinions 

of authors. 

Certain general features, however, do emerge. In those 

eighteenth and early nineteenth century watering places 

frequented by the 'beau monde', and in which social activities 
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were highly organised, the season was asocial season, not a 

holiday season though this is not to say that visitors did 

not come outside this social season. In less fashionable 

resorts, the. status and form of the season, if any, is obscure. 

In fashionable resorts, the dates of the season or seasons, 

varied with the habits of the fashionable world and with the 

functions of the towns as, -health resorts. This latter factor 

was particularly important in southern resorts, many of which 

received a large=number of visitors in the winter months. A 

few had definite winter seasons, for example-Bournemouth, 

Undercliff (Ventnor), Hastings and Torquay. At Torquay, the 

main season was originally the winter season, for in 1841 the 

well-known Dr. Granville stated that its season extended from 
I-- September to May, while a guide book of 1876 puts the limits 

as Novembbr and April (this guide also says that in summer 
terms for apartments are much lower). Another guide book of 
1888 gives similar dates. Other resorts which received many 

winter visitors included Falmouth, Worthing, Dawlish, Sidmouth 

and Weymouth. 

In the guide books of the I860s and '7os, references to a 

winter season at Brighton may be discovered. Hero, however, 

it is the fashionabl6 season oný. y that is being referred to. 
'By 1830, the fashionable had been moved from the summer to 

the autumn and winter, and as the century progressed the 

season began later and later. This is what social historians 

(I) E. W. Gilbert, op, cit., 176. 
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describe as a 'quantity and quality' seasonal structure, the 

quantity arriving in the summer and forcing the quality to 

arrive in the autumn and winter. In 'Over the Hills and 
Far Away, II. Cook suggests that an even earlier 'quantity and 

quality' seasonal structure was possessed by Ramsgato in the 

1790s. 

Today, for all resorts, the season is the holiday season, 

and its general position in the year is determined by the sun 

of the summer months. Although its precise dates and rhythm 

vary from year to year and from resort to resort, there is 

little variation in overall fort - with ono or two significant 

exceptions. 

The Present Forts of the Holiday Season. 

In the use of statistics to show the form of the holiday 

season, certain points are to be bo*rno in mind. First, it 

must be established whether these statistics refer to the 

numbers of visitors to the resort, or to the numbers of visitor 

bringing trade - not necessarily the same. Seconds it must 

be established whether these statistics are derived from the 

flow of people into (ar}d, if necessary, out of) the resort, og. 

railway returns, coach and car parking returns, or from the 

population within the towm, e. g. public convenience receipts, 

information bureau enquiries and post-office returns. Third, 

it must be established whether these various sets of statistics 

refer to period visitors or day tri. r. pers/visitors, or both. 

Finally, it `'ust be remembered that the overall form of the 
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season is the product of several forms which sometimes 

coincide and at other times differ. The two main seasonal 

forms relate to period visitors and day trippers/visitors. 

The rhythm of the first is likely to be quite regular, but 

the rhythm of the latter, super-imposed upon the first, will 

be as irregular as the weather which partly conditions it 

though more so for car visitors than for coach and rail 

visitors. 

In a pest (I951) thesis on the resorts of the Isle of 

Thanet, the numbers of tickets collected at resort railway 

stations were plotted in graFh form to show the relative 

rhythm and size of the holiday season. This method could 

have been refined, for the years previous to 19531 by 

determining the number of tickets handed in but issued 
(1) 

elsewhere, i. e. tickets belonging to visitors. This is 

simply done by subtracting from the 'collected' totals the 

number of return tickets issued at the resort station (Fig. 94)! 

This refinement assumes that holiday visitors came on a 

return ticket, an assumption valid up to 1953 but no longor so. 

In any case, tho method is unsatisfactory because (a) a 

monthly interval is too broad, and (b) the met. od does not 

refer to raiod traffic and thus cannot bo used to compare the 

size of thr. h< liday trad©. Collected railway tickets refer tot 

trade-bringing period and day visitors and day trippers. 

Receipts from car and coach parking are recorded by all 

local authorities) and can be moet useful in showing seasonal 
(1) Up to 1953, a return ticket was cheaper than two singles. 
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rhythm. Unfortunately, the manner of recording these 

receipts varies greatly and does not allow inter-resort 

comparison. Coach receipts are more useful than car receipts 

as all coaches pay a parking foot but not all cars. Both 

sets of receipts refer mostly to visitors coming for the day$ 

but whereas coach receipts voter to trade-bringing day trippers, 

an unknown part of car receipts refer to visitors who use 

the resort almost as they might use their local park and who 

bring little trade. 

The separately recorded coach-parking receipts for Southend 

clearly show the rhythm of day tripper traffic (Fig. 95)o 

Though the figures of the 'complete' graph refer to only one of 

the two again coach parks (Seaway), they are representative of 

all coach traffic. The graph has three distinct parts, (a) 

an unimportant pro-reason period, (b) a normal seasonal period 

commencing at the start of June, and (c) a peak 'illumination' 

period beginning in late August and falling off sharply in late 

October with the conclusion of the illumination period. 

In contrast, the waekly car parking receipts for Soute nd 

reveal a seasonal forts very characteristic of resorts with no 

special 'illumination' period »a commencement at the end of 

May/beginning of June, a peak at the beginning of August, and 

a sharp decline throughout September (Fig. 95)9 The 

similzrity between this graph find the one for the combined 
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coach and car parking receipts at Weston super Marc is 

very narked; the few discrepancies in Septem ör and October 

are probably due to the illumination period at Southend. 

The post-August decline in car receipts at Southend, however, 

does not accurately reflect the number of cars coming into the 

town, for during the illumination many thousands of cars 
drive along the prom' without stopping when viewing the 

'lights'. 

In Figure 96, the weekly rhythms of coaches' and cars at 

Southend are compared by plotting daily receipts. As might 

be expected, week-ends are the peak periods for both forms of 

traffic; however, the position of the peak day varies. For 

cars, the peak day in the pro-illumination period is 

invariably a , aunday - the one exception being the double peak 

caused by the August Bank Holiday; during the illumination 

period Saturday and Sunday are more or less equal. For 

coaches, the pattern is less simple, two single peak periods 

(first a Sunday, then a Saturday) alternating with two double 

peak (Saturday and Sunday) periods. In the inter-peak 

periods, the only feature worthy of comment is the frequent 

minor peak for car traffic on Thursdays, rElated, no doubt, to 

'early closing' in inland towns. 

Public convenience r<ceipts are also kept by local 

authorities, but again their use is restricted by the lack of 

uniformity in their recorded form. At N ewquay, unusually 

detailed (daily) records are kept throughout the summer months. 
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When plotted, they show, in a general manner, the character- 

istic seasonal form already encountered in the car--p, " rking 

graphs for Southend and Weston super 'Viaro (Fig. 97). The 

influence of 'the we: ithor is very strikingly demonstrated by 

the large fluctuations from day to day. Those fluctuations 

are duo partly to the number of people in the resort, and 

partly to the number of visitors staying 'indoors', If 

weekly instead of daily receipts are used, the characteristic 

seasonal form becomes more apparent as these weather induced 

irregularities disappear. In Figure 97, the weekly receipts 

for Felixstowe are also shown. 

Public convenience figures refer to day and period visitors, 

trade and non-trade bringers. When available in suitable 

form, such figures are probably the most useful for showing 

the season's rhythm and size. 

Daily or weekly totals of 'Information Bureau' enquiries 

relate to visitors in a similar broad manner and are equally 

useful in showing the rhythm) but not the size, of the season. 

Such statistics are rarely availablo, however. The wool ay 

totals of enquiries at Paignton show the now-familiar seasonal 

rhythmn (Fig. 96); they also show that the season's rhythm 

is not simply one of steady 'build-up' and rapid 'decline' but 

one of some complexity. In Figure 98, for example, there are 

four distinct parts (a, b, cy d, ) which rive 'alternating 

syrmetry'. This is a quite common fora which is also seen in 
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sore later graphs (Figs. 101,102). 

For holiday islands, n mely the isles of light and Plan, 

analysis of boat passenger traffic allows the very accurato 

assessment of the size and rhythm of holiday traffic. One 

such analysis was carried out for the Isle of Wirrht in 1951 

(Fig. 99). It was made by the County Planning Department 

as part of the opposition to the suggested closing, by 

British Railways-, of a number of railway lines in the island. 

The analysis is based on the totals of passengers carried on 

all ferries to the island, some slight adjustments having to 

be made to compensate for an excess of passengers leaving the 

island over those entering (an excess that cculd not be 

accounted for). 

All the characteristic features of the holiday season are 

clearly shown by this graph$ including the general absence of 

activity before Easter and after September (with the exception 

of the Christmas week), some slight pro-seasonal activity 

between Easter and Whitsun, an increase in traffic at those 

these two bank holiday periods, the beginning of the season 

proper at Whitsun and its ending in late September, the peak 

period at the end of July/beginning of August and the 

asymmetrical fora of the season, 

The widespread use of all the above methods in inter-resort 

comparison of the holiday sot.. son is restricted in one or more 

ways: (a) the statistics refer only to a lirlited section of 

resort visitors, and (b) they are not available in comparable 
ý 
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form for more than a few resorts. Some methods incur bob 

disadvantages. 

There is, however, one form of statistical data which 

appears to be free frora those disadvantages, though 

possessing difficulties in use peculiar to itself. This is 

post-office returns. In all main post-offices, accurate 

figures are kept of all outgoing mail, by tho day, week and 

month. The daily and weekly totals are recorded on the same 

form throughout the country, the P 727 G. Column 2 of this 

form refers to normal mail, i. e. letýers and postcards, and 

during the summer months the volume of this traffic greatly 

increases in resorts. As the increase is due almost entirely 

to post-cards (this wil be proved later) presumably posted by 

visitors, it is clear that such totals offer an excellent 

opportunity for the statistical analysis of the form and size 

of the season. 

These post-card totals, norcovor, have a special significant 

in that they can be related to the numbers of trade-bringing 

visitors. These visitors can be defined as those for whom 

the visit is a special occasion, the annual holiday or the 

works 'outing' etc. It is this type of visitor who buys post- 

cards to eorimenorate the special occasion. The people who 
A4 fuur6i (fkc day vi. BIZ ) 

use the resort as 
a 

seaside s rb do not usually send post- 

cards (P. 337). Thus, the increase in Column 2 of the P 727 G 

(the increase in postcards) relates to those visitors who 

bring trade into the town, and not simply to the total number of 
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visitors. 

Several difficulties attend the use of pout-of, ice figures, 

however, and the greatest of these is the complication of 

football coupons. As the football, and thus the 'pools' 

season, ends in late April/early May, it does not overlap 

the commencement of the holiday season at the end of May. 

Unfortunately, however, the football season begins again In 

August, when the holiday season has just passed its peaks 

with the result that the post-peak decline in outgoing mail: 

due to the decreasing number of visitors. is 'arrested' by the 

addition of outgoing footbal-pool coupons. The problem of 

making an appropriate adjustment is twofold: what is the size 

of the adjustment, and when is it to be applied? These are 

considered in turn. 
11 

In a few resort post-offices, for exam plt 

Blackpool and Margate, occasional 'counts' of football pool 

traffic are made - though not during the post-peak holiday 

season. These counts show this traffic to be about IO. per 

cent of non-holiday season totals, a fiiuro also found for 

the only inland post-offico statistics examined - those of 

Bromley, Kent. Other complications still remain; how does 
i 

a resorts social status affect the size of its pools traffic? 

will the fir uro be as high for Eastbourne and Worthing as it 

is'for the more 'popular' Blackpool and Margate? hour door 

commuting affect the problan, will some of the inhabitants 

of Whitley Bay fill in and post their coupon at Newcastle 

during the lunch hour? In the absence of such information, 
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the general figure of 10 per cent =st be accepted and used. 

The remaining problem is when to apply this 10 per cent 

adjustment. Is this figure reached straight away when the 

football season bcgins, or is it gradually Attained - 

especially as the Scottish leat; uo starts one week earlier 

than the English league? No post-offices keep sufficiently 

detailed 'pools' records to provide a direct answer to this 

question, and indirect methods must be reso, ted to - namely 

the sale of money(postal) orders. The weekly sales of 

money orders 'over the counter' at Bromley, Kent, showed that 

most of the football pool traffic starts at the same time, 

the commencement of the English league football. The ending 

of the pools traffic is rather More staggered, though still 

quite abrupt. 

In the graphs based on post-'office fi}-urns (Figs. I00910I, 

102), an adjustment has been made for football pool traffic. 

A deduction of I0 per cent (of non-season weekly totals) is 

made for the weell: ly totals from and including the weeks 

ending 17 August to 14 April. Owing to the slightly 

staggered ending of pools traffic, one third of this 10 per 

cent figure is deducted for th c three weeks ending 21,28 

April and 5 May. 

The second great difficulty in the use of post-office 

figures again concerns the post-peak period, this time the 

very end of the season. In the latter part of September, 

in order to bring up-to-date their Electoral Registers, 
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local authorities send out a form (Form A) to heads of 

fatinlies and other electors. This form has to be filled in 

ana returned, in theory, by the 10th of October. As this 

form may be (a) delivered and r' turned by hand, (b) 

delivered and returned by post, (c) delivered by hand and 

returned by nost, each resort must be considered individually 

if the possible effect upon 'postings out$ is to be determined, 

At Bexhill, for example, 0,000 fore A wore sent out 

(by hand) in the last weeps of September, 1956. They were 

returned by post, however, approximately 50 per cent being 

returned in the first week, 20 per cent in the second week 

and 30 per cent in the third week. This helps to account 

for. the othertiiise unexpected rise in 'postings out' in late 

September/early October (Fig. 100), though the effect of a very 

fine spoil of sunny weather during this period must also be 

taken into account. Bexhill is, perhaps, an unfortunate 

example to takte because of the relatively great importance 

of the residential resort function. In totirns where the 

holiday resort function is of greater importance, the 

complication of form A has less significance. In the 

graphs based on post-offico figures, no adjustment is made 

for Form A traffic, though in several cases its effect is 

clearly visible. 

There are other disadvantages in the use of Post-office 

figures besides those of the pools and of Forms A. So that 

the size of the holiday season, and to a lesser extent its. 
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rhythm, may be understood, it is necessary to dete amino typical 

off-season 'postings out' figures. Owing to off-season 

fluctuations, this is not always easy. The figures for early 

pre-season months are swollen by correspondence over accon'-o- 
(1) 

dation bookings, those for late pre-season months are 

affected by Easter, Whitsun and the ending of the 'pools', 

while those for post-season months are affected by (a) many 

people engaged in holiday trades going away for their own 

holidays, and (b) Christmas traffic. It is indeed difficult 

to regard any off-season month as typical. 

{nother problem is caused by the variation in the relative 

importance of holiday and residential resort functions. The 

weekly 'postings out' figures represent the traffic produced 

by two resort elements, the permanent residential population 

and the visitor population. The main fluctuat: ions are 

caused by the latter, but thoso caused by the former, 

especially in resorts with a proportionally large private 

residential population must not be forgotten. This private 

residential population, tool will leave the town for its 

holidays, and tend to reduce the increase in 'postings out' 

duo to incoming visitors. This popultion similarly leaves 

the town for bank holidgys. Possibly the relative importance 

of residential resort function to holiday resort function 

could be roughly determined and an appropriate adjustment 

made to the 'postings out' totals. T is is not attempted, 

however, as it is felt that the significance of those totals 

G) J'ov"'4. pa f .. % J-, (. -ý- 
to ((iri , tL `k Lou £a ' 
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could easily be\lost if adjustments based upon insufficient 

data were made. 

It is not possible to 'work back' from 'postings out' 

figures and determine the number of visitors they represent; 

nor is it possible to assess the relative amounts produced 

by period and day visitor/tripper traffic. Their significance 

as indices of se,. sonal size, moreover, is apparent only when 

they are used in a comparative manner - which makes them ideal 

for the purpose of this thesis, though not necessarily so for 

individual resort studies. 

The last important disadvantage lies in the postal areas 

to which the 'postings out' figures refer. Some postal areas 

are essentially the resort town area, but others include not 

only the resort but also holiday camps, perhaps three or four 

miles away, which -lay be completely independent of the resort. 

Skegness, Filey and Clacton are examples of this. 

At this point, it is convenient to prove that the summer 

surplus of 'postings out' is due to post-card traffic. In 

each resort with separately recorded post-card totals, it was 

found that the subtraction of these totals from the appropriate 

totals for all 'postings out' in the summer months gave a 

more or less typical off-season totals. For examples 

Selected Weekly Total, Postcards. Col 2 minus Av. Marc] 
Col 2P 227_G) postcards, Total 

Margate 3'45 Hastings 298 
Scarborough 218 

2LF6 
iiý 

197 14.8 
116 162 
69 149 
99 IL* 

pp7 ý2"Aj 172 

123 
209 
150 
11 ft 

it 

(i- a. l-'. w,, 1000,5" 1 
ý 
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Uote: These figures are in thousands. 

The following analyses of seasonal form and size are based 

upon the weekly 'postings out' totals for 1956, a year whose 

summer, neither good nor bad, was quite typical. Two 

noteworthy periods of fine weather, however, occurred at both 

ends of the holiday season, Tn May, and in late September. 

'Postings out' totals can be used in several ways. First, 

they can be used to indicate the presence or absence of a 

'season' in towns enjoying a reputation as resorts. The 

totals for most resorts reveal a well-marked season. For a 

few resorts, however, they show that such seasonal development 

is either poorly developed or absent. These resorts are 

Bexhill, Southport, Deal, Worthing, West Kirby and Hoylake and 

Aberystwyth (Fig. I00). 

Secondly, these totals can be used to indicate the relative 

importance of the holiday resort and residential resort 

functions. Thirdly, they can be used to compare the size of 

the holiday season in resorts of a similar type. (These last 

two uses are considered and employed in the classification and 

ranking of resorts in Chapter I5. ) Finally, the totals can be 

used to indicate the beginning, ending and rhythm of the 

holiday season. This last use is now considered. 

From the graphs of public convenience takings, parking 

receipts, etc., for 19551 a commencement of the 1956 season at 

the end of May/beginning of June in. ght be anticipated. In 

1956, however, the Whitsun week-end was from the 19th to the 

21St of May, and this brought forward the start of the season. 
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This early start is reflected by 'postings out$ figures 

which show tk, atj in several resorts, the season clearly 

began with Whit-week i. e, the week ending 26th T'May. (Fig I01). 

In taveral other resorts, however$ the season appeared to 

start one week later (Fig. I02), though it is possible that in 

some of these resorts the season in fact began with Whit-week, 

the increase being hidden by a decrease related to the private 

residential population leaving the resort. This latter 

factor must also be borne in mind for those resorts whose 

seasonal start is either indistinct or appears to be later 

than the week ending 2nd June (Figs. I001 IOI)e These are 

mostly the resorts with important private residential functions 

- Worthing, Cleethorp es, Redcar, Whitley Bay, Boxhilll 

Southport, Deal, Bournemouth and Hastings. In a few 

resorts (Skegness, Shanklin, Clacton and Margate), the season 

begins before Whit-week (Fig. 102); in Skegness and Clacton 

this is probably due mainly to the Butlins holiday camp. 

In those resorts, therefore, whcso holiday resort function is 

not dominated by the residential resort function, the 1956 

season had started by the 2nd of June. 

The graphs referred to above, reveal a number of 

interesting features concerning the rhythm of the holiday 

season. In several graphs, for example those of Sandown, 

Shanklin, Ramsgato, ! 3ridlington, Ryd© and Llandudno, an 

asymmetric form is clearly evident, the decline in late 

August and September being far steeper than the build-up in 

June and July. Other common features are a levelling-out, 
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Figure 102 . Weekly 'hostings out'. 
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oven 'a 'drop' In early/raid Juno and again in trio latter part 

of July. The July 'drop' is invariably followc d by the most 

rapid section of the 'build-up. Ti, is ends in the seasonal 

peak during the first week in August. In s©veral resorts, 

this high total is maintained, though at a lower level than 

the peak, throughout most of this Month. In others, the 

latter part of August sees a rapid falling-off. 'iithout 

exception, this falling-off continues stcatiaily throughout 

September. The tendency towards lovolling-out in late 

September/early Cctober is p,. rtly duo to a fine spell of 

weather at this time but more the result of the sending out 

and return of Forms A. For this reason, no eom,, arison is 

tint. o for the ending of the season. 

These po, t-ofLice, and other, figures show that August is 

the most important holiday : onth, though in some resorts in 

some years the peak week may fail at the end of July rather 

than the beginn.: ng of Auj, ust - especially when the Aui; ust 

Bank holiday comes early, as is 19559 That August is the 

most important f: tonth is sue to twc: main factors: (a) it is 

the traditional holiday month (the institution of the August 

Dank Holiday was probably the most imper iant fýxetor in the 

development of this tradition), and (h) it is the school 

holiday month (most schools break up at the end of July and 

return at the beginning of Oeptcnbor). 

The popularity of August certainly cannot be explained in 

terms of holiday-making weather - at least mod+ rn holiday- 

making. In most resorts, August i: s the wettest (both in 
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inches of rainfall and number of rainy days) of the five 

holiday months. It is, howovor, the varmest month. But a 

warm rainy day is hardly moro aceoptablo to the holiday-raker 

than a cold one. This) then, is the great holiday anomaly. 

Proble t I 0 in ý cas tur u tho 

Holiday Per-lodo 

So that the problems resulting from the seasonal nature 

and irregular rhythm of the holiday season may be bettor 

understood, it is first necessary to trace the typical 

rhythm of holiday-making activities in resorts. 

Those resorts that are far removed from important non- 

resort concentrations of population are completely 'dead' 

throughout the off-season, except for a brief period during 

the Christi as week when the larger hotels may be full. The 

resorts near large towns, however, may attract large crowds 

during sunny week-ends in the off-season, especially on 

Sundays. Some frontal traders opn up to cater for this 

week-end traffic, for example, at Southend. 

The first important prelude to the holiday season is the 

Easter week-end. At this period, however, weather is the 

controlling factor. During a sunny Easter, as occurred in 

1957, the resorts will be packed; during a wet Easters as in 

I 

1956 (at least in South East England), the resorts will be almot 

deserted. The mount of holidaymakin; activity between 

Easter and Whitsun is also largely dependent upon the weather, 

and on the dates of these bank holidays. In the more select 
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resorts, pleasant weather during this period will produce 

noticeable activity, though not sufficient in amount to 

suggest that the period is part of the holiday season proper. 

The form of the main holiday season has already been. 

described. In the more 'popular' resorts, the season may 

come to an abrupt end in the middle of : 
September, especially 

if the weather is unfavourable. The return. to school of the 

children is an important factor in such abrupt endings. As 

a general rule, the more popular the resort, the shorter its 

season and the more abrupt its beginning and ending. Such 

seasonal definition is also sharper in resorts removed from 

large concentrations of nod. -resort population. In resorts 

with an important private residential populationg seasonal 

definition tends to be blurred by this population making use 

of the resort's facilities. 

For most resorts, the holiday season lasts but three and 

a. half months to four months, from the end of May/beginning 
miýdl/ 

of Juno to theAend of September. During these months, 

moreover, the intensity of holiday-making varies greatly. In 

June and September, there is plenty of vacant accommodation. 

Shops, amusements, entertainments may be busy, but not 

frantically so. In late July and August, however, the town 

is packed with visitors. The demand for accommodatioo.. exceeds 

the supply and some potential visitors are lost. Shopping 

pavements are crowded, so arc boachos; stre©ts arc jammed 

with cars and coaches and there are queues for everything. 

During this period, the resort amenities appear, and are, 
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inadequate. It is not profita'ýlet however, to expand those 

arienities to moot an excessive derzand which lasts perhaps 

a couple of weeks only. 

The shortness and the unevenness of the holiday season 

are two problems facing all resorts. The problem of 

unevenness) in theoryt could be solved by a'lovolling-upt 

process within holiday months, by transferring excessive 

peak period activity to June or äcptember. Most rosortst 

perhaps unwisely, attexpt to solve both problems by working 

to transfer this excessive activity to May - as well as 

äeptembor - thus hoping to extend the season. Such an 

extension is beneficial if it relieves poak-period intensity, 

but whether it would cause an incre a so in the number of 

visitors is a moot point. 

In an attemi1t to both extend and 'lovol. -up' the season, the 

resorts have riven much publicity to the advantages of Hay 

and Septcmbor, and to a lesser extent, June, as holiday 

months. More practical efforts include Old Aeo Pensioners 

Holiday Schemes in which ponaionors are granted financial 

concessions on ari4 _itios and acconi odation if the holiday 

is taken in certain periods, for exaraplo: 

Blackpool 25th May - 8th June (1957) 

Bridlington 9th - 23rd Juno, 8th M 22nd 8apt. (1956) 

Eastbourne 28th April » 12th May (1956) 

tiorccaz.. bo Before 7th Juno$ after I1Fth Sopt. (1957) 

Hotel The early dates for Ea ; tbourno may or may not be of 

siCnificanco. 



Conferences are also angled for, both in the slacker 

parts of the season and outside the season. Many resorts 

rmko no charge for the use of their halls and sometimes glue 

special amenity concessions to delegates, for instance, the 

free use of . ninicipal bowling-greens. Next to an Illumination 

Period, the attracting of conferences is the most important 

way of extending the holiday season. 
ýKýýýýý Some r sorts, especially the more select ones, the 

attractiveness of the resort in the Springtime and Autumn. 

In these and other resorts, Easter is often an important 

sporting festival period. 

Except in resorts where 'illuminations' or conferences are 

of outstanding importance, namely Blackpool, Southend and 

Llandudno, the present form of the'season appears to be 

unaffected by efforts to extend and/or level it. Indeed, 

the Isle of Man Visiting Commission state in their report 

that peak eri od intensity in that island is becoming more 

(1) now 
marked. A greater percentage of visitors A., rriv© in the 

peak holiday months of July and August than in previous 

years. 
If the school holiday wer( changed, for instance to Jun©t 

many of the undesirable features of the present season would 

undoubtedly disappear. Of course, the parent can take the 

child away on holiday outside the holiday period of the 

school, but the percentage who do this is small under ten 

per cent. f 

,1! 
z 

(1) This Commission was set up to consider the possibility 
of a casino being established on the island. 
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The most important problem caused by the seasonal nature 

of the holiday period is seasonal unemployment. Unfortunately 

this tremendously important subject can be only touched 

u;. on in the following study. 

The first difficulty in the consideration of this problem 

is that of assessing the severity of unemployment in resorts. 

. Although each employment exchange keeps a monthly record 

of unemployment (the EDS 10), which gives separate figures 

for mcnlwomen, boys and girls, these figures rust be used 

with caution, for they include: 

(a) The 'hard core', people who, because of mental or 

physical defects, cannot be easily placed in jobs. This 

feature is found in all towns. 

(b) People who, retiring before qualifying for an old-age 

pension (for instance, civil servants rotiring in their 

fifties) $ come to live at the resort. With perhaps 

ten years to go before qualifying for a pension, those 

people seek suitable employment. Many are unsuccessful 

and remain on the unemployment register. 
(c) Housewives who work in the hotels in summer. How many 

of these work from financial necessity, and how many 

for'pin money' cannot be determined. Both typos, 

however, provided certain conditions are fulfilled* 

appear as unemployed during the off-season 
(d) People who do not want off-season employment. Instead, 

they aim to make sufficient money in the summer to 'tide 

them over Ithe rest of the year - supplemented, of course, 
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by an unemployment benefit. Both this typo and the 'pin 

money' housewife are aware that there is little ohanco of 

the Employment Officer placing them in jobs in the off- 

season. Ono such officer referred to this appeet of 

unemployment as a 'racket'. 

! mother statistical problem is found in resorts for which 

no separate unemployment figures can be obtained. For 

example�' thes"Teignmouth 'employment area' includes Dawlish, 

the Clacton 'area' Frinton and Walton, and the Llandudno 

'area' Conway and Penrnaenmaer. 

The severity of seasonal unemployment depends on the 

nearness of-the-resort to non-resort employment (particularly 

in large inland towns)! and on the importance of the holiday 

resort function relative to the residential resort function. 

It also depends partly on the character of the resort. In 

the 'select' resort receiving mostly period visitors' the 

numbers unemployed as a result of shops and entertainments 

closing down will be smaller than in" ore Op. ppularl resorts. 

In some select resorts, none of the shops close down in the 
sz 

off-season, though staff numbers aro no doubt reduced (P. rr ). I 

In resorts well removed from non-resort towns, and in whichl 

the he liday resort function is far more important than tho !I 

rosidontial function, seasonal unemployment is high. Examples' 

of such resorts are Ventnor, Ilewquay, Ilfracorb©, Scarborough,, 

Scarborough, Bridlington, Skegness, Ilablethorpe, Llandudno, 

Clacton and Paignton. In all these resorts, tho percentage 
(of the total insured population who are unemployed is 
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between 6 and 8 p====L during January. 
(1) 

In contrast are resorts with important residential 

functions and near large non-resort towns or industrial 

establishments for which they function as dormitories, for 

examples Weymouth, Bournemouth, Forthcawl and Bexhill.. 

Bexhill, though not an important dormitory town, has a 

very important private residential function. In all these 

resorts, the unemployment in January is not more than 3 per 

cent. 

Some resorts come midway between the two above categories, 

for instance, Teignmouth, Exmouth and Dawlish - all 

dormitories for Exeter and the industries of Newton Abbot 

and Hastings. Here the unemployment percentage is between 

3and5. 

The ideal solution to severe unemployment in resorts 

, 
is to bring to the resort, or near it, industry with a 

seasonal demand on labour that would successfully inter- 

digitato with the seasonal demand of the holiday industry. 

Imperfectly developed examples of such inter--digitation are 

found in some East Anglian resorts where a demand for 

labour by inland sugar-boot processing factories follows 

the ending of the demand for labour by the holiday industry. 

Such sources of employment are few, however, and the chances 

of their removal to the seaside even fewer. Clearly no 

remedy to the problem of unemployment can be expected from 

this quarter. 

This being so, the resort has to face the fact that so 

CO The, Naftoncl i4vaiagt ;s (A3°ß 
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long as it functions as a seasonal resort it will have 

seasonal unemployment. What it has to do is to divert 

unemployment to where it will do the least harm. In other 

words, it must concentrate on attracting sufficient full- 

time industry to give full-time employment to at least one 

member of the family) presumably the husband, and leave the 

holiday industryt so far as is possible$ in the hands of 

wives, daughters) relations$ university students and other 

outside (migrant) labour. Whether the amount of 'outside 

labour could be increased to reduce seasonal unemployment 

is uncertain) however, at least in some resorts. At Clacton 

Frinton and Waltons for instance) over 50 per cent of the 

workers in catering are recruited on seasonal engagements 

from all over the country, also from Northern Ireland. Yet 

Clacton still has severe seasonal unemployment. It rust 

also be remembered that the greater the amount of 'outside' 

labour, the smaller the amount of holiday industry income 

going into the resort's pocket. 

Full-tine industry is suggested above, but this does not 

mean that such industry could not be reasonably flexible in 

its labour demands during the summer. In Skegness, for 

instance, two small light engineering firms have a five day 

week in summer, thus allowing employees to help out with 

the holiday industry ovor the weak-ends. At Bridlington, 

some firms give their women employees recurring contracts 

for winter work which release them in summer for holiday 

work. 
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The biggest problem is to attract suitable industry, 

'suitable' meaning light and clean industry which will not 

adversely affect the town'3 character as a resort, and an 

industry which will provide full-time employment for those 

who really need it. (There is always the danger that such 

an industry may bring much of its labour from outside or 

draw on the potential feralo pool of labour that exists in 

most towns. ) Any doubts about light industry marring the 

resort's character can be quickly dispelled. Most modern 

factories of this type are more pleasing aesthetically than 

many resort council-housing estates though some resort 

officials, in their abhorrence of industry, still think of 

industry in terms of belching chinnoys and clanking machines. 

The problem of attracting industries that will employ 

the right people is one less easily dismissed. fany light 

industrial firms, in their emphasis on precision work, 

provide employment for which wcren are particularly suited. 

Since a firm is established to make money and not to solve 

any unemployment problem, it obtains the most suitable 

labour at the cheapest cost, irrespective of the effect of 

this upon unemployment. 

From the industrialist's point of view there are good 

reasons why he should not establish a factory at a resort. 

For a start, the fact that the town is at the seaside means 

that such a factory would probably be poorly placed to 

distribute and receive goods. Second, there is rarely a 

large local market. Third, there is the fear of a drift 
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of workers away from the factory in summor to 'tmoro 

lucrative, though temporary, employment in hclJ;;. day trad©n. 

This fear, however, seems unii? stir . ed » if tho opinions of 

some thirty employment cfficers can be accepted 

The impo-tance cf attracting suitable industry to a 

resort with severe unemployment lies not only in the relief 

of that unenplo;, ent but also in the broadening of the 

resort's uncomfortably narrow economic base. It also 

lies in the t ossibility of offering greater cmplo; -lent 

opportunities to school leavers. In resorts well re,, ioved 

from impur. tant non-resort towns, many school leavers, 

especially from the g'am. ̂mr schools, cannot be locally 

placed in suitable or desired employment. InstoA, they 

must leave home for one of the inland cities. In this way, 

the cream of some resort's youth is being skim- ed, an 

unhealthy process in any town. 

In some resorts, for instances Folkestone, Bridlintton, 

Morecambe and Southendl industrial ostatos have been 

established - though nono of these schemes has yet folly 

matured. In a few resorts, the occasional factory has boon 

attr: 3ctod, for example, a shoo factory at Aiinohoad, and a 

very largo Standard Telephones factory at Paigr, ton. 1 any 

of the workers at the Faignton f )ctory were br( ß.. f, °ht in from 

'outside', and a housing estate bu_lt to accommodate them. 

The resort of the staff has boon l.! rgoly recruited from 

Paignton! Torquay and Birxham. Unfortunately, little 

information is available concerning the relative importance 
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of thoso two ('outside' and 'local') sourcäs of cmployriont 

at Paigntony and of the effect on unomploymont. The 

Employmcnt bfficor for Torquay, howovors statoa in a letters 

' Thcro is little statistical ovidreo that tho now dtandard 

Tolophonss factory is casing u©uuploynent in Torquay. 

At Fclixotowo s Fison' a (tho f ortilizor firs) recently 

took over the great Felix hotel to use as offices. This 

gives employment to about five hundred people including 

some one hundred and fifty Folixstouo inhabitants. The 

greater rrimbcr of employees, however, come in daily from 

Ipswich, the to=n from which those offices moved. 

One aspect of the effect of a now source of employment 

in a resort deserves montion. This now sources if suitable, 

tends to ease uncmploymcnt, not by directly soaking up the 

unemployed, but in a r.: oro subtle manner. It tends to find 

its labour from people already employed. Those ljooplo 

leave their jobs and so crcato vacancies which can be filled 

by the unemployed. 

The seasonal and uneven form of the hcliday industry 

dicrut. tss in . any ways, the family and social life of 

numerous resort inhabitants. It was found in ono house 

that, during the peak periods the husband was working twelve 

hours a day (Sundays included) in the local laundry. This 

left him with no time to spend with his wife or children, 

a state of affairs which caused frayed tempers on both sides. 

In another houses the husband lived away from homo for six 

months in the year (the off-season) so that he could continuo 
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in full-tirio employment. Several male inhabitants of 

Swanage, in 1957 at least, found off-season employment in 

the motor car industry at Cowley, Oxford. 

The uniqueness of British resorts among urban centres, 

although to be found in function, land-uso and in their 

integration with other towns, is most clearly evident in 

the highly seasonal rhythm of resort activities. It is 

true to say that every aspect of resort life, economic and 

social, Is dominated by this soas(nal pattern. Inevitably, 

serious problems h- ve : risen which are rarely mot in other 

townns; severe seasonal une-aploymc: nt, the drift away from the 

resort of its better educated and pore ambitious youth and 

the disruption of ordinary family life. As long as the 

resort remains a seasonal resort, these problems will persist, 

though a lessening of their severity nay be achieved. 

Improved roads, an increase in the number of cars and in 

the amount of leisure will undoubtedly cau.: o an increaso in 

the number of visitors to resorte during the off-season, but 

this is unlikely to bring about any imp.. rtant change in 

the seasonal nature of the greater part of holiday-making 

activities. 
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CH'PTER FIFTEEN. 

THE i: L1SSIFICr1TION AND WýýATIc OF 
rý. r" . ý. "ýý "ý 

As the ultimate aim of any corlparative study in urban 

geography is usually some sort of overall classification, this 

chapter is, perhaps, more important th-.. n any other. It is 

also more open to criticism than any other chapter as 

personal judgement plays its grcatcst part hero. 

Two classifications are attempted. The first is a 

functional classification bz2sod on the relative importance of 

the resort and non-resort functions. This gives a simple 

tripartite division, which is r , fined by splitting the resort 

function into its two components, holic: ay resort function and 

residential resort function, and considering the rvlative 

importance of each. The second classification is a 

'typological' one in which the resorts are grouped according 

to their char<<cter, for example, 'popular resorts', 'sei eet 

resorts', etc. 

The chapter concludes by examining resort 'rank'. On the 

basis of G. P. O. statistics, the resorts are ranked, first 

according to the importance of the ove-all resort function, 

and then according to the importance of the holiday resort 

function alone. 
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nctional Classification.. 

The seaside resort is a town to which people resort, as 

visitors, as commuters and as people who have retired. The 

visitor element denotes the holiday resort function, and the 

commuting and retired el ., ents, the rosidcntial resort 

function. Tho throe together comprise the resort function. 

Of these elements, only the first, the visitor, is essential 

for the recognition of resort function, but the association 

of all three together - though in varying degrees - is 

characteristic. 

The first stop in the functional classification is to 

determine the relative importance of the resort and non- 

resort function, and to do this the Industry Tables of the 

1951 Census are used. The non-resort function is 

represented by the total number of workers employed in 

industries that are neither resort industries nor 'non-basic' 

('service') industries. These are listed in Appendix S 

The resort function is represented by the number of workers 

employed in äoction 24 of the Industry Tables, 'Miscellaneous' 

a section which, by recording the numbers engaged in 

'Entertainment and Sport', 'Catering and hotels' and 'Private 

Domestic Service', refers directly to the resort function. 

These Industry/Miscellaneous Services totals were 

expressed as a ratio - the number of men and women employed 

in Industry per 100 men and women employed in Miscellaneous 

Services. In Table IL I the resorts and towns with resort 
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Tho Industrv / Misco7... Inneou 

Sandown/Shanklin 15.2 
Sidmouth 
Skeguess 
Llandudno 
Swanago 
Hunstan ton 
Bude 
Tenby 
Ventnor 
Ilfracombe 
Hoylake 
Mablethorpe 
Porthcawl 
T3exhill 
ßroadstairs 
nawlish 
Eastbourne 
Crotior 
Filey 
N ewquay 
Prestatyn 
Minehcad 
Torquay 
Hastings 
Margate 
Paignton 
Clacton 
south 
Rhyl 
Folkestone 
Horne nay 
Felixstowe 
Worthing 
Hyde 

20,7 

31.0 

399 1 
Sorvi. cps Rat 

Littlohampton 82.2 
iiovo 
41Ta11o say 
Weymouth 91.7 
Abc rgelo 
äouthport 10109 
Ponz. nco 10901 
Brighton 120e4 
ul evodon 136. J 
äoi, thend I 5.3 

Portsmouth :i 54.8 
Southoca 
?3 rixham 
Penarth 
Poole 
Tarry 
Groat Yarmouth 
Falmouth 
Lowestoft 
Thornton Clovoleyyýýs 
Fleetwood 4'+2. ö 
(Aberystwyth)* 

South Shields 463.9 
Tyn e; nou th 
Sheerness 
West Hartlepool 
Junderland 
Redear 
Cowos m X32.6 

Weston super Mara 
Whitley Bay 41.7 
Teignmouth 
Bournemouth 
Moroea<<be 
Deal 
Bognor 
St Ivor 
Crosby 
Scarborough 
Colwyn. ßay 
Blackpool 60.9 
RarmsCat© 
Saltburn 
Whitby 
Lytham St. Annes 
Whitstahl© 

Notes The Industrial Tables refor 
to people working in a certain 
administrative area though not 
necessarily resident in that area. 

Included hero e'ecauso of the 
importance of the University and 
Administrative functions. 

*Cowes is more important as a 
resort than this Ism value 
suVvests, owing to its importance 
as a yachting centre. 

50.6 

75.1 



facets are arranged in order according to the value of this 

ratio. This, and the evidence of field work, allows the 

recognition of the following: 

Group I Resorts Proper. (0 - 150) 

Group 2 Semi-Resorts. (150 - 1+50) 

Group 3 Industrial Towns with Resort Facets. 
(1+50 and over) 

If the values in Table ilare not to be misinterpreted it 

must be realised that the Miscellaneous Services total 

reflects the importance of both holiday and residential resort 

function. For some resorts, e. g. Filoys Sandown/Shanklin, 

Llandudno and Ilfracombe, a large Miscellaneous Services 

total indicates the importance of the holiday resort function, 

while in others, e. g. it indicates the importance of both 

resort functions. For the occasional resort, e. g. iioylak©, 

it indicates the importance of the residential function alone. 

The resorts proper are almost entirely depencent on the 

resort function. A feature of this gro1: p is that most of the 

small resorts have a low ratio value while four of the six 

largest resorts have very high values. If Christchurch and 

Poole were added to rournemouth, this would become five out 

of six, the sixth being Worthing. There are two reasons for 

this. First, the larger the resort, the greater the probable 

importance of the residential function. As this function 

finds less numerical expression in the 'Miscellaneous Services' 

section than the holiday resort function, the l: rgor resorts 

tend to have a relatively low total for this section, and a 



® Industry 
Good Class Housing 
Amenity Area 

A Amusement Park 
0 Frontal Open Space 

Roker Terrace 
P Parks 

Firure 103- The resort facet of Sunderland. 
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subsequently high ratio value in Table it. Second, the 

larger the resort, the more varied its economic base is 

likely to be and the greater the rel, %tive importance of non- 

resort industries. This will also result in a higher ratio 

value. 

Clearly separated from the resorts proper are the semi- 

resorts, towns which have a dual function as both resort and 

industrial/commercial centre. This duality is often soon in 

the 'two-faced' form of their land-use pattern (Fig. 26). 

The third, equally distinct, group are the industrial 

towns with resort facets. Most of these towns also posses 

a 'two-faced' land-use pattern (Fig. 103) . The remarkable 
feature of this group is the location of five of these towns 

along the Northeast industrial coast of England. 

The surprisingly high value for Thornton Clovoloys, a town 

generally regarded as a continu-ition of resort Blackpool, is 

due to the existence, of a large I. C. I. plant on the inner 

(east) edge of the administrative'boundary. The high value 

for Redcar is similarly due to its boundary including part of 

the great Teoside industrial belt (Fig. 74). 

Some resorts have have large numbers working in National 

Government Servico4', L. oo government offices or the 'armed 

forces'. The inclusion of these in the determination of 

the Industry/14iseellaneous Services ration would Cause 

Portsmouth and Southsea, and Thornton Clevoloys to be placed 

in Group 3, Hoylake to be placed in Group 2, and Deal, Ventnor 
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Lytham 3t. Annes and Folkestone, though remaining in Group Il 

to have : @ueh higher values. 

The next major stop in this functional classification is 

the refinement of the above tripnrtito division by considering 

the relative importance of the holiday and residential resort 

functions in the resorts proper. Possibly the best way of 

doing this is to compare the off-season and season ',, ostings 

out' figures, as one reflects the residential resort function$ 

and the other, the holiday resort function VR. ;. 

nearly every resort proper, an average 'postings cut' figure 

for August q I95(1 was divided by an average figure for March, 

I956. The resultant ratios are listed in order in Table II, 

while full details of the analysis are given in Al_pendix 6. 

The resorts with the highest values are those in which the 

holiday'resort function Is most highly developed. This is 

confirmed by the land-use pattern, for seven of the first ten 

resorts have 'accommodation areas' which occupy a large part 

of the built-up area. The high values for the throe other 

resorts, Porthcawl, ßrixham and Swanage are mainly duo to the 

great importance of caravan camps in and about the town area. 

Unlike self-supporting holiday camps independent of an adjacent 

resort, such as the Tutlin camps at Clacton, Filoy and Skegnoss, 

the camps of the above three towns are largely dependent on the 

resort, for entertainment and shopping, and should be regarded 

as part of it. 

At the bottom end of Tablei2, a complication arises through 
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3 v.....: 1 OTt -- 

Ilfracombe 
Shanrsl in 
Sandotirn 
St Ives 
Ll r.. nducino 
r orthcawl* 
irixhaý k, 
N cwquay 
Swanago 
i`enby 

Vcntnor 
Rude 
Tlhyl 
3ridlinrton 
:: argate 
'"', o. recanba 
Cromer 
r: aienton 
Scarborough 
Teie, nraouth 
Ryde 
Rar. ýg, rx to 
i enzanc© 
Weytnouth 
'. Whitby 
'Bl--. ckpool 
Torquay 
111roadEtaira 
Bognor 

SYier in&mm 
dome 'Bay 

Approx1rn to poolticn of C1f! cton and St. 
Anne a. 

1.92 
Approximate p ojition of '3curno! iouth 

Sß. d.. ýtouth 
Felixstowo 
Ex, m. buth .` Waston super flare 
c: olvyn Bay 
Eastbourne 

Approxinat® ;: osition of Rrirhton 
Littiehanpton 
Folkestone 
Whitley nay 
.. ̀_.. 

The outs totals for G1 rctont JkeZno33 and Filoy 
include totals for a Rutlins f. o1 iday ýýamp and cannot be used, 
theroforo, in their cri; *nal for%" 
'wH1gh value partly due to the importance of holiday camps 

and caravan camps. 

hie ý Z+ 

e, ýpC'Pa stinv; s Cut I 13ý1týg (For lasorta Propar). 

14-. 79 

3"76 

t: 1) 
(Skegnos probably in first fivo. ) 

(Filey probably in first ton. ) 

2.99 
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Table 1z, Cont. 

Hastings 1045 
Lytham Wit. Annes 
Bournemouth and Poole 

Deal 
Bexhill 
Southend 
Southport 
Brighton and Hove 

Worthing 1.13 

Approx. position of Cleethorpes. 

Approxe position or Hovo and Lytham 
49 

Also with low values, Hoylake and West Kirby. 
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the occurrence of several twin r( sorts for which only 

combined 'postings out' firures are readily availabloo if 

each pair could be regarded as one resort, there would be no 

problem, but in each case the holiday resort function of one 

half of the 'twin' is far more important than that of the 

other. 

The most difficult pair to deal with are Lytham and St. 

Annes, for although two very different resorts, they are 

adrrinistrativr-ly one. This means that alternative mothr ds, 

such as census returns, ctannot be used. The avorarro off- 

season 'postings out' fi. ruro for the combined towns is 

96)000, and of this slightly less than half, . {bout 46,000, can 

no safely allotted to Lytham. Allowing for a snail part of 

the overall sunnier increase to be duo to postings in Lytham - 

and personal knowledge sugar sits that it wol, ld be only a small 

part - the seasonal increase in 'postings out' at st Anno8 

alone would be from c. 50,000 (96,000 minus 469000) to 

between II0,000 and I201(Co (139,000 minus an estimate for 

the sumraor increase in postings at Lytham). This raises 

St Annes out of the lower ratio group in Table 17-9 but leaves 

Lytham. 

The combined 'po'tyngs out' figure for Brighton and Novo 

can be similarly treated, the seasonal increase for flriihton 

alone being from c. 1k39,000 (705,000 minus 216,000 for Hove) 

to botween 725,000 and 775,000 (625,000 minus an estinato for 

thn siimmer increase in postings at hove). T14s, also raises 
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Brighton out of the lower ratio group - though only just - 

but leaves Hove. Other lines of evidcncol for instance, the 

percentage figures of the Miscellaneous Section of the 

Industry Tables engaj: ed in Hotel and Catering work (Sub- 

section 265)ß confirm this result. 

The problcm of Bournemouth and Poole is rather different 

as one is a resort proper, the other (Poole) a semi-rosort. 

Using the same method, the summer increase in 'postings out' 

at Bournemouth is from 500,000 (7479000 minus 247 000) to 

co 900,000. This allows Poole an increase from 247,000 to 

347,0009 Even though this assumed increase for Poole may be 

too large, the above figures lift Bournemouth well away from 

the lower value group. Again this result is confirmed by 

other evidence. 

Bearing in mind the above adjustments, the resorts with 

low values in Table 1z can be grouped as follows: 

(a) Residential resorts, usually important dormitdries: 

Lytham Deals Bexhill, Southport, Worthing, Hove, Hoylako 

and West Kirby. 

(b) Tripper resorts, also important dormitories: Cleethorpes, 

Whitley Bay and Southend. (Wallesey would also fall into 

this category. ) 

The residential resorts can be further divided. First, 

the resorts in which the holiday resort function, although 

not dominant$ is an essential part of the economic base, e. g. 

Southport. Second, resorts whose residential resort function 
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would appear more important than the holiday resort function, 

e. g. Bexhill, Deal, Hove and Worthing. Thirds seaside 

towns whose holiday resort function is so poorly developed - 

with the exception of non-trade bringing day visitors - that 

the title 'resort' can hardly be applied, o. g. Lytham, West 

Kirby and Hoylake. Crosby and Formby are also of this 

third type. 

The occurrence of four of the six largest resorts 

(i. e. resorts with a population of over 809000) in the lower 

third of Table IR , and of three of this four, Southend l 

Southport and Worthing at the very bottom, emphasises the 

fact that the 'monster' resort usually owes its size to the 

residential rather than holiday resort function. In view 

of this, the much higher value for Blackpool is all tho more 

striking. 

Using the results of the above analyses, the following 

functional classification can be drawn ups 

RESORTS PROPER. TAB -c 13 

A. Holiday Res tt 11 Foorly Dove 
'unctio . 

Ilfracorabc 
Shanklin 
Sandown 
St Ives 
Llandudno 
Uewquay 
Tonby 
Ventnor 
Bude 
Skegness 
Mablethorp© and Sutton 
Swanage 
Rhyl. 
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Holiday R sorts With nnortant Rosidentina. Funatjnn. 

Portheawl 
Filey 
Bridlington 
Margate 
Morecarabo 
Crornor 
Paignton 
Clacton 
Scarborough 
Teignrouth 
Ryde 
Ramsgate Penzance Minehead 
Weymouth 
Whitby 
Blackpool 
Torquay 
Broadstairs 
Bognor 
Sheringham 
Herne Bay 
Sidmouth 
Felixstowe 
Exmouth 
Weston super Marc 
Colwyn 'Bay 
Eastbourne 
Brighton 
St Annos 
Folkestone Also: Dawlish 
Littlehanpton Clevedon 
Hastings Hunstanton 
Bournemouth Saltburn 

C. Rosidential Resorts-, 

(1) Residential and Tripper Resorts 

Whitley Ray 
i_Cleethorpes 
Southend 
Wallesey 

(ii) Residential and Visitor Resorts. 

Worthing 
Ilovo 
Southport 
B 0. I321 
Deä1 
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D. R©_ idential Soaaid© To qo 

Lythan 
West Kirby 
iioylako 
Crosby 
Fo ruby 

sIM.. RFSGRTS. 

Portsmouth and Southsea. 
Brixham 
Poole 
Barry 
Great Yarmouth 
Falmouth 
Lowestoft 
Thornton Clovoloys 
Fleetwood 
Aberystwyth 

IP1T)TUSTRIAL m0'. 41S WITH Rt, ', Z: ')-ORT FPCETS 

South Shields 
Tynemouth 
West Hartlepool 
Sunderland 
Redcar 
Cowes 
Swansea 

Note: In Sections A. and B* of Resorts Proper the resorts 
er on the left-hand side of the pave r© listedTix order 

of increasing residential function, C 

Typc, lo ,, ical Cias33 ficý}t. i on. ý+r+ý wwwrr. rr r 

In tho above divisions, much use has been made of 

statistical data, Industry Tables and G. P. O. figures, etc., 

and personal knowledge of the resorts has been used for 

confirmation only. In the typological classification that 

is now attempted, the position is reversed for personal 
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knowledge is the main criterion, backed ups whore ;o ssiblo, 

by statistical data. 

For a detailed typological classificati_on, the following 

information would be required: 

(a) The relative importance of the various socio-ocononie 

groups that comprise the resort's clientele. 
(b) Their length of stay. 

(c) Age groups. 

This data is, of course, not available. Personal survey 

can and dcoe reveal significant differences in the clientele 

of neighbouring resorts, for instance, the greater importance 

of the family unit in Paignton when compared to Torquay, but 

such survey cannot be used on a broader scale. D"stead, 

indirect methods 'lust be used - the amount of accom' odation 

(to indicate the importance of the period visitor), the 

structure of this accorarodatlon (to indicate the socio- 

economic 'tone' of this traffic) and the nature of the 

amenities provided (to indicate the overall character of the 

resort). 

not all resorts can be simply 'typed'. In some, a high 

and stoop cliff sepr rates a tripper area at the base of the 

cliffs from a select residential area at the top of the 

cliffs - Folkestone, Shanklin, Scarborough and Whitby are 

good oxampos of this. At Whitby, incidentally, the town's 

leading hotel is only about thirty yards from the amusorrent 

arcades about the harbour, but it is in a near-vertical 
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direction (Plate" &U) so that when standing by this hotel, the 

tripper area below can be neither seen nor heard. 

Such co-existence is easily un(ersl andable. Day tripper 

flow is highly canalised and tends to follow simple straight 

lines - from the station or coach prk to the beach and along 

the beach. (In its unbendint, fora, clay tripper flow 

reser, bles shopper flow. ) The clay tripper rarely wanders# 

lie is unlikely to leave the beach area tc cli b the slope 

which leads to the cliff-top, having neither t"c incentive 

nor the time to do so. This duality in resort function is 

also seen at Southend, ti, /ugh to a les: er degree. on the 

lest Saturday of Septraeber, 19561 (the busiest day of the 

year for coach traffic) the author spent one : our in the 

evening on the cliff-top (the Clif'ftown Psradc). During 

this time, riot or, e paper-h, ýtted tripper st ray cd up to the 

parade from the packed tripper area below. 

At Southport, sheer týistance performs a siwii. lar function 

to the cliff in the separation of two dis; t. A. nct resort areas, 

for the amuse,:. ent park is s©p gyrated from the town area by a 

large expanse of developed foreshore. At Barry and Portheawl, 

two contrasting beaches have enco, urai ed , ni,. 1ji dual 

development (P. 319) . 

It is not possible to draw up a typological classification 

which would indicate the infinite variety in the shades of 

resort character. Instead, a simple, crude scheme must 

suffice: tripper resort, select resort, popular resort, 
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'fashionable' resort and dual resort. In making these 

divisions, the accommodation structure, presence or absence 

of frontal trading 

considered against 

DUAL RESORTS. 

Folkestone 
SharJ'lin 
Whitby 
Scarborough 

Felizstowe 

Southport 
Margate 
Barry 
Porthcawl 

POPULAR RF, SORTS 

Brighton 
Blackpool 
Rhyl 
I3ridlington 
Skegness 
Morecambe 
Weymouth 
Rarasgato 
Hastings 
Herne Day 
Bognor 
Swanaco 
Clacton 
Mabl. othorpo 
Hunstanton 
Weston s Mare 
Southsea 
Rcdcar 
Great Yarmouth 
Eitýjegiärý. 

ipton 

and the nature of resort amenities are 

a background of personal knowlcdgo. 

All these resorts have at least two 

distinct resort facets a tripper area - 

with amusement park, etc. - and a noro 

select, non. commercialised resort area. 

In the first four, the two parts have 

a vertical relationship, in the last four, 

a horizontal relationship. Felixstowo 

is intermediate in this respcct. In 

most of those resorts, hotels and 

boarding houses are both well represented., 

These roscrts offer an abundance of 

amusement and entertainment and cater for 

a wide variety of tastes. In the larger 

roso-ts, e. g. Brighton, a wide cross- 

section of the socio-economic stratLis 

represented. Both period visitors and 

day trippers are important, Host of 

this group have amusement prlcs and a 

frontal trading strip. many have 

outstanding amounts of bo-: rding house 

accomrodat cn. 
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TRIPPER RESORTS. 

Southend 
Whitley Bay 
Cleethorpos 
Seaburn 
Seaton 
New Brighton 
South Shields 

SELECT RE"ARTS. 

Eastbourne 
Llandudno 
Sidmouth 
Bexhill 
Torquay 
Broadstairs 
Colwyn Bay 
Filey 
Tenby 
Worthing 
Bournemouth 
St Annes 
Clevedon 
Lowestoft 
Sutton (Lines) 
Penarth 
Hove 
Saltburn 

These are the seaside playgrounds of the 

great : Industrial towns. Ul have 

amusement parks, reiost have frontal trading 

strips. In these tovms, the pursuit of 

pleasure takes on its most intensive form. 

The period visitor is represented but is 

swamped by the day tripper. Three of 

these resorts require special mention; 

Cleothorpes, because of the remarkable 

importance still of the railway trippers 

and Whitley Bay and 3eaburn, because of 

the distinctive 'week-end' visitor traffic 

from Scotland. The acco: ~iraodation areas 

of t'bese roso7ts are small and ill-defined. 

Of these resorts, only Colwyn Ray has an 

air: usunent parj. and evcn this is small and 

tucked away in a ball at pit. Frontal 

trading is also poorly rep' esented, often 

absent. The perio. visitor is the most 

important source of holiday revenue: 

These are the towns which, aesthetically, 

are tho most pleasing. Soma have out- 

standing amounts of hotel accom-modation. 
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Some resorts, besides the 'dual resorts', are not easily 

typed, and this is especially true of those well removed 

from uJajor concentrat_' ens of population either by distance, 

as are the resorts of Cornwall and Devon, or by a water 

barrier, as arc the Isle of 'fight resorts. In most of those, 

the day tripper is poorly represented, though not necessarily 

the day visitor, and his place is taken by the t. wrist visitor, 

staying a day, perhaps two, perhaps a couple of hours, The 

period visitor remains the economic backbone, however. All 

these resorts are popular in the sense that they are c:. t v 

crowded with visitors in the summer but they lack the 

intensive development of amusements and entertainments that 

would place them with the 'popular' resorts of thzo above 

classification. Nor are they 'select', though a few, for 

example Newquay and Ilfracombe, have a lcrge nuriber of hotels. 

Several have amusement arcades, but the arnuser^cnt park is 

either absent or, as at Exmouth, insignificant. Recreational 

amenities, however, nay be well developed, as at hx outh, 

Paignton and Toignmouth. It is difficult to coin a word or 

phrase to describe such resorts. They are referred to here 

as 'fashionable' resorts, but this is not really a satisfactory 

term. These resorts area 

St IveS 
Minehead 
Sandown 
Falmouth 
Ryde 
Penzance 

"Dawlish 

Ilfracombe 
T©ignmouth 
Paignton 
Bude 
iiowquay 
Vontnor 
Exraouth 
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Sheringham and Cromer, though without the intensive 

tourist traffic of the abL vo resorts, night also be included 

in the 'fashionable' group, 

As reference has just been made to tourist traffic, this 

is perhaps an appropriate time to briefly ecr4oiuor this 

increasingly important form of holiday-making. To determine 

its relative importance among the resorts, the 'Coach Tours 

and Holidays' section of the ABC Coach and Bus Guide, 19579 

has been used. This lists the towns, horse and abroad, which 

the main coaching companies incl{4de In their tours, and gives 

the number of nights spent in each town. To indicate the 

popularity of certain resorts as totLring centres, the total 

number of 'nights' for all tours was calculated for each 

resort mentioned. The totals for the first seven arcs 

Torquay 122 nights 
Bournemouth III It 

N errquay 
Ilfracombe 

96 
90 

Llandudno 34 
Paignton 32 
Blackpool 31 

11 

of 

It 

11 

il 

4 hotels 
1" 
5" 
5" 
XU 
1n 
1" 

Note. The figures in the second column refer to the 
number of hotels specialising in catering for 
coach tourists. 

These totals clearly show the outstanding importance of 
the tourist trade to scuthwost resorts in comparison with 

others. Llandudno is a convenient 'Ha' or stopping place 

for Snowdonia, and Blackpool for the Lake District - and to 

a lesser cxtaent, the Peak District. 

Most of the hotels listed above not only specialise in 

Z %j 
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catering for coach tourists but are owned and run by motor 

coach companies. They are patronised almost solely by 

tourists carried by these companies. This is a feature of 

some significance and one which will undoubtedly grow in 

importance. 

THE DETFRt'fflRTTON OF RE, 10RT RAIJK. 

In determining the rel;. t.. ve importance of resorts, Loos 

their rank, four major problems arc ret. First is the 

equation of two distinct functions, the holiday and 

residential resort functions, those relative importance varies 

greatly. Second, and equally difficult, is the equation of 

the various types of visitor. The relative importance of 

tiiese elements also varies greatly. The third problem is 

the twin resort) especially where the two halves differ in 

character, and the fourth problem, the isolation of the 

resort function in ; cmi-resorts and non-resort towns with 

resort facets. 

There is no satisfactory solution to the first problar. 

All that can be done is to group the resorts according to the 

relative importance of the residential and holiday function 

(this has been already done in Table! 3) r: nd grade the resorts 

within each group. The results of this gradation are shown 

in Table (4- 
. Tho criterion used in grading is the average 

p der 
peak 'postings oat' figure in I956 (1', 

ý, 
a figure tht 

reflects the importance of both resort functions. 
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T 10 1i. the resorts proper are not grouped according to the 

relative importance of the two resort function, resort rank 

based on the above peak figure shows several important changes 

from a gradation based on population alone, as the following 

shows: 

Descending Rank 
(Based on Peak Figure 

Blackpool 
Bournemouth 
Brighton 
Torquay 
Southend 
Scarborough 
Eastbourne 
Margate 
Hastings 
Worthing 
Rhyl 
Weston super Mare 
Weymouth 

Southport 
Moreca.. ºbo 
Folkestone 
Paignton 
Llandudno 
Bridlington 
Ramsgate 
Sandown/Shanklin 
F3ognor 
N cwqv. ry Colwyn Bay 

Population 

147 thousands 
1' 
156 
53 

zý1 
3 

2 
ý7 

ý 69 
L) 
40 
37 
4 

25 M 
24 
35 
Iý 
25 
9 

22 

If, however, the reso, ts are grouped according to the 

relative importance of the two resort functions (Table ) 

then2 for each group, rank determined by the pear 'postings 

out' figures is confirmed by the popul tion figures. (The 

accuracy of the original groupings is also confirmed. 

Because of this agreement, resorts where G. P. O. figures were 

either not obtainable or else not in uable usable form can be 
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Table 14. 

Resort Rank- - Based on the Peak 'Postin. Out' lr'ur . 

Resorts Proper 

Group (Table 13) Groin 71 Gro. 

Rhyl Blackpool 
Llandudno Bournemouth 
Skegness Brighton 
Sandown/Shanklin Torquay 
Ucwquay Scarborough 
Ilfracombe Eastbourne 
St Ives Margate 
MMablethorp© and Sutton * Hastings 
Ventnor Weston s Mare 
Tenby Weymouth 
Bude Morecambo 

Folkestone 
Paignton 
Bridlington 
Rams- ato 
Bognor 
Clacton 
Penzanco 
Colwyn Ray 
Ryde 
Exmouth 
Herno Bay 
St Annes 1 
Broadstairs 
Littlohampton 
Minchead 
T©ignrlouth 
Whitb; 
Felixstowe 
Sidmouth 
Portheawl 
Dawl i sh v 
Filey 
Cromer 
She r ingham 
Hunstanton 'f 

Southend 
Wallesey 
Southport 
B oxhill 
Cloothorpes 
Whitley Bay 
Deal 

The resorts with an asterisk are those for which no 
usable G. P. O. figures were obtained. Their placing 
is determined by population. 
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quite accurately placed according to their population. As 

might be expected, Table contains no surprisds. 

For semi-resorts, the peak 'postings out' figure cannot be 

used because part of it is atributable to the non-resort 

population. The size of the holiday season as indicated by 

the size of the summer 'surplus', however, can be used to show 

the relative importance of the holiday resort function. Below, 

the semi-resorts ranked in this way are shown on the left. 

Those on the right are semi-resorts for which no usable figures 

could be obtained, and whose rank is estimated. 

Great Yarmouth 
Poole 
Thornton Clcvcloys 

Brixham 
Lowestoft 
Falmouth 
Fleetwood 
Barry 
Penarth 

The outstanding importance of Great Yarmouth as a resort 

needs to be stressed. It has the fourth highest 'swrmmor 

surplus' in 'postings out', the first three being Blackpool, 

Brighton and Bournemouth. The placing of Brixham is possibly 

higher than might be expected, and is partly duo to the 

importance of holiday camps in and about the town; in fact 

it has more holiday camps than hotels and boarding houses 

according to the valuation lists. 

The ideal solution to the second problem - the equation of 

the various types of visitor in the calculation of the 

importance of the holiday resort function -- is to determine the 

resort income derived from holiday trading. After all, it is 
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this, not simply the numbers and types of visitors, upon 

which the prosperity of the holiday resort depends. At 

first, it was thought that the income derived from municipal 

trading, and for which figures are obtainable, might provide 

a basis for inter resort comparison. The great variation 

in the relative importance of municipal and private trading, 

however, caused the abandonment of this idea. Determination 

of private income from holiday trading was, of course, out 

of the question. 
The alternative is to grade the resorts under their 

(TQJ LC I S) 

various 'typological' groups. To do this, the divisions 

made on Ps4. /z - 14- are used, and the gradation based on the 
(1) 

size of the 'summer surplus' of postings out. It was 

not possible this time to assess the rank of resort where 

G. P. O. figures were either not obtainable or else unusable. 

In the lists on the following page, the only features worthy 

of comment are the low placings of Bexhill, Southport and 

Worthing. 

In the above paragraphs, the towns of twin resorts have 

been treated separately, the apportionment of the combined 

G. P. O. figures being estimated. To what extent this is a 

satisfactory solution, to what extent the two halves function 

separately, is not considered. 

With regard to the fourth and last problem, no attempt 

is made to rank facets of non-resort towns. No doubt this 

could be done with some data, but certainly not postal 
(1) See Appendix (?. 
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Table I5 

Resort Ranking according to the importance of the 
Holida v Resort ctin. 

Dual Resorts Popular Resorts Select Resorts 

Scarborough 
Margate 
F lkestone 
S nklin 
Whitby 
Southport 
Porthcawl 
Felixstowe 
Barry 

Blackpool 
Brighton 
Great Yarmouth 
Riyl 
Morecambe 
Weymouth 
Bridlington 
Weston s Flare 
Ramsgate 
Hastings 
Bognor 
Swanage 
Herne Bay 
Littlehampton 
Fleetwood 
Redcar 

Bournemouth 
Torquay 
Llandudno 
Eastbourne 
A Annos 
Colwyn nay 
Lowestoft 
13roadstairs 
Tenby 
Worthing 
Sidmouth 
Dexhill 

Trierer Resorts 

Southend 
Cleethorpes 
Whitley Bay 

Fashionable Resorts. 

Paignton 
tJ ewquay 
Ilfracombe 
Ponzance 
Rydo 
Sandown 
St Ives 
Teignmouth 
Minehead 
Ecouth 
Ventnor 
Bude 
Falmouth 
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figures in 'Which any fluctuations due to tho holiday season 

aro lost in the non. -seasonal fluctuations for the town as a 

whole. G. P. O. figures, however, can be used for the sc! i«- 

resorts, while tho retirement ratio and size of the eornuting 

Element indicate the importance of the residential resort 

function. 
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CONCLUSION. 

In the present geography of seaside resorts in England and 

Wales, two factors are of outstanding importance. The first 

is estate development and control, and the second, the 

distribution of non-resort population. 

E. Aato control, or its absence, is the most important 

single factor influencing the typological and morphological 

character of resorts. The residential patternt accommodation 

pattern, form, location and structure of the 'core', the 

presence or absence of frontal trading or of a frontal open 

space, building ::. orphology, building -,: iaterials and street 

layout, such features are, in several resorts, the products of 

estate development and control - as indeed may be the 

conception and founding of these resorts. Host important 

of all, the survival of select resorts is mainly duo to 

estate control. 

The distribution of non-resort population is of outstanding 

importance because the resorts, more than any other towms, 

are closely tied to other towns. This distribution largely 

determines the distribution and size of resorts and the 

relative importance of the holiday resort and residential 

resort functions. In the absence of estate or corporat' - 
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control, it also largely determines the resort 'type'. For 

examples in a resort close to a largo non-resort concentration 

of population, the development of intensive tripper trading 

activities is characteristic; period visitor traffic, however, 

is likely to be poorly represented. Invariably, the resort 

is an important dormitory to the nearby non-resort towns, often 

causing the residential resort function to be more important 

than the holiday resort function. Southend is an outstanding 

example of this. 

In resorts well removed from major non-resort towns, very 

different conditions hold. Tripper traffic is poorly 

developed, but period visitor (and tourist) traffic highly 

developed. These resorts are unimportant as dormitories and 

the residential function is clearly subsidiary to the holiday 

function. Newquay, Ilfracombe and Tenby are representative 

of this typo. 

Between these two extremes are resorts which arc neither 

close to nor well removed from largo non-resort towns for 

examples the resorts along the South East Coast. Both 

tripper traffic and period visitor traffic are important, as 

are the holiday and residential resort functions. It must 

be stressed again, however, that the above conditions 

pre-suppose the absence of estate control. 

Other features of resort geography demand further emphasis 

because of their importance. Host have a particular 

significance, but one, the possession of a 'bettor side/ 

poorer side' structure, has a wider sign ficance. If 
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presents and it often is, this structure may be reflected in 

the residential and accommodation patterns, the functional 

and socio-economic differentiation within the cores the 

distribution of industry, the distribution of seasonal shops 

and amusement parks and sometimes the distribution of the 

'popular' and 'select' beaches. It might be noted that the 

commonly elongate shape of resorts facilitates the development 

of this structure. 

Of more specialised significance is the pre-resort fabric 

of road, settlement and field. In many resorts, the form 

and location of the cores and of other shopping centres, has 

been determined by these roads and settlements. This is 

particularly noticeable where an inland pre-resort settlement 

has caused inland core development. Indeed, the co=on 

location of the. main pre-resort settlement away from the 

coast deserves stressing because of its importance not only 

in core development - in some cases it is not the old 

settlement but the road linking it to the coast that has 

emerged as the core -but also in the form of town growth. 

Acting as a nucloLs for subsidiary growths an inland village 

often caused a marked landward elongation in resort shape. 

The importance of the railway in resort development can 

hardly be exaggerated. For several rep; orts, the commencement 

of resort growth and the coming of the railway were inter- 

dependent, while for many others the coning of the railway 

caused a dramatic revival in resort expansion. The railway 
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was largely responsible for introducing the day tripper to 

the seaside; it was also an important factor in the 

development of the now-traditional form of holiday-ranking. 

Unfortunately, time did not permit a detailed study of these 

aspects of resort geogrdphy. 

In recent years, urban geographers h, ve become increasingly 

aware of the importance of Enclosure, or its absence, in 

influencing certain aspecto of town development. In a few 

resorts, the Act of Enclosure, by directing that new roads 

were to be laid out-and f i< ld boundaries established, 

provided the framework for subsequent resort expansion. 

The enclosure roads, because they are through roads, have 

become important traffic and shopping arteries, the 

enclosure fields have influenced the grain of secondary road 

development and the allotments of land awarded in the 

Enclosure Act have provided the basis for the p!. ttorn of 

estate ownership and development. 

Some Enclosure Acts had, or may have had, a further 

significance. In uleston super "flare, the Enclosure Act of 

the I800s was largely motivated by the desire to free land 

for resort development, and it is possible that the 

Enclosure Acts for the Worthing and Cleothorpos areas were 

duo to a similar cause. At Filey, enclosure in the late 

eighteenth century was partly prompted by the need for now 

roads in this then embryo watering place. 
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If the present trends in resort development are considered, 

again two features of outstanding importance emerge. The first 

is the broadening in the functional base of resorts, and the 

second, the increasing organisation of resort activities into 

larger units, the 'bigger and better' trend. 

Throughout the greater part of the nineteenth century, the 

broadening in the functional base of resorts was most evident 

in the broadening structure of the visitor clientele. There 

renamed the wealthy visitor who came for the season, but to 

this element was added the weekly visitor, the day tripper, 

and more recently the day visitor y: nd tourist. In tho latter 

decades of this nineteenth century, the development of the 

residential resort function became particularly evident in the 

amount of obviously private residential housing - though for the 

first hundred years of resort development it is often quite 

impossible to separate the residential resort and holiday resort 

functions. In many resorts, however, the main development 

of the residential function occurred after 19Id. Another 

feature of the post-19I8 period has boon the establishment of 

industries at the resorts, either on industrial estates or in 

individual factories. With the development of the residential 

resort function and the establishment of industries, the 

functional distinctiveness of several resorts has lessened 

considerably, especially in those resorts close to major 

concentrations of non-resort population. 
A feature of modern co=ercial development is the continuous 

reorganization of its parts into larger units. At the moment, 
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the evidence for this trend in the seaside resorts is 

fragmentary: the building of large chain stores on the 

Front, the taking over by Butlin's of four largo hotel 

blocks at Margate, the decision by the Blackpool Corporation 

to give licences for frontal trading to the highest tenders 

and the probable reorganisation of the Golden Milo, Blackpool, 

in the near future. There can be little doubt, however, that 

the Front, like the core of inland towns, will become more and 

more impersonal. It would seem that the small trader is 

doomed to disappear from the Front. 
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Analysis of tho In. luenco of f're-resort Roads and 
l)ýttJ+ýýýntWi-týpVi©ýr4e. 

J. OC13ti!! T".. 

ýr 

(i) 'r'alnouth, l'. azxsCato, t¢areato (Cid ToLn), TCnby, 
iloy, iout. i. 1. ttloha, ý~pton,, Lýtthan, Deal, ýit. 1'ar~'"outh, 

1ý'rucczýtýeý, ; eß. Crr-outh, "ýrir. Ytýa. 

(ii) Clcethorpca, ýýouth, i. inchcaýi, l'oll=eztono, c: rorýor, 
Ileston :, ulýcr .. sro, 'tydo, -: eccart 'Rricclinrton, 

... 1. d.. ý'tauth, ý,! hitby, Ab;.: rýstv, °thj ý)wrmat; e! 3kcEricnaog 
ýý1ý rß. ný-äda. *1" 

stf ntra, I: orecambo, Paienton, : "'iloy, äcarborouch. 
ý 

Dtýwl i sh. 
-PA 

W. Lawýslcf-t4 
r; jiZitlc°y. 

Zax. 
w r. w .wa. wý am r+ rr an* tm w 

(ii) Whit3tablo! º, abicthorpo, Torquay. 

(iii) slortý: inr, . ýcuthj. ort, sihyl, Scuthcnci 5hanl. lin, 
Na%dotýn, E attýoýý: rne, 'ýý: arue c3uth, ý: 

ýcvoleyfl, orthcawl 
`, 
-Ic; 'littlcr. 

D. U) ) loxhill, Llc. ndudno, Saitburn, St. Annao, liunstanton, 
Horne "? ay F'leetuocd, l'cna: °-th, Clacton3 Tancrton, 
I'ew {, riý,: hýon?. 

(i1 } i3orthdovn { ad ClarC,, nto) f '9lachp{ o3, =k'oct End 
(}icrcca.. bo). 
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APF11IDIX 
as . 

Resorts with g tt. Ii. timithpi. 
... ý.. _ ._... 
Folkestone 
Hastings 
Bexhill 
Brighton 
Hove 
Eastbourno 
Worthing 
Littlohatipton 
Bognor 
Southsca 
Rydo 
Sandown 
Shanklin 
Weymouth 
Sidrouth 
Teign.. outh 
Torquay 
Pali riton 
Falricuth 
Penzance 
St Ives 
Newquay 
Ilf racor2bo 
Hinehead 
Clevedon 
Aberystwyth 
Scarborough 
Filey 
Southport 
Great Yarmouth 
Clacton 
BW urnmouth (testbourne) (Bournemouth) 

Southbcurne) 
Llandudno 
Weston super Mare 
Colwyn T3ay 
(Old Colwyn) 
(R, cs on Sea) 
Broadstairs 
Tenby 
Ponarth 
(Northdown, Margate) 

Subsidiary ccntres Lira Qnclosod 

R. ©uorts git'lholit. iL 
Fthyl 
Woat Kirby 
iloylako 
Now Brighton 
Lytham 
St Annes 
Blackpool 
Thornton Clcio1Oys 
PTorecanbo 
Whitley Bay 
Whitby 
Rriýýlingt. on 
Skogness 
: Iunvtznton 
C ror. i or 
Shc ringham 
Southend- 
Deal 
Cif; rno Bay 
Margate (Old 
tiansgato 
Shanklin 
Vcntne r 
6wý{naCo 
Exmouth 
3udo 
Po rthcawl 
: leethorpos 
Radcar 
Drixham 
Saltburn 
Lowestoft 
Daw]. i. sh 
Fleotwood 

Town) 

Mablethorp© and Sutton 

by brack©tiri. 
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STF3Sini RY SIiopL. Cr C; ITR EP) T3G17fMta '. Cat3'. 'N 

Bosconbo. 

2. I-lo stbourno. 

3. Southbourno Grove. 

if. Winton. 

5. Southbourno. 

6. toordown. 

7. Sprincbourno. 

84 Richmond Road area. 

9. Christchurch Road (cast end). 

10. Charmini stor. 

Ii. Pokosdown. 

I2. Tuckton Road. 

13. Castlo Lanot 

i4. Cranloigh Road. 

15. Kimberley Road. 

16. t? ighnoor (not shown on Figuro 62). 
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County Pore ontacºos, Guido-_A 

Beds. 
Berks. 
Bucks. 
Carib. 
Cheshire 
Cornwall 
Cab. 
Derby. 
Devon 

-Dorset Durham 
Essex 
Glouc. 
Hants. 
Here. 
Herts. 
Hunts. 
Kent 
Lanes. 
Leics. 
Lincs. 
London 
MMIdlix. 
Mons. 
Norfolk 
Northants. 
Northumb. 
Notts. 
Oxon. 
Rutland 
Shrops. 
Somerset 
Staffs. 
Suffolk 
Surr©y 
Sussex 
Warwicks. 
Westmor. 
Wilts. 
Worcs. 
Yorks. 

Scotland 
Wales 

Sheringhara 
2.2 

.7 I. 7 
2.7 
395 

.2 

. 3 
6.0 

"5 
.3 ISO 

6.2 
.8 

1,5 
.I 4.6 
.4 3.3 

9.5 
4.2 

I4.2 
5.6 
2. I 
5.7 

"7 7.9 

. 4. 
2. 
5" 
I. 3 
8. 

. 05 

.2 
"9 16.9 

lß. cn tians 
Gt. Yarmouth 

1,6 

. 07 
rý 

. 
1.5 
2.2 

. 02 

.I 409 

.I 

. 04 
"7 3.4 
"5 
.5 
.I I. 7 
.I I. I 

9.4 
5.9 
2.2 

10.3 
2.5 

01) 0 

.9 3"3 
"3 6.3 
"3 
. u6 

.I 2.2 
I. 2 
I. 0 

.3 8"3 

.I 

.4 

.6 21.2 

.6 

.4 
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Sk©gnQss 
I. I 

.2 

.4 

.7 2.0 

.I 

Scarborough 

.5 
"3 
.2 

3. z 
. 05 
S 

ý> 

661 3"0 
.I .I 
.I .2 

x. 3 3. x 
I. 4 .9 

.6 
05 

.5 
.1 "o5 
.ý .ý 
.2 
.7 "ý 

I0.7 19.9 
4. ti T. 9 
2.2 3.4 
3.6 3.7 

.7 .5 1.3 I. t3 

.22.3 6. I 5.0 

.2 "05 

.2 .3 
.I 6"? 4.6 

.3 .2 

.7 
16 

2; 
5 4: ä 

"05 
"5 "3 3.55 I. o 

32.4 23.4 

I. 3 6. ý 

Notes The Sheringham percentages are of the total for 
England alone. The other percentages are of the 
total for England, Wales and f3eotlarid. 
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Af-PETIDIX. 4" 

Cotir. tv Po? "cetzttýtýe: 3, G, zide Aý icatiý., o: (Clacton 
Southaea. TQignmouth. Claýtoýn. 

}"ý 
Bcüa. 1"4 1.1 I. 7 
Berks. ý. 

03I. 
5 

I. 
5 

2.6 
Ducks oI. 74.0 
Canb. " 
, ho3hir© I. ýI"3ýI 
Cornwall ." 
Cumb. .2 .I 'I 1,5 
Derby. 2.2 1,9 2.7 

Devon I. 4 I"ý T Dorset .3 "`F' 
Durham .9 4ý 

7 
ES3oX 2.2 
Glouc. 5.2 4"5 
Hants I. 

' 
2.6 

Hero .3 .2 
Herts. I. 7 2.6 
Hunts. "1 
Kent 3.1 .1 Lancs. 8.6 3.7 
Leics. 4.6 2.2 
Lincs. I. 2 .5 
London 10.2 14.0 
Mlidx. 2.3 5.1 
Mons., 
Norfolk .7 .4 Northants. 3.0 1.2 
Northu.. ib. .5 .7 Notts. 3.2 2. 
Oxon. 1.1 .9 
Rutland .3 . 02 
Shropa. .3 .4 
Somerset 2.0 1.6 
Staffs. 13.5 .4 Suffolk Od" 
Surrey 2.3 5.4 
Sussex 1.2 I. 
Warwicks. 2.8 1I. 2 
Wosthor. . 03 . 02 
Wilts. I. 7 1.6 
Worcs. 2.4 2.3 
Yorks 7.7 5.7 

Scotland I. 4 1.4 
Wales 3.4 3.3 

.I 
006 

9" T 6.2 
.5 
.6 
.I 4. I 

6.5 
5.0" 
ISO 

I7. U 
1+. 9 

log 
1+. 3 

.I 

Accn). 

:7 
2. U 
2.7 
v. 3 
I. 3 

Id. 2 
3.7 

3.6 
7. I 

3ý6 3'0 
.3 

.I 

.; ý 
2.6 
290 
2. I 
1.0 
6.3 

.I 

.5 
5. ý 

I. 4 
2.9 
ý. ^2 

6.6 

4.2 

r. p I. 4 

" 07 
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M :; ýýxx, 
C, lin4y PCm-ent"x 

Hunstanton '!,; ricilin; ' ton Rhyl 
ýVda. 2.7 
ll; 1i'? º2i. :: " 

.. ýýac '. ý" .ý 
.3 

sh. 3 ra .5 17"9 
Cornwall 

: xa L, 
Derby 301 3o6 1+4.9 

E. äS ivx 
�3. Quc " jia. nts. 1.1 . fy 

t; ý'E" 
H rl, rts. -. 

G 

. ýEýut ý"4 .6 
w IT3Cý, ý. G 1+. 6 16.3 
j"GýC".. ý; +ýýý ý. % 2nü 

'. 3 306 
i. olädCn 2" 2* 3 

ýEidlx. 
e:; * 

9.2 

a vro11. Z. 6 
t¢ort!. ants. 3.9 .9 
. 'i otta. 5,6 6.3 2. 
C: cm. "3 
: 3hrop5« I 

I. 7 .6 13 
äUýf uli: 2.6 

.6 Sür'Gy 
Lilisse: .9 ""r� rv*{_ ý,?: g 9. I26.9 

6 3.0 
iC s. 

L. "3 
Ni. .3 
ýda. 66-0 7.7 

ä, ro tl and 
Es 
Dcnb3. r, h. 
F) in rsc K rt on lrpi omiAIS. 

1 -7 .z 
3.0 

"3 
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APE UDI. R. S. 

Indus trios of t. io t$on-Re sort F'i, ne t. i on. (Industrial Tables 
Ccnsusl 9SI) 

Section 1. Agriculturo, Forestry and Fishing minus the 
nu- burs engai, ed in Agriculture. As trio numbers 
in forestry are very s-iall, this J. caves, 
ossc ntially, those en V,, gcd in Fishing. 

Section 2. Mining and , 2u" rrying. 

Section 3. Ceramics, Glass and Covent. 

Section 4. Chemical and allied trades. 

Section 5" Metal i'anufacture. 

Section 6. Engineering, Shipbuilding and Electrical Goods. 

Section 7. Vehicle;, -inus Sub-section 81 'Motor Ropairers 
and Garages' (This is regarded as ncn-basic. ) 

Section 3. other s'. ctal Goods. 

Section 9. Procisicn Instru^: crits -. nd Jewelry. 

Section I0. Textiles* 

Section II. Leather, Leather Gcods. 

Section 12. Clothing. 

Section 13. Fc, od, Drink and Tobacco. 

Section 14. Manufactures of Wood and Cork. 

Section 15. Paper and Printing minus, Subsections 186 169 
'Printing and Publishing. (This is regarded an 
non-basic, at least in resorts. ) 

Section IG. Other "'Ianufacturing Industries. 

Section I3. Sub-sections 224 - 226 'Sea jransportf Port 
Services, etc.. ) 

Note; The numbers employed in t1¬ational Government Sere{ co 
aro not included. 
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«, tifraco: tb® 
S 'hanLrlin 
Sandown 
St IvC3 
Skoeno3s 
Llandudno 
PortllcaWl 
Filoy * 
'Srixh= 
1Sowquay 
Sw. uZaj; Q 
Tenby 
Vmtnor 
Budo 
nhyl BridlinGton 
liarcatö 
liorccanbd 
Cromor 
Paignton 
Scarborough 
T oir, nnoutYi 
ilydo 
Aamagato 
PcnzazicQ 
Voy-mouth 
Wh'1tby 

Aurust" Marce) 

146 
q1ý 
91+ 
65 

222 
2C, I 
62 

Ni 
71 IüT 
90 
6ý 
G 
50 

274 
191 

245 
56 

207 
376 
d3 

120 
169 
14j 
259 

öI 
Blackpool`"' IOý 
Torquay ý+T6 
I3roadstairs 9c 
Bognor I84- 
Clucton 267 
Shc ringhc 26 

ýti`. 
ýý Peak(4) 

31 4079 
23 4. o`) 
25 3.70 

155 
96 
96 

24 3.51+ kiU I+I 

al. ýr, >luý 
ý 

I24 
73 
iI 
64 

GI 3.29 206 Iý3 
: i9 3.26 62 
15 
22 3.23 75 53 
5d 3. I2 IJ7 129 

, 92 ý 2ý 3. ö G7 
46 

21 2.9) 65 l+4 
17 2.91+ 51 34 
94 2.92 2týý Iý 

123 
2. ý2 

365 2ý2 
91 2.70 245 151+ 
21 2.66 fiU 39 
ili 2.65 216 16 

15U 2.52 390 2ýG 
55 

r 

33 2. 
ý+L 125 75 

.ý 
b4 2.3T 

159 
Iýý 

112 2.31 264 1ý2 
36 2.25 82 4EEýi 
0 2.1 1130 650 

Iý2.1ý 43G 2 ? 336 43 
2.09 92 49 

92 29Cc, 189 97 
73 

2.00 26 13 

Notes The above figures arc in thou: ! indti. 

01 Average for the first two ' ostal weeks in Au, ustt l9%. 

W Average for the first four postal w(: e}: s in March' 1956,6 

(3) Augu ,t total divided by March total. 

Cý) Avorago of two highest wEckly totals. 

(S)Pcak minus averar o :, larch figure. 

(6) Includes Thornton Clevelcys. 
*Include totals for "'utlin's : 'oliday Ca; 1P. Therefore not 

usarlo. 

Con(' 


